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Abstract 
1) Inflation uncertainty, output growth uncertainty, and macroeconomic perfor- 
mance. The ciiii. s. 111tv rebill()iidup aniono- noininal uncertainty. reýil uncertainty, and illacro- 
ecolloillh. perfi)1'111ý111('(' 111eiistire(t I))- the inflation and output growth nite is exanlined for G7 
cmiiitries. The appll(: atl()ii ()f ýi (; ARCH inodel leads to ;i iluniber of interesting conclusions: 
(1) Inflation cýoises ii(, 1(, )ýinv(, ýv(, 
Ifiire effects, both directl. v and indirectly. (2) More inflation 
uiicertýulitý, pr()vides ýui incentive to Central Banks to siii-prise the public by raising inflation 
unexpectedlY. (3) M()l(, val-lilbilitY ill the blisille';,; cYcle leads to niore output growth (Cliap- 
ter 2). Additionally, tlie trade-off betNveen inflation iind output variability is considered for 
G3 countries. Using aI \v()-sl (j) procedure this study fin(ts that (1) The nominal uncertainty 
Significantly affects ivýil iiii(vi-haiitY in ii1l three. couiitl. 1(, 's- 
(2) A trade-off between noniinal 
and iviil uiicert; unt. v ill t lie pre 1980 period and a positive correlation in the post 1980 period 
itiv found (Chapter 3). 
Moments of the EGARCH and A-PARCH models. We consider the moment 
sti-tictiin, of the genend ABýIA-EGARCH niodel and (1(, rive the auto correlation function of 
. 111v pos t ve I11 11 integer of the squared errors. In iiddition, we obtain the autocorrela- 
tions of the squares of the ()I),,, (, rNvd process (Chapter 4). In the analysis of the Asymmetric 
Power ARCH model -\A-(, (d)tain the existence condition for a certain fractional moment of the 
absolute ()J)s(, rv; itions iiii(t the ; iiitocorrelation function (, ftlie power-transformed absolute re- 
turns (Chýipter 5). The prýicticid implications of the iv, ýults are illustrated empirically using 
dailv (Lihi oil five Bist ý-Vdii stock indices. 
3) The volume- volatility relationship in the Korean stock market. This research 
exanillies, whother the finimcial inarket opening to foreign investors affects the dynamic inter- 
ýIctlon betweell A-011111le ilild volmility ill the Korean stock market around the financial crisis 
in 1997. The evidence f'l-()iii ciiiisiilit. y tests suggests that (1) There is a strong positive bldl- 
rectional feedback between \-()Iitiiie and volatilitý- for the entire sample. (2) Foreign investors' 
fradin- volunle (-ýiused the sf()(-Iý market volatility after the crisis. (3) Domestic investors' 
trading N-olunie had ii niixed effect oil Ný()Iatllify before the crisis and the effect disappears in 
the Imst-crisis period (0iiipter 6). 
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C hapt er 1 
Introduction 
This thesis is a, collection of independent essays. The (letailed structure and intro- 
duction to each chapter is piv,, sented at the beginning of each chapter. However, 
this, chapter is intemoled to introduce ýi brief picture of what each chapter is about. 
Chapter 2 analyses the empirical rehitionship among four inacroeconomic varl- 
ables: inflation) output infLition uncertainty and output growth iiii- 
certainty. A bmiriate GARCH (Gencrallsed Autoregressive Conditional Het- 
croschedasticity) model is iised to obtmn the conditional výiriances of inflation 
mid output growth as 1)1. ()Xi(", of inflation and output growth uncertainty, respec- 
tively and the Granger (-ýilisýdity tests are, performed f'()i- G7 countries. Thisstudy 
also attempts to consider all testiible hypotheses regarding bidirectional causality 
mnong these four variables. 
Mi. Nlrlor (1979) m-gue-, tliýAt the trýidc-off between the viiiiability of inflation 
and output ("all explaill the. absence of the long-run trade-off between inflation 
and output. Ili contrast. Logýuc and Sweeiie. v (1981) suggest that nominal uncer- 
talilt-Y and real 1111(vi-tailItY are p()sitiv-(, IY correlated and can move same directions. 
12 
(IiiiPter 3 focuses on the rehitionship hetween inffiitlon uncertainty and output 
growth uncertýillit, v for thr(v main economies: US. J(ilmn and Gernian. y. The 
Mmi-i-x-diagonal (MD) iiio(I(, l introduced b. v Engle (, I al. (1994) and the BEKK 
model by Engle mid Kroner (1990) mv used to generate the conclitlonal variance 
(&nRition and output 
(Impter 4 ýmd Chaph, i- 5 aiv abmit, the mitocori-elation functions of ARCH 
type models. Westudy the EGARCH (Exponential GARCH) model of Nelson 
(1991) in Chapter 4 and the autocorrelation structure of the general A-PARCH 
(A-ýYiniii(, ( 1-1c. Power ARCH) model of Ding ct al. (1993) in Chapter 5. A compar- 
between the estlimited t1w(wetical autoc()rrelatimis and the sample autocor- 
relations lielps us to cho(), se the best model that i-eplicates certain stylised facts 
of the (Lita. The theoretical results apply to four Asian countries' stock indices 
(1ý()rea. Japan, Tamwmi mid Singapore) in Chapter 4 and five Asian countries' 
indices (the four Asimi countries in Chapter 4 and Hong Kong) in Chapter 5. 
Using a inýixiinuiii likelihood est iination method we (, ý, tiiiiate models and present 
ý0)1'ýIplllcal coillparlsolls 
bel the tlworetlcýil autoc(a-l-chitions of fitted values 
and sample values. 
Chapter 6 explores the relationship between the financial market opening and 
Koreiiiistock iiiiii-ket v()hflility. The East Asian financial turmoil in 1997 forced 
iii; my Asian countries to make ýi fundamental chol(-(, in respect of the financial 
lllwrallsýitloii request froin the witside Nvorld. Many of thein have retreated from 
the liberalisation process Koivýi seemed to liýive no choice but open their 
market wide under t1w I-MF ballout prograin. There mv studies about the emerg- 
ing countries "llich clehilyed or blocke(I the financial inarket opening. However, 
13 
research about the countries which took further liberalisation is difficult to find. 
Chapter 6 studies the Korean stock market volatility after the Asian crisis, which 
is closely related to its financial market opening. Fractlonally integrated GARCH 
type models are used in the estimation of the volatility of stock returns. 
Finally, Chapter 7 presents concluding remarks. 
14 
Chapter 2 
Inflation uncertaintY, output 
growth uncertainty, and 
0 
macroeconomic performance 
2.1 Introduction 
Siuce the mi-ly 1980s, there has been ýi significant, improvement in macroeconomic 
performance in industrialised mid developing countries. Krause (2001) reports 
that in ýi cross-section of 63 countries. ii-ieýui inflation fell from 7.04% in the 
piv-1995 period to 2.97'X in the latter half of the 1990s. Furthermore, both 
infliition and outpit liýive become inore stM)le- Cecchetti and Krause 
report tllýlt in ii sitin0e of 23 ndlist I r al and develoPing countries the 
country experienced a decline iii both inflatioli and output variability in 
the 1990s compared to i lic 1980s. A second fact reported iii the Cecchetti and 
15 
1\1-mise (2001) studY Is tliýit t1wi-eselem,, to exist a trýid(, off between inflation and 
outimt vaxiýibility. A number of issues ýirlse from the, above findings: First, is the 
reduction in average infimlon related t-() the reduction in iliflation uncertainty. 
aild if s(), is the between the two variables bi-directional '? Second, is it 
I i-iw that a reduction iii inflation and iliflation uncertainty can have a favourable 
impact on the nite of ec(monlic -n-m-th as predicted for example by Friedinall 
(1977)? Third, can a more stable and less volatile output growth lead to more 
output growth 
This study analyses t1w ciiipirical relationship among four important ma, cro- 
economic variables: avenigw niffiition, output growth, nominal (inflation) uncer- 
tmilty and lv'ýIl (output growth) uncertaliA. y. In this regm-d, current research 
(1xMilill(Is all po""Sible effect's aillong the", "e four variýihles using time-series (kita 
for the G7 to attempt to pr()vl(le aliswers to the abmv three questions. To test 
tlj(ý (qj1pirical relevance. vral ttwories have been advýmc(, (I on the relationship 
hel inflation, Output g-rowth., real and nominal uncertainty. These theories 
include: First. the Cukiel-mmi mid Meltzer (1986) hypothesis that Central Banks 
telid to create Hiffiitioll surprises iii the presence of more inflation uncertainty, 
secmid, the Black (1981) hypothesis thiit increasing output uncertainty leads to 
illore outplit, growth, mid third, the Ti. vlor effect, ývhich predicts a trade off be- 
(ween inflation alid output vni-hibl -Ind lience uncertainty. 
4,11(lSe, issues will he exýunined with the use of ýi bivariate GARCH model 
thýit the ineasuivinent of uncertainty about inflatioll and output growth 
hY the respective coilditiomil N-m-Imices. This ýipproach has been recently applied 
1)1\-. milong others. Giponlie mid McKlenmil (1996,1998), Grier and Perry (1998, 
t6 
2000). Fouiit&ý ond Heiii-Y and Olekalns (2001). However. these studies 
siiff'(, Ii- from two First, they focus almost exclusively on the em- 
pirical relationship behveeii either (1) iliflatimi and inflation uncertainty or (11) 
output growth and outpit ýii-mvlh uncel-faint. y eption is Grier and (a ll()l able exc 
Perry (2000), which examines ii richer. though not c(miplete. set of hypotheses). 
Secolid7 the majority of studies (, I,, exception 1)(, lllg Grier and Perry (1998)) 
(ýinploy only US ()i- UK data. To cover these gaps in the existing literature the 
current, study uses monthly datýi on the. G7 to examine the relationships among 
niffition, output growth mid the respective uncertainties. 
This chapter is structured as follmvs: Section 2.2 presents the theoretical 
iniwroecononlic iniplicMions concerning the relationship among the four variables 
of ilifel-est. Section 2.3 sullimarlses the empirical literature to date. Section 2.4 
Li. vs out, ým econometric mo(lel ýilid section 2.5 reports and discusses results. The 
Lust- section contains the iiiýun conclusions and draNv,,,, some policy implications. 
2.2 Theory 
2.2.1 The effect of macroeconomic uncertainty on infla- 
tion and output growth 
Macroeconomists have placed considerable emphasis on the impact of economic 
Illicertallity Oil thesta-te of the iiiýicroeconoln. v. The profession seems to agree that 
the objecflveý of nionet, iry policy a, r(, inflation and output stabilisation around 
s, oine tarl-) -(, I, E , -(,. lioiis shocks to the econoniv tliýit generate uncertainty ct IcN ). xoo &) 
almlit the infiatioll rate mid mitput (()l- its gl-()wtli nite) t(, ii(I to cause a, deviation 
17 
of II ws(, variables frolii their desired vab ws and hence iwces', ýit ýite some policy re- 
-pons -iat ilfflýitlon uncertmiit verse out- , (,,. Friedman (1977) tl y cmise,,, an ad 
put effect. This outcome is on the idea that inflation uncertainty distorts 
the allocýitlve efficiency ýu,, Iwct ()f'the price mechanism. More specifically, inflation 
uiwertýiinty affects both Ilw inteilemporal (through its effect on the interest rate) 
ýuid intrAemporal (through its effect (-)ii relative prices in the presence of noni- 
illal rigidit'le's) allocýltloli of iv,,,,, ()urces. Lucws (1973). in his price- misp ercept ions 
theory, shows thiit, In mi imperfect infornmtion so ting,. more inflation uncer- 
tcl, liity obfuscates the distinction between real and nominal shocks, thus leading 
to ývelfaxe-reducing ecolioinic. mlivitles- 
The effect of inflation uncertianty on output growth works also through its im- 
pact on investmemt. Recent tlleoretlcýd literature on investment (Pindyck, 1991) 
focits'es on the ii-i-eversibilit, v ýispect of investment, and considers current, invest, - 
ine, lit as giving up the ()ptioli to invest in the futuiv; hence, the value of this 
lost option represents the opportunity cost of an investment project. Inflation 
iincertainty incre; ises uiicertýinfl. v regarding the potential returns on investment, 
projects and therefore provides an incentive to d61y these projects, thus con- 
trihuting to lower jilvestnient, and output growth'. FInally, Dotsey and Sarte 
(2000). using, ýi (-ýisli-iii-ýi(lvýiiice franieývork. obtain a rýitlwr puzzling result: more 
inflation uncertainty call inCivitse output. This result is Imsed on a precautionary 
motive. 
Uncertainty Amut the inflation rate also affects the average rate of Inflat'On. 
1 E\, i(t(, ii(-(, of n negative milm(l of' lilflatl()ii uncertainty oil primarily irreversible investment 
like RkD i, ý, ' provided hy Goet alld Pill,, (2001). 
I ý; 
How(-., vei-, the direction ofthe eff'(ýct is ambiguous from a theoretical point of vimv. 
Cukl(--ýrman and Mcltzer (1986) w,, siilne tllýit ýigwiits fiw(, uncertainty about the rate 
of illoiley Supply growth mid helice inflat-Mn. In 8 Bari-o-Gordonset up, the mone- 
týiry authority surprises the ýigeiits bysefting an unexpectedl. v high money suppl. v 
growth nite. This argument predicts ii positive effect of inflation uncertainty on 
nifLition. In coiilrýist, Hothind (1995) clalins that the monetary authority. when 
faced with niore infiýation micertainty in the economy, will contract the growth 
nite of the money suppI. Nll mid lielice reduce inflatioll (and the associated uncer- 
talilty) in order to countenict the negative welfare effects of inflation uncertainty 
on the econonýy. This is the so-cnlled "st(d)111zlng Fed hypothesis" and postulates 
ýi iw,,, )ýitive effect of inflation uncertainty on inflation. 
Real uncertainty., incýisured for example by the variability of output, may Aso 
affect the mte of infLition and output growth. Deveraux (1989) extends the 
Barro-Gordon model h, v introducing clidogenous wýigw indexation. He considers 
t1w impact of an exogenou. s increase in real (output) uncertainty on the degree of 
wage indexation and the optimal inflation rate delivered by the policymaker. He 
shows that inore real uncertcunt-y reduces the optimýil amount, of wage indexation 
and induces the pollcymAcr to engineer inore inflation surprises in order to obtain 
fiwournble real effects. Helic. e. the testable implication of the model is that more 
mitput growth uncertallitY should lead to a higher 1-me of iliflation 2 
A number of theories limv been put, forward to exýiinine the impact of output 
uncertallity oil outplif (ýIvmvtli. In a, nutshell, the sign of such an effect is a, mbigu- 
is Him more uncertaintY about output grov. -th leads to a lower inflation rate. 
Hl, pýlwr output uncertaint. v implies lower iliflation uncertainty (the Taylor effect discussed below) 
Mid a lower inflation i'ilt(' (the Cuklernian and Meltzer hypothesis). 
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()us. First. there is the 1) ()ss Ih, lit, y of independence between output varla, bility and 
ý,, l-mvth occuring when the determinants of the two variables a, re separate. F, ()i- 
exmilple, bilsilless c. yclc models predict output will fluctuýde around its natural 
level m-ising from I)i-l(-(, inispen-eptions. In contrast. output growth is affected 
by ivýd factors such as technological changes. Black (1987) argues for a positive 
efffff of output growth 1111(vitmlity on output growth. Investors are only willing 
to invest in riskier teclinologics if the expected return on these investments (i. e.. 
Hic average rýitc of growth) is sufficiently large to offset the extra, risk. Given the 
time &q)ect of investment. this effect, would be captiii-ed with a, long lag. Finally. 
the idea, of a negative impact of output growth uncertmnty on output growth goes 
back to Keynes (1936). ývho ýirgiied that in the presence of more uncertainty about 
the return on investment, (which Is positively correlated with output uncertainty), 
eid repreneurs will clem(, md less investment,. thus lowering output growth. Ra-mey 
aild Rainey (1991) shmv that, in the presence of commitment to technology in 
ml\ýýmcc, higher output cim lead to suboptimal ex post output levels by 
firins (due to planning errors) and lience, lower mean output, 
and growth. 
2.2.2 The relationship between inflation and output growth 
Mcan inflation mid oiitpuf ,. ý, rmvth . 1n, interrelated. The traditional short-run 
Phillips ctirve implies tliiit ým increase In otitput above its natural level would 
in inflationary pressm-es. lience a positive causal effect of output growth on 
the i-ate of inflation. Modern sticky-price New Ke, vnesiaii models predict, that, 
the lolig-rull phillip"', curve might also he downward sloping (Calvo, 1983: ýValsh. 
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P)9('ý) implying tljýit Ingher output gl-()\\-t, h increases the inflation rate. A recent, 
ti idy by Devera i ix and Y(ýt iiia 11 (2002) si lows t ha t jil the presence of endogenous 
fi-equem-N, of price ad . justment. 
this negatively sloping long-run Phillips curve 
applies only for very tow inflation rates. a re-sult simihir to Akerlof et al. (2000). 
Much more colit rovet-s. y surrounds the cýiusal effect of inflation on output 
growth. Economic, predicts a, positive, zero, or negative effect of inflation 
on output growth depending on how money enters the. miAysis. In a, classic article 
Tobin (1965) focuses on the role of inffi-ition as an engilie of economic growth and 
cmisiders money ýis a substitute for cýipltal. He shows that inflation, by reducing 
t lle real return oil illoilev ImIalices. lea(Is to the subst itution of capital for money, 
thus encouraging investment and growth. Brock (1974). using a money-in-the- 
vitility function model, derives the result that, i-fione. v is superneutral and hence 
the effect of inflation oil mitput growth is zero. Stockman (1981), using ýi ca, sh- 
iii-advance fralumv()rk NvIlere money is required to buy capital goods., shows that 
iinticipated inflation le; ids to ýi lower deniand for real money balances, hence a 
capitAstock and growth. i. e., a, ivverse(l Tobin effect. Such an effect is also 
obtained by Zhang (2000) ii, -, -,, ing ýi tnmsýwtioiis costs ýipproach. 
Inflation, even if predicted, would also affect output growth adversely by im- 
pairing the effect 1 vel ws s of the financial markets to channel funds from surplus 
to deficit units. The recelit theoretical literature on the importance of informa- 
th)IIA ýls. vil III In credit, nim-kets shows that higher inflation worsens credit, 
inarkof frictions by red"(1119 tile I-eal return on all financial assets. The deterio- 
ration in credit market frictions mises froin the reduced availability of credit and 
the worsening of the mvi-wv, (Iliality of borr(mers (Huybeiis and Smith. 1999). 
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'I'lie reduction in loansupply and the lower interniedhition activity causes a more 
inefficient credit cdlocýitioii. less (: ýtpitýd investment ýmd a lower long-run output 
gi-mvth nite 
2.2.3 Output uncertainty and inflation uncertainty 
The, re is ýi c(nisensus ýiiiioiig inýicro theorists to express the ultimate objectives 
of the monetary ýiiithorit. v iii fernis of deviations of inflation and output from 
their tm, gct levels. N(, ý-(, rtlieless. one may m-gue that Central Banks are also 
interested in ininililising the vm-Libility ()f inffition and output around then- target 
levels ("'ve for example, and Krause, 2001). Taylor (1979) shows that a, 
trade off between the výiriýibilitws of inflation and output exists. it is consistent, 
with rational expectations and sticky prices. and implies no long-run trade off 
between the levels of infLition and unemployment (the Taylor effect). Claxida, et 
ýd. (1999) derive ýi short-run inflat ion- out put variability trade off that represents 
an efficient frontier, ýi policyinaker cmi enjoy more output stability only at the 
expense of more inflation výiriahility. Fulirer (1997) employs a structural model 
Of'optinial monetm-y policy clioseii by ininimising a, loss function that depends on 
the variances of inflation and output (expressed as deviations from their targets) 
and derives the variance t rade off. Finally, cross-comitry evidence by Cecchettl 
; md Krause (2001) shows ýi variability trade off for a, cross section of 23 countries 
ýBoyd et al. (2001) provide. empirical evidence that predictable (sustained) 
iliffiltion advensel. v Mfi, cts vnriou, ý indicators of filiancial sector performance, such as filialicial 
lending to the priviit(, mid the v(Aunie of bank a, ýsets. Given the well-establislied 
liel-IMIve (, ff*(, (. t of fillancDAI (t(, \-(, Iol)lii(-, lit on real growth, this evidence points to the adverse 
effects of inflation on (. )IroA-\-tll. 
). ) 
thal seem to have improved during the 1990s in comparison with the 1980s. 
In coid-i-Cist to theEivlor effect. Lo-ue and Sweeney (1981) claim that inflation b 
micertimity can liýive a positive impact on output uncertainty. A higher inflation 
nife iuAcs it more difficult for producers to distingnush between nominal and 
real (Icinand shifts, thits leading to more relative price vaxiabllity. Assuming this 
reLitive, price variability lemls to inore producer uncertaint. y. the upshot will be 
inore va-riability in real investment and econoinic ýwtlvlty. 
2.2.4 The impact of output growth and inflation on the 
uncertainty about inflation and output growth 
The causal effects of infl; itioli and output chmiges on nominal (inflation) 
and real (output, ) uncertmnty cmi be examined according to the theories outlined 
in sections 2.2.1-2.2.3 abmv. Friednimi (1977) axgues that (luring high-inflation 
periods it is mon, likely the monetary authority will instigýite an erratic policy 
response. mid therefore,. uncertainty about the future inflation rate increases (the 
so-called Friedman hyl)(fliesis). The informal argument presented by Friedman 
(1977) wýis subsequentlY forinalised hY Ball (1992), who analyses mi asymmetric 
information game when, the public faces uncertaint, v about the type of policy- 
inaker in office. Poll cy1mi kers alternate stochasticýill. v in office and can be of two 
a, weak tYpe tImt is unwilling to disinflate mid ýA tough type that is pre- 
pared to bear the costs of disiliflation. In periods of high inflation, uncertainty 
AmIlt the t'vjw of poll(-Ylllýiker that will be in office in the next, period causes 
lincertmilty abolit, the nite of money growth and lwiwo the future inflation rate. 
In periods of low inflatimi. such uncertmnty does not 
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Opposite to Hie Friedi-nclii-Ball hyl)(flie-sis. Ungar and Zilberfarb (1993) show 
thýit in the presence of iiicivwýing hiffition, agents may invest inore resources 
in forecasting inflation., thus curtailing infiation uncertainty. In summary., theo- 
reticAly speýikiiig. the effeCt Of inflation on infiation uncertainty is ambiguous. 
Similarly, the effiýct of 111flation on output uncertainty is also ambiguous. First. 
ýi rising infiAlon rate wolild be expected to have ýi negative impact on output 
uncertainty via a combination of the Friedman and Taylor effects. However, this 
effect could be positive: higher inflation reduces Hiffition uenertainty (Ungar and 
Zilherfarb, 1993) and iiwreýiscs output uncertainty (Taylor effect). 
The sign of the effect of output growth on nominal and real uncertainty is 
-ilso ambiguous. Consider first the effect of higher output growth on nominal 
uncertainty. A higher ()utput growth nite will raisc inflation according to the 
short-run Phillips curve and therefore nominal uncertainty, as predicted by the 
Friedman hypothesis. H(, il(-(,. the impact of output growth on nominal uncertainty 
is positive. Several theories predict that this effect will be negative. First, the 
increased inflation rate ýirlsiiig from more output growth might, reduce rather 
than increase inflation mwertainty (Ungar and Zilberfirb, 1993). Second, Brunner 
(1993) cladins that (I decline in economic ýwtivity generates uncertainty about 
the response of the mmicku-, v authority and hence the average rate of inflation. 
Third) if more output, growth leads to less inflation (due to the inflation-stabilizing 
ýwtlons of the nionetýu,, v authority), iliflation uncertainty also falls (Friedman 
hYpothesis). 
The sign of the effect of lvýd growth on real uncertainty is also ambiguous. 
An increase in real growth the Phillips curve and Friedman effects) 
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plishes iloillillal 1111(vi, kinit-Y upvýird and real uncertmiity downward (the Taylor 
However. if thc linpict ()f inffition on nominal uncertainty is nq(-))ativ(,. 
the opposite con(, -Iii,,, -,, loli applies. 
2.3 The empirical evidence 
Eirly empirical studics ()" the relationship between inflation and its uncertainty 
use(l the wariance (or stmi(ha-d deviation) ýis a mea, sure of uncertainty and hence 
iiicýisured inflation variability ýis opposed to uncertallity. Following the develop- 
iticia of the ARCH approach bY Engle (1982) several studies measured inflation 
uncertainty using the conditional vm-lailce of the inflation process. The findings of 
ilio, st of these studies are suinniarised in Holland (1993b) and Davis and Kanago 
(2000). In general, the majority of these studies find evidence supporting the 
first pctrt of the Frleclniýiii hypothesis that niore Hiffiition leýids to more inflation 
uncertainty. Similar evidence obtains in inoiv recent studies that use GARCH 
nwýisures of inflation uncertimity, ýis in Caporale and -McXlerliaii (1997)., Grier 
mi(t Perry (1998,2000). ým(l Fountas (2001). The secmi(l paxt, of the Friedman 
h. vimthesis is examined iii ýi number of studies using vm-lous measures of inflation 
viii-iiibility (sce Holland. 1993b). GARCH studies of this 1, ssue that represent a, 
more ýwcurýite test of the hypothesis that infhition uncertainty has negative wel- 
fare eftects are much more limited and only include US datýt (e. g., Coulson and 
Rohlus, 1985: Jansen. 1989: Grier and Perry. 2000). Only Grier and Perry (2000) 
()btmil evidence ill "'uppml ()f the negative output effects of inflation uncertainty. 
The (, ýiusal impact of inflation uiicertaint. v on infiation is tested empiri(-ýAly 
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using the GAFWH approýwli in Baillw et al. (1996)., Grier and Perry (1998, 
2000). ým(l Hwang (2001). -Many of these studies (, mploy US data,, the only 
(', x(vptious, being Baillie ef ýil. (1996) and Grier and Perry (1998). In general, the 
evidence is mixed. Baillie 0- al. (1996) find evidencesupporting the Cuklerman- 
-XIcItzer 
hypothesis for the UK ýmd soine high-inflation countries, whereas Grier 
mid Perry (1998) In their G7 study find evidence iii favour of the Cukierman- 
, Nl(, 
Itz(, l- hypothesis forsoine, countries and in favour of the Holland hypothesis for 
other countries. 
The empirical evidence to &ite on the ýissociation between output variability 
mid output growth is mixed. Eirly studies employed cross section (Kormendi and 
Met,, ifire, - poole(I (hitýi (Grier mid Tullock. 1989) and found evidence foi- "1 
1985) oi l1 
ýi positive association. Romcly mid Rmney (1995) iis(, ýi panel of 92 countries and 
ýi smiiple of OECD countries jor the 1960-1985 period) and find strong evidence 
tliýd comit ries ývith higher mitput variability have lower growth. A similar result 
is (AAalned by Zarnowitz mid Moore (1986), who divide the 1903-1981 period 
into 6 subperiods and compare high and low growth periods in terms of output 
, -, )i-mvtli variabilit, y 
(lneýismvd I)Y the stmidard deviation of Hie annual growth rate 
in real GNP). Empirical on the causal effi, ct of output growth uncer- 
hillity (ýIs opposed to N, -ý)I-hibilit, v) on output growth has appeared only recently. 
Caponih, and -McKiel-limi (1996.1998) obtain evidence of a positive causal effect 
using UK and US daGi., respectively, supporting, among others., the Black hypoth- 
spelght (1999) filid's no reLitionship between output gl'( )ýNTth uncertainty and 
output growth mid Heiii-Y mid OlekaIns (2001) find evidence of a negative effect. 
III them-N. there an, potelitvil cau, ýal effects of output growth on output varl- 
Di 
ýihility, for example, an in output above it,, iiýitural level would lead to 
inflation (the short-run Phillips curve) and this higher inflation could in- 
(111(. (, liiflatl()Il vm-Lihility (the Friedman hypothesis). Hence, the sign of the 
(, ff'(, (-t of real growth on real uncertaint. y un be ii(, ((, ); ttive 
(the Taylor effect) or 
positive (the Logue and S\\, ý('ene. y hypothesis). However, little empirical evidence 
for this cýiusal effect hwý been found. 
The existing evidenev the effects of inflation on the output growth 's mostly of 
the cr()ss-sectlon and pine. 1 t. N, -I)(, and is mixed (Grier and Tullock, 1989; Fischer, 
1993: Clark, 1997). Tll(,,,, (, cv()s, ý, -sectloli and/or panel studleý are subject to two 
criticisins: First, its Hwy include ýi group of (-. ()untri(,,,, when, the relationship be- 
hvecii inflation and output gi-(), wth could differ. it would be inappropriate to esti- 
mate a, single set of regression coefficlents using a, paliel estimation. Second, most 
of these studies do not cmitrol for the effects of inflation uncertainty on output, 
mid hence cmnot- selmnite the effects of ii-iffition froin those of inflation uncer- 
týuilt. y Oil output. Grier and (2000) provide tilite-scries evidence in favour 
of ;i positive effect of inflation mi oulput growth using a bivariate GARCH-M 
approach. 
Finally. with the exception of the effect of output on inflation (the short-run 
Phillips curve effect), the empirical evidence on the rest of the testable hypotheses 
dlscll, -ýsed above Is limited. Grier and Perry (2000) test for the Deveraux hypothe- 
supporting evidence and Lee (1999) provides some weak evidence "'i's ýIlld filid 110 , 
for t he Taylor effect. Flimlly. Lo,,., Yue and Sweeney (19ý1)., using a, cross-section ap- 
proachý find that higher inflation výirlablllty (measured 1). N., thestandard deviation) 
lemls to iliore output gnm-th vm-lability. 
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2.4 A bivariate GARCH model of inflation and 
output growth 
A bivýavite GARCH model is used to estiniatc, sinmlfaneouslý,, the conditional 
ineans, variances, and cm, -m-imices of inflation and ()utput, growth. Let 7t and 
yj, denote the inffition nite mid real output, growth respectively, and define the 
residual vector EI ýis Et (Et Not, e that a general bivarlate VAR(p) model 
c, ým be. written as 
1) 
Illo + 
v«itIi 
0 
7r 0 
and (I)i 
077rý 
I 
0, 
Try, i 
L 
Oy 
7r, i 
OyY! 
'i 
where xt is a, 2xI colunin vector given bY : rt = (7t fh)', (DO is the 2xI vector 
of cmistýmt, s and (I)j. li =I..... p., is the 2x2 inatrix of parameters. The Akadke 
(AIC) and Schwarz (SIC) information criterin are utillsed to determine the order 
of the VAR, process in estlinathm ordel- up to 12. R(,,, -, )arding Et it is assumed that 
it 1,,, conditionally norinal with inean vectoiý 0 and covýa-iance inatrix Ht. That is 
(Et Qt-1) - N(O, Ht) ýNvhere Qt_j is the information up to time t-1. We also 
es, hinate VAR models wlien, flie (Di matrix is either lower triangular (O, Y, i = 
0), 
or upper triangular ((), j= 1 .1, 0) ()1- diagonal 
(OY7,, 
i =: (, 
) 
7ry, i 
= 0). The best model 
iý, chosen on the Imsis of Grmiger-causýilit. y tests. Following Bollerslev (1990), we 
perform the Gra, liger-(-ýmsýility tosts by imposing the, constant conditional corre- 
Lition GARCH(l, l) stritcoin, on the condltloiiýd cowriall(. e. inatrix Ht: 
2 
+ eý h7r, t-I + (1, ýf- 
2 (2.2a) 7T/ '4-) 7r 7r 7r -, 7 
, L)y + 
hy,, 
-, 
+ ayý- (2.2b) 
/1 
7r 1ý. pVh, I V/"hyt, (2.2c) 
where h, t,, li,, t denote the conditional výiriaiwes of the inflation rate and output 
respectively. aii(l b,,.,, j is the conditional cowriance between E, t andEyt. 
It is assumed tLit Lui, o, > 0, i-ý > 0, for i :: -- 7, y, aild -I p< 
Bollerslev (1990) states that the constant correhition model is computation- 
that the correlation matrIx can be concentn-Ited ally attrm-tive. His argumelit i,,,, 
out from the log-likelihoo(I function, resulting in ýi re(ILictlon in the number of 
parameters to be optil-nized. Nloreover. it, is i-ela, tiv(, I. v easy to control the para- 
met ers of the conditiomil viii-lance equations during the optimization so that b j/ 
is ýIlways positivC. 
The systein of equations ('22.1) and (2.2) are estimated vising the Berndt et 
ýd. (1974) numerical optimization algoritlini (BHHH) to obtain the maximum 
likelihood estimates of the. parameters. Bollerslev (t990) shows that under the 
ýissuniptloiis of our model, the BHHH estilmite of th(, asymptotic covariance ma, - 
ti-ix of the coefficlents will be consistent. Given relatively large sample sizes (472- 
523 obsel-vAlons), the eshinated asymptotic t- stal istics should be sufficiently 
ýwcllrnte. 
To liieýisure inflatioli iind output uncertainty, the conditional variances of in- 
fl(ltl()ll aild output mv estinime(l. i, esl)ectiN, -(, I. N;,. Then Granger causality 
tc, sts, mv perfornied to examim, the bidii-ectional causal relationships between the 
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four výirhibles'. The choice of the Granger (! ýiusality approach (see also Grier 
and Perry, 1998) ()ver t1w , iiiiiiltaneoii,, ý-estliiiýition ýipproach has 3 reasons: (1) 
It ýlllows us to cýlpture the hl-w(l effects between the variables of interest. 1)1-) 1 
The simultaneous ýippnwch is subject to the criticism of the, potential negativity 
of the vin'Umcc- (3) The Gnillý, ýIcr Causality ýipproach ininlinises the number of 
esi linated parameters. 
2.5 Empirical results 
2.5.1 Data and empirical approach 
\\"(, use inonthly data oll the WPI (Wliolesýile Price Index) and the IPI (Indus- 
trial Production Index) ýus for the price level and output. respectively 
for the US. The dat(-I now-c fi-oln 1957: 02 to 2000: 08 and cover 523 usable ob- 
servation, s. Inflation is iiwýisuivd by the annualized monthly difference of the log 
WPI [7t =: log( x t200]. Real output growth is measured by the annual- 
ized monthly difference. in the log of the IPI [yt =Iog "t, )x 12001. Table 2.1 IpIt-1 
ISI 111111M I'llSe"s the data fol. the other six (. ()I lilt I. 1(11s. 
Aiigmelit-ed Dickey-Fuller (ADF) and Phillips- Perron (PP) tests are conducted 
for ;i unit root test in both the iliflation and output -, )l-owth rates. 
The results of 
tes'l-s m-e reported in Tal)](, 2.2. Both tests reject the null hypothesis of a 
unit root, ýit the 0.01 sigyiiificý-mce level. implylng thýit the inflation rate and the 
'The (HC) covarlýuice matrix (White. 1980) and the liet- 
(11*()"ý, (, 11(, Clil"ill(. It. ý- (. 1ild iltttoc()11-(, I; Ifloll (. ollslst(, 11(. (, (HAC) covariýmco liiýifrix (Newey and W'est. 
19ST) ýiiv itsed when and imtocorivalation ; ti-(, detected. 
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Number of Countryý' Price Data') Outpit Data' Sample period 
Observations 
us WPI IPI 1957: 02- 2000: 08 523 
UK lop IPI 1957: 02- 2000: 07 522 
GER, PPI IPI 1958: 02-2000: 07 510 
FRA (11131 IPI 1961: 02- 2000: 06 473 
ITA Cpl IPI 1961: 02- 2000: 05 472 
CAN AISP IPI 1957: 02- 2000: 07 522 
JAP WPI IPI 1957: 02- 2000: 08 523 
Notes: The price datýi for Fraiwe ýtnd It, 11Y were obtained from OECD 
The rest of the data were obtained from the Instittite for Fis cal Studies (IFS). 
tTS: t, TI, ited Skites. t'1111-: United Kin gdom, GER: 
Gerinim 
I y, FRA: France 
ITA: ItalY, CAN: Cmizida. JAP: Japa n. 
" ýVPI: Wholes; ile price index; 10P: industrial output PPI : Producer price 
index, CPI : G)nsuiner price index, AISP: Aggre,, ate indus 7) trial selling price. 
IPI : Industrial production index. 
Table 2.1: Price and output, data, for G7 countries 
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us UK GER FRA ITA CAN JAP 
'It 7rt 
ADF" -6-33 -7.44 -6-01 -3.79 -3.86 -5.29 -5.52 
PP" -17.05 -21.92 -14.22 -9.73 -8.20 -16.20 -9-05 
Yt 
ADF -9.00 -10-68 -10.43 -12.77 -10-72 -8-03 -6.28 
PP -14-84 -27.92 -38-58 -31-71 -32.41 -27-32 -26-31 
Notes: ? Tt and yt denote the inflation rate and output growth rate, respectively. 
"ADF and PP are the Augmented Dickey Fuller and Phillips-Perron 
test statistics, respectively. 
A constant and four lagged difference terms are used for the Augmented 
Dickey-Fuller test. 
The MacKinnon critical value for rejection of the hypothesis of a unit root at 1% 
significance level is -3.45. 
Table 2.2: Unit root tests 
growth rate of industrial production can be treated as stationary processes in all 
countries 
5. 
'Note that the results from the ADF tests are not sensitive to the number of lagged differ- 
enced terms. Likewise, the results from the PP tests are not sensitive to the choice of truncation 
lag. 
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Estimates of the inffittion rate and the real output ,, )ro-v\, tli are 
based upon the 
following bivariate VAB (12) model: 
7T t, --=ý T-() 
lit 00 
07r7r, 
'i, 
7T-t-i + 
1 '2 
Oy7r, 
i7t-i 
+ 
12 
07ryt1y/-i + 
12 
oyy" 
where the conditional covariance matrix Ht follows the ccc, GARCH(Ij) model 
defined in (2.2). We ýissuinc, thA Et is conditionally normal". Table 2.3 reports 
estimates of the bivariate GARCH niodel for the US. According to the Granger- 
cmisAity test results reported iii Table 2.7 the (Dj imitrix is lower triangular 7 
The ('ýstlmated para, meters of the conditional mean and wriance equations for 
inflation are reported in equations (1) and (2) of Table 2.3. The sum of lagged 
inflation coefficients is 0.791. The ARCH and GARCH parameters are signifi- 
cant nt the 0.01 level. Equations (3) (Ind (4) in Tihle 2.3 report estimates of 
Hie conditional mean and variance of output growth. The sum of lagged output 
coefficients is 0.42. Botli the GARCH and ARCH pirameters are highly sIgn1f- 
icant. The suin of the ARCH and GARCH paraincters are, 0.94 and 0.939 for 
inflation and output gi-()wtli. respectively. That is. for both series, current infor- 
ination remains import; mt for the forecasts of the conditional variances for long 
hine horizons. Mible 2.4 reports the estliii(Ited ARCH and GARCH parameters 
'For we liýive iilso estiniated our bivarime VAR, (12)-coiistant correlation 
GARCH(l, l) models, ; is,,, uming- conditionally t-distributect err()rs. Results from these models 
(iiot reported) are quite similar to those reported in the text using the normal distribution. 
In particular, according to the Graiiger-(-ýmsality test results reported in Table 2.7, the (I)i 
iiiArix for the U1\1. France. lhily and Japan is lo-wer triangular wherea. s for Canada it is upper 
triýmguliu. Finally. for Germany the full (I)i inatrix i. ý, used. 
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(1) 7rt=0.593+0.2827Tt-1+0.0427rt-2+0.0727t-3-0.0547rt-4 (2.11) (5.28) (0.8) (1.24) (1.21) 
+0.047rt-5+0-1537'rt-6-0.0717rt-7+0.0827t-, s 
(0.79) (3.05) (1.45) (1.78) 
+0.046,7rt-9+0.070,7rt-10+0.0187rt-11 +0.11 17rt-12 +E7, t 
(0.98) (1.47) (0.39) (2.4) 
(2) hrt=2.35+0.217E2 t-1+0.723h7 t-, 7r (3.08) (5.92) (16-91) 
(3) yt= 2.98+0.21lyt-l+O. O8lYt-2+0-103Yt-3+0.033Yt-4 
(4.84) (3.56) (1.29) (1.85) (0.55) 
-0.028yt-5-0.044yt-6+0.03IYt-7+0-045Yt-8 (0.48) (0.86) (0.58) (0.93) 
+0.025yt-9+0.035yt-lo-O. Olyt-11-0.062yt-12 
(0.56) (0.65) (0.23) (1.46) 
+0.0757rt-1-0.00271, 
-2-0.0287rt, -3-0-1027t-4 (1.21) (0.04) (0.55) (2.08) 
-0.0177rt-5-0.0787T't-6-0.0247rt-7-0-0017rt-8 (0.33) (1.04) (0.3) (0.02) 
+0.0537Tt-9-0-098iTt-lo-0.0317Tt-11+0.0137rt-12+Eyt (0.91) (1.59) (0.43) (0.2) 
(4) 12 hyt-6.22+0.69EY, t-j+0.77hy, t, -j (3.33) (4.67) (17.5) 
5) h, y, t=0.0 11 
V F71j-t 
(0.21) 
Notes: Table 2.3 reports parameter estimates of the bivariate 
AR(12)-GARCH(l, l) model for the US data. 
7rt is the inflation rate calculated from the Wholesale Price Index. 
yt is the growth rate calculated from the Industrial Production Index. 
h, t is the inflation uncertainty. 
hyt is the output groivth uncertainty. 
The numbers in parentheses are absolute t-statistics. 
Table 2-3: Bivariate AR. (12)- Constant conditionM correlation GARCH(1,1) 
Model (US) 
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ýmd the conditioiiýil covi-ehition" for all other G7 couiitri(,, ý. 
Table 2.5 presents, L. Julig-13()x Q stittistics ýit twelve lags for the levels. squýiivs. 
ý111(t cross-explation products of the standardized residuals for the estimated bivarl- 
GARCH system. The result., s. reported in Table 2.5. show that the time series 
models for the conditional inealis and the GARCH(1.1) model for the residual 
conditional adequately ciipture the joint distribution of the 
(list, i irbances. The conditional correlation coefficient is close to zero, suggesting 
that the residual covarl(mce between equations is not statistically significant. 
Next, Granger-causality tesls are reported in Tables 2.6,2.7 and 2.8 providing 
the F statistics of Gra, iigcr-cýiusýility tests using four. eight, and twelve lags. iis well 
; u,, t-he sign of the sums ()f the lagged coefficients in ew, 'e of stAistical significance. 
The following subsection presents and discusses these 
2.5.2 The impact of macroeconomic uncertainty on infla- 
tion and output growth 
The Granger causality test results of nia, croeconomic uncertainty on inflation 
and output growth are -)iveii in Table 2.6. Friedmaii*s hypothesis regarding the 
iw,, -,; itlve out-pit effects, of inflation ulwertainty receives support in a, 
ll countries., 
except France and ItAly. The evidence is stronger in Canada, Japan and the US 
wl i(, i-(, it. applies to the majority of the chosen lags. mid weaker in Germany and 
Hic UK, where it ýipplies to mily one of the chosen lags. Tible 2.6 also reports 
tjj(ý . (,, -lit's of til( sts of 
the (( ,q -ý t -imsal effect of inflation uncertainty on infla, 
tion. 
Strong evidence in favour of the Cuklerilian-Meltzer hypothesis a, pplies in Canada, 
Fnince. tTlýý mid US. Evidence m fiwour of the Holland hypothesis applies in ltalý 
i ý15 
UK GER, FRA ITA CAN JAP 
h, t 
W7r 11.73 2.823 1.205 0.073 1.020 11.59 
[1.571 [2.381 (2.70] [1-05) [2.00] [3,70] 
a, 0.106 0.168 0.121 0.107 0.105 0.223 [1.061 [3.19] [4.061 [4.68] [4.19ý [4.13] 
0.797 0.597 0.731 0.890 0.865 0.376 
[6,35] [4.49] [11.28] [48.10] [28.3 11 [2.761 
hyt 
LOY 31.18 54-75 73.58 221.6 6.193 11.46 [2.33] [2.19] [4.371 [3.64] [ 1.6'22 1 [1.40] 
ay 0.101 0.057 0.489 0.177 0.068 0.056 [4.311 [2.47] [5.731 [3.481 [3.231 [2.14] 
,3 0.797 0.800 0.336 0.497 0.903 0.895 y [13.38] [10.551 [4.551 [4.301 [30.01] [16.86] 
p 0.169 0.060 0.063 0.020 0.008 0.025 
[1.751 [0.971 [1.23] [0.36] [0.161 [0.47] 
Notes: Absolute t-statistics are given in brackets. 
W 
7r Is the constant terin in the conditional mriance 
of i nflation. cu, denotes the ARCH parameter in 
the conditional variance of inflation. 1" 
3 
7r 
denotes 
the GARCH parameter in the conditional 
\, ar iance of inflation. W is the constant terin in the y 
con ditional variance of output growth. Ozy denotes 
the ARCH parameter in the conditional va riance 
of O utput -nm-th. denotes the GARCH 
par ameter in the coilditional -\, ariaii(-(, of output 
gr(mlli. f) is the constant conditioniiI correlation. 
Table 2.4: Constant conditional correlation GARCH(1.1) models 
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US UK GER. FRA ITA CAN JAP 
h, t 
Q12 
Q2 12 
5.23 
11.42 
6.66 
0.30 
5.71 
8.23 
3.30 
18.30 
13-67 
8.97 
10.19 
21.00 
19-37 
14.21 
hyt 
Q12 
Q2 12 
4.00 
16-18 
1.37 
0.66 
0.42 
18.04 
9.59 
3.18 
3.97 
19.94 
1.11 
14.42 
4.55 
11.54 
Cross 
equation 
Q12 18.58 0.06 6.59 11.11 9.93 11.94 5.23 
Notes: Q12 is the 12th order LJung-Box test for standardised residuals. 
Q2 is the Lptiig-Box test for squared standardised residuals. 12 
The criticid vidue ýit 5% si, nificance level is 21.02. 11-ý 
Table 2.5: Residual Diagnostics 
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ým(l Lilmij. None of the týv() I-li(, ()j-jes supported ni Germany, where jnflatlon ls 
independent of changes in inflation uncertainty. 
The results reported in Table 2.6 show strong support for the Black hypothesis 
that uncertainty about output (, i-owth positively affects the rate of output growth 
in ýAll countries, except Japan and the US. In the US, there is considerable 
evidence suggesting ýi iwgýiflve impact. as hypothesized by Keynes (1936). The 
lack of any effect of output uncertainty on output growth in Japan squares with 
the proposition of independence between output growth variAllity and economic 
growth outlined in section 2.2. 
Finally, Table 2.6 reports mixed evidence on the impm-t of output growth 
uncertainty on inflation. Evidence for Deveraux's (1989) theory is provided for 
France (4 and 8 lags) mid ItA. v (8 lags). In three of the seven countries, narnely 
Jalmn, UK and US, we find no effect, of output uncertainty on inflation. This 
lack of a direct effect is in agreement ývith the absence of an indirect effect that 
kikes phice, via, changes in inflation uncertainty'. Finally, in Canada and Germany 
there is evidence of a, negiiti-ve impact consistent with the Taylor effect and the 
Cuklernimi-Meltzer hyl)(fliesis. 
2.5.3 The relationship between inflation and output growth 
MiNe 2.7 reports the results of Granger-(-ýuisality tests on the relationship between 
inflation and output grm\-th. These results indicate strong evidence in favour of 
Stockman (1981): that higher hiflation has a negative impact on output in most, 
'Note thiit in these thive cmintries, output growth IIII(VI-hillity does not affect iliflation 
itiicertýuiitv in Table 2.7. 
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countries. For Lipan. and the US. this finding of a negative direct 
imjmct of inflation on output growth squares with ým lnd, re(-, t impact: ýis Tables 
2.6 and 2.8 indicate, inflation affects inflation uncertainty positively (the first 
part, of the Friedman Iýypotliesls) and inflation uncertainty affects output growth 
iie-atively (the second part of the Friedman hypotlwsis 1) 11). 
In the UK, the direct 
effect 1,, negative and the indirect effect is positive. Relatively weak evidence 
for Stockman applies for Fnmcc. Fincilly, for Cana&i we filid that inflation has 
no output effects. supporting Brock (1974). Regarding the impact of output on 
inflation, Table 2.7 shows a, lack of such an effect in ýdl countries except Camwlýi, 
Frmicc, Germany and the UK. In three countries, Frmice, Germany, and the UK. 
there is weak evidence in favom- of ii Phillips curve effect, whereas in Canada the 
evidence is stronger. 
2.5.4 The relationship between inflation uncertainty and 
output uncertainty 
Table 2.7 also reports t lie results on the Granger-causality tests between un- 
(vi-I ý, mitv about inflation mid oi -) -owth. 
Taylor effect is supported only in itput -i 
, Lipan. In the rest of the countries, iliffiAtion uncertainty does not Granger-cause 
output uncertainty, except perhaps in Germany., where some weak evidence for 
the Taylor effect, applies. The reverse type of causality (from output uncertainty 
to inflation uncertainty) exists in two of the seven countries. namely Canada and 
Gcriiiaii, ý,. The Taylor is supported by the Canadian data but re , jected 
by 
the German datýi. 
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2.5.5 The effects of output growth and inflation on macro- 
economic uncertainty 
The Granger- causality i est results, on the impact of changes in inflation and out- 
put, growth on micertaint. v- i,,,, reported in Table 2.8. The i-(,.,,,, ults are as follows: 
(ýi) Inflation affects its uncertainty positively as predicted by Friedman (1977) 
mid Ba, ll (1992) in inost countries. The evidence is strong in Canada, Italy. and 
. Eilmn and weaker in Fnince. Gern-wny and the US. In the UK, the Ungar and 
Zilberfarb (1993) view that niftition reduces inflation imccrtainty finds strong 
support, whereas in Frmice there seeins to be no effect. 
(b) Inflation has a inixed impact on output uncerhiinty. The impact is positive 
iii ltýily aildJapan, weakly negative in Germany and the UK., and zero in the rest 
of* the countries. Recall tLit, theoretically speaking, the effect of inflation on 
output uncertcainty is ailibiguous and is based on t1w interaction of the Friedman 
(or Ungar and Zilberfarb. 1993) effect ýind the Taylor (or Logue-Sweeney, 1981) 
effect. Therefore, the ahýsviice of evidence for the Taylor effect in Canada, France, 
the US and the UK, ýis reported in Tible 2.7, is consistent with the absence of 
ýmy effect from infla, tioii on output, uncertainty in the first three countries and the 
very weak effect in the Iýisl country. Equivalently. the direct effect of inflation 
()n output uncertainty is in Iiii(, Nvith the indirect effect that works through the 
iliflation uncertainty channel. 
In contrast, in Gerlimny. the evidence for the Friedman and Taylor effe(, t,,, 
confirins the negative impact of inflation on output uncertainty, i. e., direct and 
indii-ect effects point to the saine conclusion. Finally, in Japan and Italy, the 
evidence obtained for the Friedman and Taylor effects points towards a, negative 
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in(lirect effect, wliereas the, direct effect positive. Hence, soine other mechanisi-11 
must be at work to explain stich a direct 
(c) Output Lis, ýi iler-, ýative 
(iii Germany, Lpan mid US), or zero (in Canada. 
Frimcc. Italy., and UK) offect on output uncerfainty. Theoretically speaking. the 
impact of output on output iincertanity depends on the interaction of three effects: 
The Phillips curve effect,. flie Friedman (or Ungar and Zilberfarb) effect, and the 
Mi, vlor effect. The negative effect in Germany is consistent with the weak evidence 
for the Phillips curve effect. the evidence for the Friedman effect, and the (weak) 
evidence for the Taylor effect. For Japan and US s(mic other mechanism must, 
be ýit work to explain the ncgýihve impact of output on its uncertainty. Finally, 
the lack of evidence of ail output, effect oil output uncertainty in Canada, Fralice, 
ItAy, and the UK squares with the lack of an effect of inflation uncertainty on 
output uncertaintY In these countries (see Table 2.7). 
(d) Overall, output has a rather wcýik or zero imp(wt on inflation uncertainty. 
The impact is weakly negative in Germany, and UK, iind weakly positive in Italy. 
In the rest of the counti-i(,,,,,. Hie effect is zero. This result is, in general, consis- 
tent with the tlieoreticýil underpinnings that predict an ambiguous relationship 
het \\, ven the two 1)1(, s due to the interaction of the Phillips curve effect with, 
elther the Friedman effec. t. or the Unpr and Zilberfarb effect. The negative lin- 
pý I ct of Output growth Oil lifflationuncertainty for the tjK agives with the evidence 
oil the Phillips curve and the Friedman hypothesis. The lack of an effect in the 
US is consistent with the lack of an iliflationary impact on output growth. In 
flic of the countries. ii; iinely. Canada. France, Gwrinany. Italy, and Japan. 
some other ineclianisin inust be at work as the evidence on the effects of output, 
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, o)i-()-w, th on inflation (Tible 2-7) does not square with the evidence on 
the Phillips curve and the Friedman hypothesis (Tables 2.6 and 2.8). 
2.6 Conclusion 
This research has examined Hic relationship among the uncertainty about the 
inflation rate and the nite of output growth, and nmcroeconomic performance, 
measured by the ýiverage nik, of inflation and the average rate of economic growt1i 
for the G7 countries. Using the GARCH methodology to measure uncertainty, and 
the constant conditionA (-()i-i-(, I; ition GARCH(1,1) model to estimate the condi- 
tional variances, this study liýis derived several important conclusions for the 
majority of countries: First. inflation is a, negative determinant of growth. This 
effiýct fAcs place hoth directly (supporting Stockmmi, 1981) and indirectly, vlýi 
the inflation uiwertýillit, v (Iminiel, as put forward hY Friedilian (1977). Second, 
iliffiltioll 1111cert; I111tv affOcts iliffition 1)()Sjtjý'(]ý, r as predicted by Cuklerman and 
Meltzer (1986). Third. miceitaInty about, the growth rate of output is ýl POsitive 
deteiýnnniuit of the nite. of output growth. This result implies that macro theorists 
should consider slimiltimoms, 11N, the analYsis of the business cycle and the growth 
rate of the economy. 
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Panel A us UK GER FRA ITA CAN JAP 
HO: h, t ----ý, 7rt 
4 lags 4.58***(+) 12.4***(+) 0.98 2.55**(+) 1.84 3.35***(+) 32.1***(-) 
8 lags 3.60***(+) 5.70***(+) 1.16 2.10**(+) 1.92*(-) 2.34**(+) 18.6***(-) 
12 lags 3.55***(-) 5.49***(+) 1.03 2.40***(-) 1.44 2.47***(-) 9.69***(-) 
Ho: ht --ý Yt 
4 lags 4.50***(-) 0.65(+) 2.61**(-) 0.39 1.03 1.42(-) 8.59***(-) 
8 lags 2.45***(-) 2.56***(-) 1.38(-) 0.47 0.75 1.72*(-) 7.04***(-) 
12 lags 3.89***(-) 0-91H 1.22(-) 0.58 1.28 2.24***(-) 3.93***(-) 
Ho: hyt --ý Yt 
4 lags 3.28***(-) 8.85***(+) 2.40**(+) 19.5***(+) 1.11W 2.40 0.56 
8 lags 2.08**(-) 6.52***(+) 14.7* ** (+) 10.9***(+) 1 . 
63 A (+) 1.50'k 0.81 
12 lags 1.55*(+) 5.66***(+) 36.6***(+) 7.97***(+) 1.99**(+) 1.28(-) 0.88 
HO: hyt ---> 7t 
4 lags 0.80 0.55 6.26***(-) 7.91***(+) 0.72(+) 0.63(-) 0.42 
8 lags 0.91 0.40 5.36***(-) 4.90***(+) 2.52***(+) 1.69*(-) 0.44 
12 lags 0.90 0.51 2.12***(+) 3.47***(-) 2.62***(-) 2.13***(-) 1.03 
Notes: ht 7t: Inflation uncertainty does not Granger-cause inflation. 
h, 
t yt: Inflation uncertainty does not Granger-cause output growth. 
hyt yt: Output growth uncertainty does not Granger-cause output growth. 
hyt 7Tt: Output growth uncertainty does not Granger-cause inflation. 
In panel A, a +(-) indicates that the sun-i of the lagged coefficients is positive (negative). 
*** 
I 
** * and A denote significance at the 0.01,0.05,0.1 and 0.15 levels, respectively. 
Table 2-6: Bivariate Granger-causality tests from uncertainty about inflation and 
output growth to inflation and output , owth fil 
Panel B us UK GER FRA ITA CAN JAP 
HO: 7Tt yt 
4 lags 2.56**(-) 8.32"** H 0.48(-) 0.06(-) 2.18 0.6 3 2.30*(-) 
8 lags 1.74*(-) , -). 77***(-) 1.53A(-) 2.03**(-) 1.81*(-) 1.11 2.40""(-) 
12 lags 1.59*(-) . 5-16 1.72*(-) 1.19(-) 1.45k(-) 0.78 2.37***(-) 
HO: yt, 7t 
4 lags 0.27 4.48***(+) 0.27(+) 1.31(+) 0.11 1.94*(+) 0.61 
8 lags 0.67 0.65(+) 0.53(+) 2.45* * (+) 0.29 1.64A (+) 0.48 
12 lags 0.88 0.7G (+) 1.52k (+) 1.23(+) 1.26 1.54A(+) 0.55 
HO: h, t hyt 
4 lags 1.09 0.69 0.33(+) 1.03 1.17 0.36 1.88A 
8 lags 1.29 0.77 1.33(-) 0.60 1.35 0.74 2.82***(-) 
12 lags 1.26 0.5 1.63*(-) 0.45 1.09 0.71 2.20***(-) 
HO: hyt ht 
4 lags 0.78 1.14 2.92**(+) 1.15 0.94 2.09* 0.34 
8 lags 0.27 1.08 1.71 * (+) 0.64 0.95 1.61 A 0.22 
12 lags 0.32 0.95 0.77(-) 1.12 0.76 0.86(-) 0.36 
Notes: 7t --> Yt,: Inflation (toes not Granger-cause output growth. 
Yt 7t,: Output g)1, m\-tIi does not Granger-cause inflation. 
h, j hyt: Inflation uncertainty does not Granger-cause output growth uncertainty. 
hyt h7rt: Output g)rowth uncertainty does not Granger-cause inflation uncertainty. 
In panel B, a +(-) indicates that the suni of the lagged coefficients is positive (negative). 
and 'k denote significance at the 0.01,0.05.0.1 and 0.15 levels, respectively. 
Tahle 2.7: Bivarmte tests between (1) inflation and output 
growth and (11) nominal and real micei-tt 4T 
Panel C us UK GER FRA ITA CAN JAP 
HO: '7rt --4ht 
4 lags 1.75 A 3.45***(-) 1.83 A 1.37(+) 6.38***(+) 2.59**(+) 8.42***(+) 
8 lags 1.35(+) 2.04**(-) 1.71 * 1.09(+) 3.58***(+) 1.69*(+) 4.81***(+) 
12 lags 1.52A (+) 1.42 A 1.61*(+) 1.45 A (+) 1.90**(+) 1.19(+) 3.93***(+) 
HO: 7rt hyt 
4 lags 0.99 2.2 3 0.47(-) 0.82 1-68A (+) 1.38 0.28(+) 
8 lags 0.93 1.22(-) 1.77* 0.64 1.08(+) 1.38 1.76*(+) 
12 lags 1.03 0.91H 1.46 A 0.45 1.73*(+) 1.08 1.42A (+) 
HO: yt hyt 
4 lags 2.2 1 1.15 6.08***(+) 1.60 0.69 1.07 0.14(-) 
8 lags 2.28**(-) 0.59 5.40***(-) 1.21 1.03 1.42 1.53 A (-) 
12 lags 1.28(+) 0.52 1.72* 0.81 0.94 1.00 2.35***(-) 
HO: yt ht 
4 lags 0.29 2.11*(-) 1.89A(-) 1.13 2.3 4 0.20 1.64 
8 lags 0.25 1.23(-) 1.28(-) 0.40 1.47(+) 0.38 1.28 
12 lags 0.42 0.89(+) 1.22(-) 0.64 1.05(+) 0.65 1.14 
Notes: 7Tt h, t: Inflation does not Granger-cause inflation uncertainty. 
7rt hyt: Inflation does not Granger-cause output growth uncertainty. 
Yt hyt: Output growth does not Granger-cause output growth uncertainty. 
Yt ht,: Output growth does not Granger-cause inflation uncertainty. 
In panel C, a +(-) indicates that the sum of the lagged coefficients is positive (negative). 
*** **, * and A denote significance at the 0.01,0.05,0.1 and 0.15 levels, respectively. 
Table 2.8: Bivariate Granger-causality tests from inflation and output growth to 
uncertainty about inflation and outputffowth 
Chapter 3 
The inflat ion- output variability 
trade-off and the monetary policy 
in G3 
3.1 Introduction 
One of the most, ýwtivelv debated issues in inacroeconomics is the nature of the 
trýide-off between the levels of inflation and output or unemployment. Taylor 
(1994) analysed the long-term relationship between inflation arid output in a dif- 
fI way. He claims that there is a trade-off relationship between the variability 
of inflation and output. which implies no long-run tr(ide-off between the levels of 
iiiffiition and unemployment. His argument is in Iiiie with the Friedman-Phelps 
IlYpothesis that there is no long-run Phillips curve trade-off. Stich a variability 
tnide-off is also consistent with sticky prices and nitional expectations. 
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Ho, wever, Logue and Sweeiwy (196t) find that nominal uncertainty and real 
micellainty are positively correkited and can move in the saine directions. They 
suggest that a high level of price variability induces more uncertainty about future 
investment and produce. This controversial issue is closely related to the efficiency 
of monetary policy. 
Cecclietti and Ehmimin (1999) point, out that in the 1990s throughout the 
world. central kinks inoved awa, v from focusing on intermediate objectives., such 
ýi, s inoney, toward the direct hirg, eting of inflation. Although inflation targeting has 
been successful since its inception, there still remain questions as to the costs it, 
inay entail. One of the mmit criticisms against inflation targeting is that, inflation 
tm-getlng can lecid to undesirable outcomes, such as excessive output variability. 
as predicted by Taylor. Clarida et al. (2001) point out that the empirical evidence 
of the tra, de-off relationship between the two variables is ým important guiding 
principle in many applied studies of immetary policy. 
The trade-off relation hctývccn inffittion and output výiriability is an issue 
that cannot be resolved on inerely tlieoreticýil grounds. This chapter explores 
the trade-off between hiftition and out put variability in the G3 using bivariAe 
GARCH models. Most of the empirical studies have used either stochastic optimal 
control techniques or sensitivitY ýnial, vsis of dynamic general equilibrium models 
to investigate the trade-off in výiriaiiccs. Only the studies of Lee (1999), Arestis 
et al. (2001) and Fountýi-, (, t al. (2002) attempt to investigate the variability 
trade-off using measures of conditional volatilities. 
The current-study adopts a. hvo-step procedure. First, we estimate conditional 
VýIITIIIC(Is froin ýI bivýlrime GARCH niodel as the statistical ineasures of inflation 
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iiii(I output variability. Using the estimated time series of nominal and real un- 
certainty, in the p(-Irt the Gnaliger causality tests ýire performed. Grier 
and Perry (1998) also employed the two-step apprwich. This approach provides 
a simple method to illusti-ate the existence. ()i- absence of a trade-off. 
Several results staii(I out for the entire sample period. First, nominal uncer- 
tmnty significantly affects rciil uiicertýaiiity in all three countries but not all in the 
, smne maiiner. InJapaii mid the USA increased inflation uncertainty does lead to 
aii increased output uncertainty. This is in line with the hypothesis advanced h. v 
Logue and Sweeney (1981). By contrast, in GeriiiaiiY there is mild evidence that 
increased nominal uncertainty lowers real uncertailit, v. confirining the theoretical 
predictions made by Ti. vlor (1979). Second, in the USA and Germany real uncer- 
tainty has a negative effect on nominal uncertainty. The evidence is mild in the 
USA and weak in Gerimm. y. In Japan real uncertainty does not Granger-cause 
nominal uncertainty. These results an, not qualitalively altered by changes in 
the measures of volatility. The results mv supportive of a, bidirectional feedback 
between nominal and ivid uncertmiaty. but with t1w line of causation running 
froin the former to the Litter being the stronger of the two. 
This research also exminnes ývhether the changes in monetary policy around 
1980 affect the tr(lde-offiii vai-Linces by dividing t1w whole sample period into 
two sub-periods and conduct 1110, (1ý1111-)'ýlllt, v tosts for (, ýwh sub-period separatel, v. 
The effect of nominal i tiwerl mlity on real uncertainty is negative, supporting the 
Ti. vlor hypothesis in the sixties and seventies but turns to positive in the 1980s 
and 1990s in favoui- of Logue and Sweeney's hypothesis. Oil the other hand real 
WIS has a sigilificant causal effect, on nominal uncertaintY in the (, I, ), Iit' 
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and nineties but the effect does not ýippear in the 1960s and 1970s. 
The structure of the cliýipter is ýis follows. Section 3.2 provides a background 
discussion of the debate over the inflation/output N-; irial)lllt. v trade-off. Section 
J). 3 describes the theoretlcýil model used for elstimation. In addition to Hie BEKK 
model, the vector- di agol i al model is also considered for paraineterisation. Section 
3.4 presents the empirical ýmalysls and the results from the Granger cnusýdity 
tests. Section 3.5 disclisses, some monetitry policy issiies and conducts subsa, mple 
analyses. Concluding ivmýirks mv in section 3.6. 
3.2 Prior research 
3.2.1 Theory 
Taylor (1979,1994) ar-iies that the existence of the, short-run output inflation 
ti-cide-off implies ýi long-run trade-off in variances. In other words, if the policy- 
mAens wish to reduce nominal uncertýiiiity in the face of demand and supply 
shocks they inust vm-, v real output ýi great deal in order to stabilize inflation. 
On the other hand, in order to lower the variability of output the policy-makers 
illust allow shocks thal ýffect inflation to persist, thus increasing the nominal 
i tit (vilmrity. 
However. Logue and (1981) argue that there are. two reasons to sus- 
pect that , -,, i-(,, iter uncertimity of inflation 
leads to giv; ifer uncertainty in produc- 
tion, investment, and inýirkctjng decisions, and greater variability in real It', rowth. 
Olic misoil is that relalive price variation civýttes additional uncertaint, v of pro- 
duce. The real growth iii inve,,, tinent and all other e(-()iioiiil(- iictivit. v will be mon, 
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variable becýiuse of the inability to distinguish real shifts in demand from nomi- 
nal shifts. Second. models with ýi stable inflation-unemployment, trade-off implY 
ýI positive relationship behý, veii the vai-la, bility of inflation and the variability of 
lvýll wtivity. 
Mon, recently. the reLitionship betNveeii nominal and real uncertainty lws been 
analysed by using intertemporal general equilibrium models. The models devel- 
oped by Goodfriend and King (1997). King and Wolinan (1998) and Rotemberg 
-md Woodford (1998) show tliýit inflation targeting, by keeping the inflation rate 
constant, also minimises the. output pip variability. Bean (1998) questions the 
existence of ýi variance tride-off - 
He develops a model iii which an optimal mon- 
etm-, v policy is defined ns the policy that minimizes the variances of output and 
inflation. 
However, Erceg et al. (1998) demolistnAte the existence of an jnflation/output 
výaiaiice trade-offvisingý ;i (lynainic general equilibrium model which incorporates 
reýisonable wage inertiýi. In their model, when nominal wages are sticky, the 
trade-off between output-gap variability and inflation variability exists regardless 
of the degree of price stickiness. Hmvever, when wýigws are perfectly flexible the 
trade-off disappears. Svensson (1998) also analyses ýi model in which the infla, - 
tion/output varia, lice trade-off arises because of cost-push supply shocks whereas 
ja. (ji-esic (1999) m-gylles that targeting headline inflation, when prices are sticky 
mid price shocks mv anticipated, can severely destabilise the output gap (for a, 
recent discussion see Arostis 0 al, 2001). Claxicla et al. (2001) illustrate the 
trade-off ill varimices bY colist n ict ing the efficient, policy fi-ontier corresponding 
to their baseline niodel. They also eniphasise that the trade-off emerges only if 
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cost push infla, tl()ii is present - 
In the absence Of cost inflation there is no trade-off. 
3.2.2 Empirical Evidence 
Taylor (1979,1980) the first to define and estimate ýi long-run trade-off 
lwtweeii nominal mid real iincertainty. In sliarp cmiti-(ist. Logue and Sweeney 
(1981), using cross- sect lona I tests and data from 24 countries that are members 
of the OECD, found that the vm-lability in real growth is strongly and positively 
related to the wriability in inflation. Subsequently. Taylor (1993) and Fuhrer 
'and Moore (1993), using stochýistic optimal control techniques, estimated a, new 
tra, de-off. Taylor (1994) revisited the trade-off between the variability of inflation 
; u-id of output. Using ýi sei-ws of simple &igranis mid graphs he demonstrated 
that the trade-offexists bcc; mse of the slow adjustment of prices. He also argued 
that monetary policy cýiii determine where on the trade-off curve the economy 
11 (1 S. 
Fulirer (1997) cstlniýflcs ý-An efficient set of weighted combinations of inflation 
and output vaxiýiiice iiii(I finds that when nionetýir, v policy attempts to make 
output (inflation) variýitioii too small there is ýi dnimatic. increase in inflation 
(output) variances. ('ecclietti md Ehrmanii (1999) suggest that the standard 
deviation of inffiition fitIs tess in the noli-inflation targeting countries than in the 
hAition targeting countries. They observe that output variability (as measured 
hY thestanda, rd deviation) falls far moi-e in the lattei- than in the former. Clarida, 
o al. (1999) show that a trade-off in variances exists and is less fa, vourable the 
Iii, -, her the clegree of infLitioli persistence. Arestis et al. (2001) utillse a stochastic 
voLitility inodel to aimlyse the possible effects of inflation targeting on the trade- 
off between output-, -ýip vamibility and inflation variabilitY. They find that the 
w1option of inflation tm-gets. in countries like Austrýtlm. Gma& and the UK, 
results in a more favounible monetary policy trade-off'. 
On the other hand, Batini and Haldane (1998) for the UK and Ama, no et al. 
(1999) for Gmadii show Owt inflation targeting lowers both real and nominal 
1111certmiity. Lee (1999), using US datýi- estimates the BEKK paxameterisation of 
ýi bivariate GARCH process, and finds (-I positive relationship between nominal and 
real uncertainty. The evidence is stronger for the post-1979 period than in the 
pre-1979 period. Fountis (, t al. (2002) employ a constant conditional correlation 
blv; iriate GARCH model and find no evidence of a trade-off in variances forJapan. 
3.3 The models 
This research uses bivariýite VAR models to estimate the conditional means of the 
r; iI es of inflation and oi itp it growth. Let 7Tt and yt denote the inflation rate and 
real output growth respectivety. ýind define the residli., 11 vector Et as Et = 1. 
(E7t, 
yt) 
Note that a, general bivarlate VAR(p) model can be written as 
(DO ++ Et. 
with 
(1) 0 
7T 0 
and (1) i0 
7T- 7F. 
07ry, 
i 
L YO L 
OY717 oYY, 
i 
where 'rt is ýi 2xI column vect or given by 'r, = (7t, Yt)'. 
(3.1) 
(Do is the 2xI vec- 
tor of constants ýilid 4)i, /' = 1, ..,, 1). Is the 2x2 matrix of parameters. 
The 
Akaike information critei-Ion (AIC) is utilised to determine the optimal lag order 
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of the VAR process. On the basis of the minimum AIC and the requirement 
of white residuals 12 lags is chosen in the VAR process. It is assumed that Et, 
is conditionally normal with mean vector 0 and variance-covariance matrix Ht, 
where vech(Ht) = (ht, h7ry, t , 
hyt)'. That is, (EtlQt-, ) - N(O, Ht), where Qt-1 is 
the information set up to time t-1. This study also estimated VAR models 
where the 4)i matrix was either lower triangular (O, Y, i = 
0), or upper triangular 
(O'y7T-, 
i = 0), or diagonal (oy,, i = O, Y, i = 
0). The choice between the three models 
was based on the results of Granger-causality tests. Following Engle and Kroner 
(1995), these Granger causality tests were performed under the assumption that 
the conditional covariance matrix follows the BEKK representation'. That is, Ht 
is parametrized as 
Ht, = CC'+ AEt-1 E't-lA'+ BHt, -, B', 
(3.2) 
with 
C7r7r C7ry a7r7r a7ry 13 7r 7ry 
L 
Cy7r cyy 
iL 
ay7r ayy 
iL 
Oy7r 0 
yy 
Because of the presence of a paired transposed matrix factor for each of these three 
matrices non-negative definiteness of the conditional matrix is assured. Also, 
'In the presence of conditional heteroskedasticity, Vilasuso (2001) investigates the relia- 
bility of causality tests based on least squares. He demonstrates that when conditional het- 
eroskedasticity is ignored, least squares causality tests exhibit considerable size distortion if the 
conditional variances are correlated. In addition, inference based on a heteroskedasticity and 
autocorrelation consistent covariance ii-iatrix constructed under the least squares framework of- 
fers only slight improvement. Therefore, he suggests that causality tests be carried out in the 
context of an empirical specification that models both the conditional means and conditional 
variances. 
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in Hie a, hove BEKK inodel. fEtj is covýiriance stAlonaxy if and only if all the 
eigenvalues of A (9 A+B,, I,,,, B (where (9 s, Ia nds for Kroi iccker product) are less, than 
oiw in modulus (see, Engle and Kroner. 1995). The system of equations (3-1) and 
(3.2) is estimated using the Berndt et al. (1974) numerical optimization algorithm 
(BHHH) to obtain the iiiiixiiiiiiiii likelihood estimates of the parameters. 
The bivariate GAB. (, H(l, 1) system using the vecl or-diagonal (VECD) model 
by Bollerslev et, ýil- (1994) is also estimated as aii alternative of the BEKK 
iipproach. The forin of Ht for this model is 
I + All) Am, + B,,,, B,, nC. ) 
Ht, 
-,, 
(3.3) 
ýý"Itll 
Tr 7T 
Br, 
ý 
ý3 
7r 7r 
.? 
/Y 
- 
13Y. Ij 
- 
where the symbol 1'. ) stýinds for Hadainard product (that is elenient-by-element, 
multiplication), and the C' is defined 111 (3.2). 
3.3.1 Commonality in volatility movements 
The notion of '-persistem-c" of a, shock to volatility within the GARCH class 
of models is considmibly more complicated than the corresponding concept, of 
pei-ý, isteiice in the inean for linear models. One definition of persistence would be 
tlmt shocks fail to persist when Ib it I (i =: 7T. y. 7Ty) is stationary and ergodic. The 
persistence of shocks cali be defined in terms of forecast, moments; to say 
that shocks to h, t fall to pei-sist if and only if for mvi-y s, E, (hit) converges, as 
t --v. to a fillite linlit independent of tirne ., ý information. In this study we will 
adopt the latter definition. 
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Note that the two conditional (co)variances in equation (3.2) can be expressed 
as 
222222 h7r, 
t C7r7r 
+ C7ry + a7r7rE7r 
, t-, + 
2o7r7ra7ryE7r, 
t-, Ey, t-j 
+ ce,, 
YE y, t-I 
+0,2, h,, t-l + 20,, Oyhy, t-I + 0,2yhy, t-1, (3.4a) 7r 7r 
h2+c2+ ce 
2E2 
t-I 
+ 2ay,, ayyE,, t-lEy, t-I +a2E2 Y, t 
Cyy 
y7r y7r 7r , yy y 
+02 
, 
h,, t-l + 2ov,, Oyyhy, t-I +02 h (3.4b) y y'Y Y't-1) 
h, 
y, t 
C-fr7rCy7r + CYYC7rY + (1'77ray7rE 2, t-I 
+ (a7r*7rOYY + aY7ra7rY)'-C-7r, t-1EY, t-1 
+ aYY07ryE 2 
7r Y, t-I 
+07r7r/3y7rh,, 
t_j 
+ ArOyy + Oy7rO7ry) h7ry, t-I + /3yyo7ryhy, t-I (3.4c) 
The cross-equation restrictions implied by (3.4) make it difficult to link the persis- 
tence in a particular component, of the conditional variance-covariance matrix to 
particular parameters. Following Engle and Kroner (1995), this research presents 
the largest eigenvalue of A0A+B0B as a measure of persistence. 
From the expressions in (3.4) it is easily seen that the off-diagonal elements 
of the matrix A (B) depict how the past squared error (conditional variance) of 
one variable affects the conditional variance of another variable. In other words, 
a7ry) ay, 
07, 
y and 
OYT 
can be viewed as providing information on the correlation 
between real and nominal uncertainty. 
Moreover, the conditional (co)varia, nces in equation (3.3) may be written as 
h2+c2+a2E2, 
t_l + 
02 h,, t-,, 
(3.5a) 
7r, t 
C7r7r 
Try 7T 7r 7r 7F 
h2+c2+a, 2E2, t_l + 
02 hy, t-, 
(3.5b) 
Y, t 
Cyy 
y7r yy y yy 
h, 
y, t C-7r7Cy7r 
+ CYYC7FY + ("7r7rayyE7r, t-jEy, t-j + 07rrOyyhry, t-, (3.5c) 
Hence, this model clearly does not allow for commonality in volatility movements 
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and for cýmsýility in The sum of a2 and i'ý in (3-5ýi) reflects the level 7F 7r 7r 7r 
of persist(mce in the cmiditional varimice of inflatioli wherects CI, 2 2 . yy and 3, Y are 
linked to I lic persistence in the real micei-tainty. 
3.4 Empirical Analysis 
3.4.1 Data 
The currelit research uses monthly datýi on the WPI (Wholesale Price Index) and 
the IPI (Industrial Prmhiction Index) for the US and Japin &ý proxies for the 
price level and output, respectively. The clatýi froin 1957: 02 to 2000: 08 
with 523 usable observatimis. For Germany PPI (Producer Price Index) and the 
IPI (Industrial Production Index) are used. The data, covers from 1958: 02 to 
2000: 07 with 510 observýitioiis. Inflation is measured by the annualized monthly 
difference of the log WPI [7TI ==log( )x 1200] (PPI for Germany). Output WPIý-i 
growth is IlWalslli, ed 1). Nl- Hie ýiniiiiahzed inontlily diffiýrence in the log of the IPI 
[yt, =log( lp" )x 1200]". Ipit-1 
3.4.2 Empirical Results 
Tahle 3.1 reports Imi-ameter estimates for the BEKK(l, l) and DVEC(I. 1) mod- 
clsý'. The Imnuncter suggests a, cross-effect running froin the lagged output 
2 The (Litn wen, ()htained from the Institute for Fisciil Studies (IFS). 
: 'Tli(, BEKK and DVEC estinimes of the inflation and output tincertaintY are based upon a 
blviu-Mte, VAR, (12) model. Oil the basis of the AIC mid the requirement of white residuals Ave 
1mve decided to include twelve lags in the VAB. 
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error to the inflation výil-lmwe whereas the parameter ay, depict a cross-effect in 
the opposite direction. The off diagonal elements in B depict, the extent to which 
the conditional variance of one vamible is correlated with the la, gged conditional 
vmimwe of the other variable. 
To tesf for volatility tninsinissions between lnfl(ltl()ii and output we perform 
joint, tests under the iiull hypothesis that aij = 13ij =0 for 3. Based on the 
likelihood ratio test statistic the null hypothesis of no cross effects is accepted. In 
other words, the likelihood ratio test shows the dominance of the DVEC model 
in all three countries. Alternatively, the Akaike or Schwarz information crite- 
rlýi (AIC, SIC respectively) caii he ýipplled to rank the two ýilteriiatlve bivariate 
GARCH models. Tliese model selection criteria, check the robustness of the log- 
likelihood ratio. Specifically, according to both the AIC and SIC, the optimal 
GARCH type model for all countries \\, ýis the DVEC one. In all three cases the 
sl ýitlstlcal insignificance. of the estimates of and 0, shows the lack y 
of any association bchveeli the variability of inflation and output growth. Clearly, 
there is 110 support for ml. v relationship between real mid nominal uncertainty. Fi- 
imlly, with all countries, the hypothesis of uncorrelated standardized and squared 
standardized residuals is well supported. 
Table 3.2 reports the persistence for the BEKK(I, I) and DVEC(IJ) model. 
For the BEKK model ýis ýi measure of persistence in the two volatilities the largest 
eigenvalue of A0A+Bx, ý B is used (see column 2). The estimated eigenva, lue 
for Goriimn, v is markedly lower than the corresponding values for Japan and the 
TISA. These two similar persistence parameters (0.97 and 
0.96 respectively). In the DVEC model the suin of the estimated a2, 
(o, 2 and 7r Y. 
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USA JAPAN GER'MANY 
BEKK(1,1) DN7E('(1,1) BEKK(1,1) DVEC(1,1) BEKK(1,1) DVEQ1,1) 
W11 1,505 1.527 3.637 3.551 1.916 2.275 
(6.22) (t). 2 (10.12) (9.55) (4.91) (5.17) 
LI) 12 0.912 -0-169 0.15 73 0.164 0.744 0.911 (0.65) (0,19) (o . 29) (0.31) (0.27) (1.16) 
6.139 6.490 2.4,54 2.415 6.162 6.922 
(12.37) (1 1. (; (; ) (1.72) (2.55) (3.7-1) (4,90) 
0.478 0.4 6: )) 0.564 0.552 0.401 0.439 (11,97) (11.52) (11.21) (13.41) (6.41) (5.95) 
(121 0.042 0.038 0.176 
(0.51) (0.22) (0.46) 
0.12 -0.024 - -0.027 - -0-006 - (0.68) (1.03) (0.45) 
(122 0.724 0.713 0.200 0.173 0.304 0.315 
(13.13) (12.89) (4.73) (4.26) (4.85) (6.07) 
f3j, 0.852 0.848 0.531 0.558 0.733 0.619 
(36.85) (:, -I. G7) (5,21) (5.78) (6.84) (3.68) 
021 
-0.069 0.048 0.2 45 (0.88) (0.28) (0,58) 
012 0.005 - -0-009 - -0-005 - (0.12) (0.28) (0.39) 
/'ý22 0.395 0 -35 5 0.965 0.972 0.903 0.891 (5.43) (. 1. -11) (52.13) (66.61) (24.0) (23.97) 
Likelihood -3489-96 -3491.17 -3800-34 -3800-87 -3602.49 -3605-01.42 
LR test 2.42 - 1.06 - 5.04 - 
sic 7286.6 7585.3 7565.4 7907.4 7883.4 
AIC 7077.9 7072.3 7327.0 7324.0 7698.7 7691.8 
Q "(10) 1.36 1.54 4.81 5.66 9 -2 3 13-34 
Q Y, (10) 8.04 7.01 0.65 0.92 4.96 4.89 
(ý , ýJ, (w) 12.22 12.79 9.60 8.18 9.63 7.60 
Q (10) 8.25 ý. 35 3.40 3.34 14-35 13.85 
Q 2, (10) 
y 16.63 
171.28 17-06 16-93 16.00 17.94 
N0cs: This table relmits paimnetcr cstim; itcs for thc BEKK(1,1) and DVEC(1,1) incidels 
with data for USA, ("cl-manY ind -Lipan. The munber"', ill pal-clit-lic"c" are 1-skitisti(Is. 
Schwarz (SIC) ind Akalke infonimlion criteiia (AIC) ýuc pre-scided. 
Likelihood ratio (1,13) 1 (-, t cmiducl c(l ws- fol1mv-s : 
LR=2 X [AILC, - MLRI 
whcre AILUand NILRd('11()t(' i-llc imixininin loglikefillood v; diics of the unrestricted 
(BEKK(l, l)) and icstricted (DVEC(1,1)) models respectivel. y. The critical vahic ; it 
5W, significancc lovel is 9.49. 
Q(10) and Q 
2(1()) 
mc Hic Ljiil1g-f3()x statistic. s for telith-order "clial correlation 
ill Hic re"idlial"', alld ill the , quared i c. sidual-, i cs'pe(tivelY. The (-I iti(qd vallic at, 
5% significancc level is IN. 30. 
Table 3.1: Parameter estimates for the BEKK(1,1) 
and DVEC(1, I) models (Entire sample) 
BEKK(I, I) 
BENK(I-1) DVEC(LI) 
AR(I) 
h,, t. hy, j h7r, t 11, 't 
h7r 
t hy t , , 
USA 0.955 0.900 0.343 0.952 0.634 
, JAPAN 0.968 0.475 0.978 0.616 0.975 
GERMANY 0.876 0.744 0.917 0.570 0.893 
Notes: The second colunin reports the largest eigenvalue of 
AýX)A + BOB as a i-neasure of persistence for BEKK model. 
The column 3 and 4 show the estimated AR, (1) (-()efficleiits of 
the t-w() condItlonal variances in the BEKI\" model. 
The, List column reports the sum of the estimate(I a2 
2 
Ir" 
(ayy) 
o2 2 and , 
(, `3yy) in the DVEC inodel. 
Table 3.2: Persist ence for the BEKK(IJ) an(I DVEC(I, I) models 
o2,7r (02 
Y) reflects 
the level of persistence in the conditional variance of inflation 7r y 
(output) (see columns 5 and 6). A simple way to compare the persistence in 
the two conditional wiriances in the BEKK model is to regress hit (z 7T, y) 
on ýi constant a-lid 
ýi, 
t-j (see columns 3 and 4). In the USA it is clear that 
inflation volatility is more persistent than output volatility. However, for Japaii 
and Germany real uncertainty is, more persistent than nomilial uncertainty. 
3.4.3 Granger- causality tests 
In f he previous section the rehitionship between noininal and real uncertainty 
\výis estinmted in a sililulkaleous approach uslng the BEKK model which allows 
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each hit (i = 7., fj) to de. pend on lagged squared residuals and past varlance. s 
of hoth variables in the systein. The simultaneous approach suffers from the 
dlsýidvautýige that it (hws not, allow the testing of ýi lagged effect of inflation 
uncertainty on output uiicertýiiiity (and vice versa). which would be expected 
a, study that employs inonthly dat(i. The trade off between variability in output 
and variability in inflation takes time to materialize and cannot be fairl. v tested 
in (i model that i-estricts the effect to be in one month only. In this section Nvc 
elliploy a, hý,, O-Step approach where the estimates of the two conditional variances 
mv first, obtained from wir bivariate GARCH inodels mid causalltv tests are then 
run to test for bidirectional effects. 
Table 3.3 reports the results of umsality between nominal and real uncer- 
tainty for both bivariM, (, GARCH models. Panel A tests the null hypothesis that 
inflation uncertainty does not cause output uncertainty. The BEKK colunins 
Show tlmt 111croý1sed nominal uncertainty significantly affects real uncertainty in 
all three countries, but not ýdl in the saine manner. In Japan and the USA in- 
creased inflation uncertmlity does lead to ýili incmised output uncertainty and 
this, effect is statistically sigiiificmit at the I(Xý level. These results strongly sup- 
port the hypothesis advýlllced by Logue and Sweeney (1981). By contrast, in 
Goritwny there i,,,, mild evidence, (at Lig- 12) that increased nominal uncertainty 
lowers reýil uiicertýiiiity. colifirming the theoretical predictions made by Taylor. In 
olier ýNvords the Taylor hyp4liesis is vei-ified by the (, 'ranger-causality tests only 
for Germany. 
Panel B tests the mill li. vimthesis that output uncertaint, y does not cause 
ilifLition uncertanity. The BEI,. -K columns show that in Gerinaqv and Japan iit 
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eacli Lig length the null hypothesis that real uncertainty does not Granger-ca, use 
nominal uncertainty is ýwcepted ýit the 0.01 level. Hence. for these two countries 
iiii iris ignific ant ileg(Itive rehitionship between nomiml uncertaintY and past real 
micertanity is found. In f1w USA the mill hypothesis is re. jected at the 0.15 level 
using 4 lags. There is very weýik evidence in favoul- of the Taylor theory since 
the sum of the coefficients on lagged 1-(, a, l uncertaint, v in the nominal tincerfainty 
equation is negative. 
The above conclusion on the relationship of inflation uncertainty and output 
gi-m0li uncertainty is not, altered iis a result of using DVEC models versus BEKK 
models. When we use the DVEC model to obtain estimiaes of the two condi- 
tiolial variances, the mill hypothesis in Panel B is now accepted(re . ected) at the IJ 
0.15(0.10) level using twelve (four) lagos for the USA(Germany). 
3.5 Monetary policy and sub sample analysis. 
The full sample, Nvhlch runs from 1957: 02 through 2000: 08, has been broken into 
two sub samples, corresponding to assumed shifts in the monetary policy regime. 
In particular. we have exminned the pi-e- and post- 1980 periods. The reasons 
NN,, Iiy we. chose 1980 iis, ýi breApoint are: (1) there wý--As important monetary policy 
clialige in ceiitral banks around 1980 (2)1980 is the mid point, between the hip-li 
iliffition of the sixtic, ý (ind svveiities and the low lnflition of the 1980s and 1990s 
(Knuisc. 2001). The first sample period covers the period between February 
195 7-iind December 1979 (ýifterwaxds sample A). The second sub-sample covers 
the period from January 1980 to August 2000 (aftevxýirds sample B). In addition., 
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we examine the breakpoint of 1975 focusing on central bank reformation in, Japan 
and Germany. In the following analysis. sample C and sample D correspond to 
the pre-1975 and post-197,5 periods, respectively. 
3.5.1 Monetary policy 
United States: The prhnýiry instrument, of monetary policy in the U. S. up to 
1979 was the federal fiinds rate -the interbank lending rate. The Fed placed 
greater weight on reducing unernployment than meeting money growth targets. 
commitment to reducing inflation wýis signalled 1), N, - a change in Fed operating 
procedures in October 1979. The funds rate targeting regime came to an end 
and the new regime thiit followed was described bY the Fed as targeting non 
borrowed bank reserves. As Bernanke and Blinder (1992) point, out, the change 
in the operating proceduresseeins to have been accompanied by a decision by the 
Fed to place greater weight ()n monetary targets and to tolerate high and volatile 
inteivst rates in order to bring down jnflatlon. One inore key object, ve wlth 
lower inflation during the latter part of the 1980s was exchange rate stabilization. 
Beginning in early 1985. the Fed ýitteinptecl to bring clown the dollar by driving 
up both NII and N12 growth rates. 
Japan: The increase in oil prices in late 1973 was a major shock for Japan, with 
sllh, ý, fantial adverse effects on inflation. economic growth, and the government's 
In response to an Hiciviise in the inflation rate to ýi level above 20% in 
19 71 the Bank of Japm, like the other central banks we haNv considered. began 
to pa. v more attention to money growth ratc, ). In addition. the liberalization of 
financial nim, kets., which started in Jýipan around 1975, resulted ultimatelY in a 
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weaker tie between bmik lending and econoinic activity and the introduction of 
markets and fina, liciid instruments. The Bank of. lapan moved gradually to a 
sYst em eniplia, sising the 1 ise of interbank interest i-at(,,,, ý)s the primarY instruments 
of monetary control, open-inarket operations in the interbank market, and more 
atelition to money grmvth. 
Prior to t978 the Rink of Japan was committed only to monitoring rather 
tliým to controlling money growth. However., after 1978 there did appear to be 
a substantive change in policy strategy. in the direction of being more "money- 
focused". Pai-ticulm-ly, there wýis a, different response of monetary policy to the 
sec()nd oil price shock in 1979. Instead of allowing extiviiiely high money growth 
w, ' occurred in 1973. the Býmk of Japall quickly reduced N12 growth in 1979 
and 1980 to quite a low level. The difference in the inflation outcome in this 
episode was striking, as inflation increased only moderately with no adverse effects 
on the unemployment sit iiýitioii (Bernanke and Mishikin, 1997). 
Also in parallel to the United States, ultimately filiancial innovation and dereg- 
ulation in Japan begaii to i-educe the usefulness of the broad money target. In 
pill-ticular. the introduction of inoney inarket certificýites aii(I large time deposits 
in 1985 led to iiwivýuses in the demand for A42. Beginning in 1989 asset prices 
down ýis money gi, ()N\, tli slowed, economic acti-vity weakened and there was 
ýi down in lending 1)Y Lipaliese banks. In responding to these developments 
the Bank of Japaii perinitted a considerable increase in the variability of broad 
inolic), gi-owth after late 
Gernimi. y- The Bundesbank set a, lnonetar, v tal"o)(I ln 19, after the break up 
of Bretton ýVoods. The Buildesbalik originally targeted a c(mstruct of monetary 
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aggregate it termed Central Bank Money (CBM). CBM is roughly the monetay. Nl- 
ISI. Originally, a, fixed money tai base ininus excess resevv(, -get Nvas announced 
but ýIfter two yem-s flils, \\, ýis changed to a fixed raiiýw. 1 ý-) Like manY other central 
banks. the Bun(h-, bank ti-mishited its main policy goals (e. g. controlling inflation) 
into iwm- term interest rMe objectives. It in turn supplied bank reserves to 
incef these. objectives. t4itil Hic mid-1980s, the Bundesbank manipulated short 
terin inarket interest rýites (and bank reserves) viýi discount window lending to 
commercial banks. After 1985 the Bundesbank supplied banks with reserves 
mainly via, repun-Lise agreements. Reunification 11 new complexities for 
monetary management. The, one-for-olie currency exchange with East Germany 
led to a, 13 percent incivýise in the M3 aggregate within a single month. The jump 
miplicated moiwt ary hir, -eting. Giveii the large implicitsubsidy in the currency 
swýip, the possible consequel ices for inflation (which accelerated above target in 
1991) were another concern of the Bundesbank. 
3.5.2 Sub samples analyses 
Table 3.5 reports the results of Granger causality test for the pre- and post- 1980 
periods. First, the results for the pre-1980 period are, presented in Panel A and 
B. For Japm and Gerinmi. y we find strong evidence of a negative unidirectional 
iliflation/output variability relationslill) with the lln(,, of causation running from 
noinilial uncerfaint-v to ivýil uncertmiity. No effect in either direction is presented 
for the USA. The results of ýipplying the Granger causality tests for the post-1980 
-uwl C and D. The picture is different from that of the period ýav reported in P( 
pr(, -1980 period. In Japan there Is ýi lack of a causal (, 
ff'e(: t Of 11011111al uncertaint. v 
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on i-eal uncei-tmio. y -",, hereýis Ili the other two countries the effect is positive. The 
evidence is strong in tli(, USA and weak in Germany. Panel D also shows that 
in all three countries real uncertainty Granger causes nominal uncertainty. The 
effi, ct is positive in Jýqmn and Germany and negative in the USA. In general, 
the empirical evidence shows, the trade-off relation between nominal uncertaintv 
and real uncertainty in the 1960s and 1970s and the positive correlation in the 
eighties and nineties. 
Comparing the results of the entire period with those of the pre- and post- 1980 
periods the following ol),,,, (, i- vý it ions are noted. The evidence in Germany (Japan) 
thcIt the Týiylor (Logue-Sw-eene, y) hypothesis holds for the entire sample reflects 
the pre (post)-1980 period. In the USA the extensive evidence of bidirectional 
feedba, ck between real and nominal uncertainty reflects the post-1980 period. 
That is, the results for the USA after the changes in operating procedures in 
1979 support both the Taylm- and the Logue- Sweeney hypotheses. Unlike before 
the changes in operating pr()cedures', there is no causA relation between nominal 
and ivýil uncertainty. 
Table 3.6 presents the results of the Granger causality tests for the pre- and 
post- 191-5 periods. The results for the pre-1975 period shows similar results for 
he pre-1980 period forlipan. For the USA., a negative causal effect from inflation 
uncertainty to reýd uncertýmity ýippears and the sign of causality is changed from 
negative to positive in the BEKK model for Germany. The results of the Granger 
cýmsýility test for post-1975 is unchanged for the USA. InJapa-n, a, causal effect of 
nominal (real) uncertmiitY on mil (nominal) uncertainty emerges (disappears) in 
the comparison with p()st-l9(--', O period. The causal effect of nominal micertailit. v 
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on 1-eýtl uncertainty of post-1980 is no longer apparent in the post-75 anal. ysis 
in Germany. However, the picture of the post-1980 period holds for the 
analysis of the post-1975 perlods. 
3.6 Conclusions 
This study has found th; it hiffiition uncertainty affects real uncertainty positively 
in the, USA and lipmi (Logue mid Sweeney, 1981) but negatively in Germany 
(Taylor, 1979) for the entire sample period. The sub sample analysis suggests 
that, in the sixtl(-,, s and the effect of nominal uncertainty on real un- 
certainty is negative iii Jýipmi and Germany, supporting the Taylor hypothesis 
but, turns positive in the 1980s and 1990s, supporting Logue and Sweeney's hy- 
pothesis. The results mv mixed in the USA case. Hence, this evidence seenis 
not to justif 11111 Aing cali lead to undesirable output .1y 
the criticism that inflation targe 
variability. 
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USA JAPAN GERMANY 
BEKK(IJ) DVEC(l, l) BEKK(IJ) DVEC(1,1) 
I 
BEKK(Ij) 
LDVEC(I, 
1) 
PanelA HO: h, t --- ý hyt 
4 lags 1.09(+) 1.10(+) 3.24***(+) 2.16*(+) 0.35(-) 1.47(-) 
8 lags 2.38**(+) 3.33***(+) 3.74***(+) 3.56***(+) 0.75(-) 1.68*(-) 
12 lags 2.11**(+) 2.04**(+) 2.69***(+) 2.84***(+) 3.00***(-) 2.25***(-) 
Panel B HO: hyt --* ht 
4 lags 1.73 " (-) 0.28 1.24 0.90 1.48 2.22**(-) 
8 lags 0.72(-) 0.50 1.18 0.91 0.58 0.89(-) 
12 lags 2.11**(-) 0.64 0.69 0.59 0.38 0.40(-) 
Notes: h, t hyt: Inflation uncertainty does not Granger-cause output growth uncertainty. 
hyt ht: Output growth uncertainty does not Granger-cause inflation uncertainty. 
***) *and Adenote significance at the 0.01,0.05,0.10 and 0.15 levels, respectively. 
A+ indicates that the sum of the lagged coefficients is positive (negative). 
Table 3.3: Granger- caus ality tests between inflation uncertainty and output 
growth uncertainty (Ent-ire sample) 
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USA JAPAN GER-MA--', -Y 
BE I)T DVEC(l, l)' BEKK(1,1) I DVEC(III) BE DVEC(1,1) 
_ Sample A. 
0.513 0.16 0.604 0.584 0.425 0.555 
(8.26) 
_(_7.1) 
5) (9.21) (4.29) (5.20) 
(121 0.033 0.233 
(0.19) (0.95) ((). -)0) 
(112 0.028 - 0.044 - 0,001 - (0.60) (1.10) (0.03) 
(122 0.718 0.691 _ 0.1: ),: )) 0.082 0-336 0.340 (7,52) (7.56) (1.1 l (1.25) (:,. I) "'. ") (4.54) 
Oll 0.811 0.803 6 0.642 0-71,56 0.51- 
(16.08) (15.2-1) (4.82) (5.04) (5. w)) (2.55) 
021 -0.159 -0.242 
- 0.324 
(0.94) (in"') (0.73) 
12 -0.054 - -0.036 - -0.009 - (0.83) (0.78) (0.77) 
/ý22 0.316 0.298 0.964 0.990 0.941 0.915 
(2.16) (2.03) (22.57) (97.70) (21.70) (22.93) 
Sample B. 
(111 0.423 0.409 0.169 0.321 -0-061 0.006 (4.24) (4.01) (1,90) (3.18) (0.20) (0.02) 
(1'2 1 0.235 0.191 -0-159 (2.50) (0.82) (0.08) 
(112 -0.070 -0.107 0-013 (0.81) (2.55) (().: ý 7) 
22 0.197 0.132 0.309 0.302 0-368 0.408 
(2.07) (2.54) (2.: )1) (2.33) (2.06) (2.97) 
/ýIf 0.825 0.855 0.930 0.802 0.783 0.994 
(12.78) (15.12) (8.41)) (8.00) (: ý.: ý 5) (160.34) 
021 
-0-139 -0.401 -2.172 (1.62) (1.0()) (0.79) 
012 0.017 0.086 -0-062 (0.45) (2. -1 S) (0.76) 
022 0.958 0.984 0.819 0.882 0.346 0.379 
(23.26) (77.03) (7.00) (8.13) (0.36) (0.59) 
N0cs: Sample A um, ers frmii Feb 1957 h) 1)(, (- 1979 with 275 obscivations for USA 
;, nd Japan (For Germany it ( m, er., frmn Feb. 1958 to Dow. 1979) 
S'ýunplc B exlends, frmu Jan. t, () Alig. 2000 with 248 (A)servntion", for 
ITSA and Lilmn. (For it fi-mil Jaii. 19, ý() to JIII- 2000) 
This cable repats jwrý, nwl(ýi c,, iinwtes for Ilic BEKK(l, l) an(l 
Ilmdels with for 1"S"A' and Inpall for Sample A ; 111(1 13. 
The nuinhers in parenthe:, es ;, w I-statistics. 
Table 3.4: Parameter estimates for the BEKK(I. 1) 
and DVEC(1, I) models (Salliple A and B) 
(j 
USA JAPAN GERMANY 
BEKK(1, I) I DVEC(I, I) BEKK(1,1) DVEC(1,1) BEKK(1, I) I DVEC(1, I) 
Sample A 
Panel A (HO: h, t --4hyt) 
4 lags 0.67 1.02 15.53***(-) 1.58(+) 2.71**(-) 2.18*(-) 
8 lags 0.82 1.39 9.39***(-) 3.46***(-) 1.93*(-) 1.71*(-) 
12 lags 0.60 0.89 4.94***(-) 0.26(-) ). 14***(-) 2.40***(-) 
Panel B (HO: hyt --ý h, t) 
4 lags 0.72 0.95 0.56 0.52 0.17 0.12 
8 lags 0.44 0.69 0.70 0.65 0.14 0.14 
12 lags 0.49 0.51 0.23 0.34 0.26 0.13 
Sample B 
Panel C (HO: h, t ----> hvt) 
4 lags 3.00**(+) 1.16 0.76 1.25 2.10*(+) 0.44 
8 lags 2.20**(+) 1.42 1.17 1.24 1.05(+) 0.70 
12 lags 2.90***(+) 1.31 1.05 1.19 0.75(+) 0.60 
Panel D (HO: hvt --> 1b, t) 
4 lags 5.64***(-) 1.40 3.59***(+) 0.63 46-88***(+) 0.30 
8 lags 3.23***(-) 1.15 2.01**(+) 0.50 24.03***(+) 0.47 
12 lags 2.58***(-) 0.85 1.77**(+) 0.63 15.43***(+) 0.43 
Notc. s: Sample, A covers froin Feb 1957 to Dec 1979 for USA and Japail. 
(For Germany it c()vc1-,,; frmn Feb. 1958 to De. c. 1979) 
Sample B extends frmn Jaii. 1980 to Aug. 2000 for USA kuld Japail. 
(For Cerniany it covers, from Jaii. 1980 to Jul. 2000) 
h, t h, t: Inflation micertainty does imt. Granger-cause. output growth uncertainty. 
hyt h, t: output gi-()wtli uncertainty (h)vs not Grailger-cause inflation uncertainty. 
***, * and 
A 
dellote sigilificalice -it the 0.01,0.05,0.10 and 0.15 levels, respectively. 
A+ indicat(! 8 
that thesum 
()f the lagged coefficients is imsitive (ilegative). 
Table 3.5: Granger-causality tests between inflation 
uncertainty and output growth uncertainty 
BEKK (1,1) and DVEC(I, I) models (Sample A and B) 
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USA JAPAN GERMANY 
BEKK(1, I) I DVEC(I, I) BEKK(1,1) DVEC(I, I) BEKK(I, I) DVEC(I, I) 
Sample C 
Panel A (HO: h, t --4hyt) 
4 lags 0.14 0.76(-) 12.94***(-) 1.01(+) . 34* 1.42(-) 8 lags 0.08 2.64***(-) -1.2: 3***(-) 0.89(-) 2.43**(-) 2. -13***(-) 
12 lags 0.09 1.73*(-) 2.05**(-) 2.45**(+) 2.16**(+) 2.88***(-) 
Panel B (HO: hyt --> h, t) 
4 lags 1.29 0.71 0.38 0.84 0.30 0.20 
8 lags 0.56 0.49 0.43 0.87 0.16 0.19 
12 lags 0.37 0.26 0.26 0.47 0.49 0.22 
Sample D 
Panel C (HO: h, t --* hyt) 
4 lags 3.46***(+) 0.12 2.02*(+) 0.53 0.62 0.49 
8 lags 2.84***(+) 0.21 1.1-2 * (+) 1.12 0.61 0.71 
12 lags 2.50***(+) 0.44 1.33(+) 1.00 0.72 0.48 
Panel D (HO: hyt --ý h, t) 
4 lags 1.11 (-) 1.15 0.70 0.95 165.52***(+) 0.49 
8 lags 1.70*(-) 0.96 0.72 0.66 82.12***(+) 0.65 
12 lags 1.12(-) 0.72 1.01 1.08 52.62***(+) 0.59 
Notes: Sample C covers from Feb 1957 to Dvc 1974 for USA and japa. il. 
(For GermaliN, it coverh from Feb. 1958 to Dec. 197-1) 
Sample D extends from Jaii. 1975 to Aug. 2000 for USA and japkul. 
(For German), it, covers from . 1an. 1975 to. Jul. 2000) 
h, t hyt: Iliflation mwertainty dov's not. Grailger-cause outplit. growth 1111cm-taility. 
hyt h, t: output growt-ii micertainty does not, Granger-cause inflation uncertainty. 
, t11(j A(I(ý, Ilot ýigllijj( -c aiwc at, the 0.01,0.05,0.10 and 0.15 levels, respectively. 
A+ indicates t1wt the sinn of the lagged coefficients is positive (Ilegative). 
Table 3.6: Gr anger- causality tests between inflation 
uncertainty and output growth uncertainty 
BEKK (1,1) and DVEC(1, I) models (Sample C and D) 
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Chapter 4 
Moments of the 
ARMA-EGARCH model 
4.1 Introduction 
One of the principal empirical tools used to model volatility in asset markets 
has been the ARCH class of models. Following Engle's (1982) ground-breaking 
idc; i, several formulations of conditionally heteroscedastic models (e. g. GARCH, 
Fractional Integrated GARCH, Switching GARCH, Component GARCH) have 
been introduced in the literature (see, for example, the survey of Bollerslev et 
1994). These models form an immense ARCH family. '-\, Ia, ny of the proposed 
GARCH models include ýi term that (, an capture correlation between returns 
and conditional variance. Models with this feature are often termed asymmetric 
or leverage volatilit. y models'. One of the earliest ýisymmetric GARCH models 
'The asyiunietric respon-, 'o of volatifit. y to positive and negative shocks is well known in the 
finmice literature ns, the levern,, -Ie effect of the stock market returns (Black, 1976). Researchers 
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is the EGARCH (Exponential -eneralized ARCH) inodel of Nelson (1991). In 
contnist to the conventional GARCH specification. which requires nonnegative, 
c()efficwlits. the EGARCH model does riot impose noliegativity constraints on the 
pirameter spa-ce by modeling the logarithm of the conditional variance. 
Although the literature on the GARCH/EGARCH models is quite extensive, 
relatively few papers hýivc examined the moment, structure of models where the 
conditional volatility is time-dependent. Kara, nasos (1999) and He and Terýisvirta- 
(1999a) derived i lie ýi ut () c()i-relat ions of the squared errors for the GARCH(p, q) 
model, while Kanmasos (2001) obtained the autocorrelation function of the ob- 
served process for the ARMA-GARCH-m-mean model. Demos (2001) studied the 
autocorrelation structure of a, model that nests both the EGARCH and stochastic 
volatility specificat, ions. He ct al. (2001) considered the monient, structure of the 
EGARCH(l, l) model. 
This cliý)pter focusess(Aety on the moment structure of the general ARMA(, r., s)- 
EGARCH(p, q) model. It would be useful to know the properties of the autocorre- 
lation function of power-transfornied observations when comparing the EGARCH 
model with the standard GARCH model. In particulai-. possible differences in the 
moinent-structure of these models may shed light on the success of the EGARCH 
model in applications. 
contriblito to Ille Jorementioned literature by deriving (1) the autocorre- 
Lition function of any imsitive integer power of the squared errors, (ii) the cross 
correlations between the levels and the squares of both the observed process and 
hilve found Him vohtilitY teii(ls to rise in response to "bad iiews" (excess returns lower than 
expected) and to fall in response to -tgpod news" (excess returns higher than expected). 
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the squared errors, and (iii) the ýi uto correlat ions of the squared observations. To 
obtain the theoretical i-esults ýind to carry ont the estimation, we assume that 
the innovations ýiiv dniwii from either the normal, double exponential. or gener- 
alized error distributions. To fiwilitate model Identification, the results for the 
autocorrelation function of the power-transformed errors can be applied so that 
properties of the observe(I data, can be compared with the theoretical properties 
of the models. 
The derivation of the ýi uto correlat ions of the fitted power-transformed val- 
ues and their comparison with the corresponding smnple equivalents will help 
the investiptor (ýi) to choose, for a, given estimation technique, the model (e. g. 
Asymmetric power ARCH (APARCH), EGARCH) that best replicates certain 
stylized facts of the &týi and, (b) in conjuction with the various model selection 
crlterlýi. to identify the optimal order of the chosen specification. 
This chapter is organized as follows. Section 4.2.1 presents the ARMA(r, s)- 
EGAR. CH(p, q) process. Section 4.2.2 investigates the autocorrelation function of 
ýat. v positive integer power of the squared errors for the EGARCH model. Section 
4.2.3 derives the cross cm-relations between the levels and the squares of the 
AR-MA-EGARCH process. Section 4.2.4 provides the a ut o correlation function 
of the squared ol)servýitimis- Section 4.3 discusses the data and presents the 
empirical results. In the conclusions Nve suggest future developments. Proofs are 
found ill ml eal-11v versimi of this Ný-ork (Karaliosos alid Kim. 2000). 
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4.2 ARMA-EGARCH Model 
4.2.1 ARMA(r, s)-EGARCH(p, q) process 
Of the iiiýmy different, iisYnimetric GARCH specificýi t ions the EGARCH inodel 
has become one of the most common. Here we examine the general ARMA(r, s)- 
EGARCH(p, q) model. The stochastic process f ytý is assumed to be a causal 
ARMA(r, s) process satisfying 
ýD(L)yt = 1) + O(L), -t, 
where 
(L) =- I +Y, 0 1, L 1, 1ý1 
Further, let, fEtý be a, ivýd-valued time stochastic process generated by 
1 
2 
Et :::::::: l etht 
(4.6a) 
(4.6b) 
(4-6c) 
(4.7) 
Where fctl is asequelice of independent, identically distributed random va, riables 
Ný, ýith mean zero and wiriance 1. ht is positive with probability one and is a, 
iiwýisura, ble function of ivhich in turn is the sigma-algebra, generated by 
I C, ý /-I, Et-2 .... 1. That is. b, denotes the conditional variance of the errors f Et 
(0, hl). As r(, 1(, )ards 
ht we assume that it follows an EGARCH(p. q) 
proces", 
B(L)ln(ht) z+ C(L)'--I, (4.8a) 
"I + t-1, -EE, 
-l (4.8b) 
ýIht-j 
IF- v ýt-,, VT I 
--, 
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where 
C(L) =- Eel Ll. (4.8c) 
B(L) (4-8d) 
Various cýuses of the EGAR. (, H(p, q) model have been ýipplied by researchers. Nlore, 
specifically, Donaldson ýuid Kanistra (1997) found that the optimal EGARCH 
specification for the NIKKEI stock index was ýi flexible 3,2. Hu et a, l. (1997) found 
Hmt in the pre-EMS period, the majority of the European currencies followed an 
AB. (5)-EGARCH(4,4) model. 
4.2.2 Higher-order moments of the squared errors 
Although the EGARCH model ývas introduced over ýi decade ago and has been 
widely used in empiricýd applications, its statistical properties have only re- 
cently been examined. Engle alid Ng (1993) artificially nested the GARCH and 
EGARCH models. estimated this nested specificatimi, and then applied likell- 
hood ratio I ests (ý, (, e ýIls() Hu et al. 1997). Hentschel (1995) developed a, family 
of asymmetric GARCH models that nests both the asymmetric power ARCH 
(A-PARCH) model and the EGARCH model. 
In this section we fociis soI(, I. \, - on the inoment structure of the general EGARCH(p, q) 
model. 
Assumption 4.1. All the roots of the autoregressive polynomial B(L) lie out- 
side the unit colidition)- 
Assumption 4.. 2. The polynoinials C(L) and B(L) in (4.8(-) and (4.8d) 
hilve no conillioll left factors other than uniniodulax ones (irreducibilit. v 
7) 
condition). (,, (, 7ý 
In wli(it follows we examine only the case where all the roots of the autore- 
gressive polynomial B(L) in (4-8d) are distinct. The following proposition es- 
týibllshes the la, g-, ro, autocorrelatlon of the kth power of the squared errors 
P(E2k 
2k 
"" 
) 2k, z. 21,1 
1). t, Et- 
=-Corr(Et -I- ? 
Proposition 4.1. Lcf assumphwts I and 2 hold. Suppose further that 
(e4k) [(, 2 < oo, E[exp (2k, -,, t)] < oc and E t, 
"ýexp (kzt)] < x, V t, for any finitc 
poslitzve scalar k. Then the autocorrelatzon of the All?. power of the squared error 
fE 2kj 
, at 
lag m, (m. EE N) has thc form, 
f)(E2k, 
2k ( 2k) 
(m-2 
[e2k 
t Et 
EcLx 
t 
fl [E ((. xp 
( 
ý0,2 
jzt-j-1))] E t-,,, exp 
(ýO, 
ý 2 
Zt-, 
) 
'1ý, =0 
00 -)Cl 
[E (exp E (e2k) [E (exp 
(ýo, 
k, jZj-, j-j))] 
2 
-i=O 
00 00 
2 
((, 4k) 11 2k)] 2 (C [E 
t 
[E (exp (ý,,, 
2k, 
jzt-j-j [E (exp 
2 
i=O 
-i=O 
(4.9a) 
III/Ic'u, 
' (f (f, ii++1 + [. 1+1). (4.9h) 
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iiii: tI, 
Notc that, wheri. in 
replaced by 1. 
{ 
ýf = 
C/ 
n=0 
fqq 
P-1 
f 
p 
II(Of - 11/3n) 
n=l 
it /. / 
(4.9d) 
1. thc fir., 4 product furm m thc rIght hand side of (4.9a) is 
He et al. (2001) derived themitocorrelations of positive powers of the absolute- 
valued errors of the EGARCH(1.1) model. 
In the following theolvin we provide the autocorretations of the kth power of 
ý-2/,, 1 the , 'quared errors ý 1, of the EGARCH(p, q) model. 
Theorem 4.1. Lct A, bc (i,, Iiy fin, /, 't(, poslitlive intcgor. Then, when the distr, i- 
bulion, of ýc, j 7. s generolizcd cri-or, I/a, secand monicat and the autocorrelation 
, 2k function of JEt I are . (plocn 
by 
4k) 
2A, 
II1? (-1 -c 
2A -y 
qI Cl, 1= r(-V 
]- 
(') B (g) 
fp 4k O, k, if 
=1 
(I 13. f ) 
110) 1 
(fl) DB (f') -p 
(r') B (fl) 
) 2] 
2k -L A. ii? -I, k m. k 2k 0k )2 
B li(')B(') '2 k 
(4.1 Oa. ) 
'A(') = 1), O, k - 
111-1 ( C)c 17( 1+7-) 
fl I] [(7 + (1)'F + d)r (4.10c) 2 1, Aý()' + T) 
7=0 T=O v 
T 
1+T 
v d)r] (4.10d) 
2F F(I + i=() T=O 
if z 
(4.9c) 
if i 
(rad 
2k . 
I)o 
)T 17 ( T+2k+l ) 
27, \2 Tv (4.1 Oe) 
2F F(I + T) -r=o v 
r-r-, iýi k- 1 T, ý 2k-4-1 
L' GV)l 
P2k = 
'Imith 
[F Q) 
v 
rl IF 
(3)] 
(4.10f) 
uVic, vc, is d(fined yl-oposy. tion 1. c arc, the dc. (V-ccs of freedom of the gcn- 
CMIZZM C, 7-T'Ot, distribution. aad F(. ) ? Is the Gamma firrict'lan. M?. en v>1, the 
s, ammahons in (4.10c), (4.10d) and (4.10c) are fitole; when 7. ) < 1) the three 
suvi., rowhons are firate If (IRd OTIIIJ If ýO, A', J + ýO, k, i(ý 
01 ým, k, i7Y + 
Iýrn, 
k, 
A 
22 
0, k 771,7 
+ 
0, A , rn 
< 0.1 *(', 'ýJ) CCtIVC ly (see Nelson., 1991). 
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One of the most widely used models in financial economics to describe a time 
series rt, of the ref-unis from soine ýissct. is the. martingale process 
et, N/ht, 
where ct is i. i. d (0,1) and ht is a GARCH type process. 
In inany applications in financial economics, it is not reasonable to assume 
t Ile normality of cl, 1)(, (.; 11 uso of the substantial excess kurtosis present in the con- 
ditional density of returns. Hence investigators often use maximum likelihood 
estimation (AILE) by assuming some fat-tailed conditional density such as gen- 
eralized error. Therefore. when it comes to model identification, practitioners in 
this ýnvýi imi. v find the results in theorem 4.1 quite useful. 
In the following proposition. when the innovations are drawn from the double 
, 2k I expoliellitEll distribution. N\-(, provide the mitocorrelations of ýI for aii. Nl, finite 
positive integer 
Proposition 4.2.117wo thc distributZon of fcjj is doable exponenhal, th, c 
(ratoco, ri-clation funchail of Ilic kth powc'r of the squorcd crrors is given by 
t 
(d) 
_,; 
ýj 
(d) 
D 
(d, ) 
B 
(d) (d) 
B('l )2 2k /iý-1, A- m-l ýk 7 1? - A 
/J'2/,, 
0, k 
f)(, 
2k, 2k 
( 
(d) 
(d) (d) 2] 
(Ao, 
k 
41'. 0, k 2k 0,1, 2 
\/2ý0, k,, jý, Ao ___2 
+ ý2 \/2ý y0k,, i( 
d 
2 
(d 2 \, /2ý ? n, k, i'-) Bm, )A: 
22 \/-2ý 
2 
i(72 
(4.11c) 
i=O m, k, i'ý 
+ ýnb, k, 
(rad 
D (d) = 2-(": ")F(24- + I) x m, k 
+ d) k 
(-y 
d)- 
F 2k + I., +F 2k+1; 
2 (4.11d) 
v"2 vr2 
(d) F(2/, - + 1) (4.11e) 2A- 2ý' 
ulu-i-c F(. ) is the hyperycotactric functl'o, ii, (see Abadir. 1999) and ým, k, i 1S defined 
ra propos7, hon 4.1. Exprcssioas (4.11b) and (4.11c) hold if and only if ý0, k, jýy 2 
ý0, + 1ý1, A.,, idl < 
V2, t-cspecthýejy; the right hand side of ''idl 
< \/2 and 
conxc-,! ic,, ý if (1,11(/ onlY if ýo k+ 1ý0 Lý ,, dl < Nclson., 1991). '22' 
Also iiot(, that the cm, fficiciits of the Wold representation of the kth power of 
the cmiditional Mv neecled for the computýition of the autocorrelations 
of the A-th power of the squared errors (see Demos, 2001). 
In the following propo. sltioli. wheii the errors are conditionally nornial, we 
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ý, 2A f. derive the autocorrelation function of the kth power of the squared errors ft 
/,. (E I\1. 
Proposition 4.3. Mic'n thc disft'ibutwn, of [ctj is narmal, the autocorrela- 
fimoý of the kth power of thc s(l7faT-ed (,, rrors are g? lvct1 by 
2k 2k 
t t-M) 
IYf, /T 
(n ) (71) n) /12A 1-12A (B( 
_ý 
) 2] 
/I(It . 
)B(. ") - /j, 
(n)B(? ') ) 
2] 
4A 0, k 2k 0k 12 
+ (1)2ý2 
2 
0'. 1-2 ,i2+ exp 
i=O 
(n) 
=- 1), (4.12a) O, k 
<2 
k 0, 
(7 
xF 
\ý2-7 
+ 
x/27 
2 ('y - d)2ok. ) 
} 2 
(4.12b) 
00 + d)2ý2 (") = ('Xl) 
I [I + exp (-2-,, <2 
+ d)ým, k, i 
x 
2 
)2ý2 
F 1; 
3+ d)2 "- 
21 
ý, A "I + 
711 A:, i 
xF3dm, 
k, i 
22 V/ý7- 22 
(4.12c) 
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and 
k2 2k 
k., 
[ 2 
21, 
Tn 
y+ 
2 ý0, 
exp 
( 
27m( 
2 
Cl) 2 ýo'j'j-/, - d) 
v2 
+ (1)2 + d) 
exp 
(4.12d) 
k 
11[2k 
- (2. ' - 1)], 
j=l 
(4.12e) 
vlw, rc 0 denotes part'lal der'llvat'llve, 4)(. ) is the error funchlon of the standard 
,ý gi (4.9b). , aorntal distribution (vad /, "vc, 11 by 
Several previous ýirl icles dealing with financial market data-e. g. Da, corogna 
et al. (1993). Ding et ýil- (1993) and Muller et al. (1997)- have commented on 
the behaviour of the ýnitocorrelation function of positive powers of the squared 
returus. and the desinibility of having ýi model which conies close to replicating 
cort ýilii stylized Eicts in the data, (abstracted from Baillie and Chung, 2001). 
Ill this respect, mle call applY the results in this section to check whether tli(, 
EGARCH model can effectively replicate the observed pattern of auto correlations 
of power-transfori-ned returns. 
4.2.3 Dynamic Asymmetry 
In this section we, examine the cross correLitions between the levels and the 
1 (4 squitres of the ARNIA-EGAIWH proces's in -6)-(4. (ý, 
). 
Proposition 4.4. Lct the distribution of ýcj I be ycii. crahzed error a7id A- 
a fiiii*, t(, 1)o, 41*li*i, (ý Suppa, ýc furthür tIlat E (C4k) < --x-. E[c-"'-'exp(A», 7, /)] 1f 
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and E[exp(2k7. t)] < -x-, V Then,. 7, 'li II 21 hod the cross 
correlah, ons between flu, 241h, o,, i)d (2k - I)th POWeT'S Of fEtj are gmen by 
B(') 
E 
2k, -l lnjk) (m C N), (4.13a) t-fill -- 
B (B )2 
(9) 
B(') PV-2 0, (4ý-I) /14/,, 0, k 
[ (f' 
ýIritll, 
D(') 
2k 
1) 
1 
A2k--l T 
T+2A 
, 
(A2,, 
ý0( Tn, (k) + 
d)' 
2F (1) F(I+ T) v 
(4.13b) 
T 
ý(7 IF ( 
I+T 
') 
7+Tv) (4.13c) 
21F (I 
,, 
) 17(l + T) 
'1=0 T=o 
(rad 
1) 
ý-](kA. 
f,, rn+j+j + (k 
. f. =, 
ulhcrc A(') B() and //(ý') (rrc de ned theorem 4.1. Note that, when Tn is a 7n, k) IM, k IA. 
fi 
2k acyofivc integer, p(Et 
Demos (2001) denved the ci-oss correlations between the levels and the squares 
of ýin observed series, under the assumption that the mean parameter is time- 
výii,. viiig and the conditional variance follows a flexible parameterization which 
iiests the autoregressive stochastic voLitilitY and the exponential GARCH specl- 
ficýitions'. In thesiunc spirit. the following theorem obtains the cross correlations 
bet ween the levels and the squmvs of the AR --\, IA(, t-..,; )-EGAR, CH(p, q) process in 
(4.6)-(4.8). 
Assumption 4.,, ý. All the roots of the atitoregressive polynomial (1)(L) lie out- 
side the lillit circle. 
Denlos called this niodel time viii-ying paninieter generalized stochastic v()Iatillty in mean 
(I VP-CS V-M). 
,ý 
Assumption 4.4. The polynomials 4)(L) and E)(L) are left coprime. 
Theorem 2.2. Let assumptions 1-4 hold. Suppose further that E(e') < oo, t 
E[etexp (zt)] < oc and E[exp (2zt)] < oo V t. Then the cross correlations between 
the squares and the levels of f yt I are given by 
/9(Y2 ý yt-"I], 
) 
t 
(t, 
-, -I 
(F,,, + H, ). 
where 
E. i+Ml-l E? o 2 6ý6ýp ( Et ) Et-(j+m, -i)) F i=O 3=0 % 
M, 00 62 2 0=0 
I) 
2 E"3+m+l E300=0 6i6j6j+mp (2 
H, i= 
00 62 2 
Et 7 Et-(i-i-, rn)) 
0=0 
I) 
Furthermore 
1 
P(yt, yt-", ) 
(K-I 
wZth 
+ L, ). (rn C 
Eio=l13+, 
M+l 
E; o 2 
=0 
(Et 
7 Et-(i-i-rn))- 
Lm - 
>T 06, 
0 6i6j6j+,,, p 
2 
j= 
(Et 
0 oc 622 
=0 I) 
(4.14a) 
(4.14b) 
(4.14c) 
(4.15a) 
(4.15b) 
(4-15c) 
where q and K denote the k-, -ut-tosZs of Et and yt respectl., vely; 6i is the ith coefficient 
in the Wold representation of the ARMA (p, q) process M (4.6). Note that, when 
the distribution of f et I is generahzed error, p (E', Et-, ) is given in proposition t 
4.4, and 77, K are gzven zn proposihon4-5 below. 
Also observe that when there is no leverage effect (d = 0), the D(') term m, (k) 
in (4.13b) is zero and hence the cross correlations between the levels and the 
squares of both the errors and the observed process are zero. Demos (2001), for 
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the TVP-GSV--M model. does not need the ýisvmmeti-lc EGARCH effect to obtain 
dynamic ýusymmetry even under the assumption of conditional normality. 
4.2.4 Auto correlations of the squared observations 
In this section, we establish the autocorrelation properties of the squares of the 
ARMA-EGARCH process in (4.6)-(4.8). Demos (2001) obtained the autocorre- 
lation function of the sqitýavs of the observed series for the TVP-GSV-. N, I model. 
The result presented in the following proposition, which is ýi special case of 
theorem 2.2 in Palma and Zevallos (2001), is higly relevant since it. helps to 
identify the nature of the process. By analyzing the autocorrelation function of 
the squared series it is possible to discard those theoretical models which are 
iitýi under study. incompatible with the (1( 
4 Proposition 2.5. Lct as,, wmj)tZons 1-4 hold. SvI)I)ose further that E(ct 
E[(, xl) (2z, )] < oc (rnd E[c2exp < cK- V t. Th, ca, whco, thc distribution of fE, j 
21 is given by gotcralized error, thc (ratocarrelation function of vt 
p 
(yt 
, yt-") 
[f) (yt, yt _'I 1)]2 
t + [G,, + 2A,, - 3Aori (m, E N)l 
(4.16a) 
III/Ic'u" 
62ý2 
(4.16b) Fill 4 
DC 22 bi6j6i+m6j+mp 
(Et 
Et 
AM ýj 
C", 2 
-(i-j))_, (4.16c) 
0=0 61 ) 
oo 
062 
ý22 22 
j= Et I Et-(m+j-i) 
Gill 
(. 
(4.16d) 
62 2 (E/=O 
I) 
and 
i ý* =- 
64 2/1 (Ei=() i) 3(77 - I)Aoý (4.16e) E -)c ý2 
1=0 
(E4) 
[E ()]2 
(4.16f) 
2 ý2 4) where /9 
(Et 
I, 1, - (i-A 
) 
a'o (I E 
(Et 
are- glilven in theorem, 4.1; bi 'is defined in theorem 
4.2 and p (yt,, yt, -,,,, 
) is thc lag-To. autoco'I'T'Clablon of I yt, 1. 
The significance of the ýibove result 1,; that it allows us to establish whether 
the ARMA-EGARCH model in (4.6)-(4.8) is capable of reproducing key features 
exhibited by the data. These features include. for example, time series with very 
little autocorrelation but with strongly dependent squares. Another potential mo- 
tivAlon for the derivation of the results in theorem 4.2 is that, the autocorrelations 
of the squared process in (4.16) cmi be used to estimate the ARMA and GARCH 
paraineters in (4.6) and (4.8) respectively. The approach is to use the minimum 
distýuice, estimator (MDE), which estimates the pirameters by minimizing the 
inalialanobis generalized distýilwe of ýi vector of sample autocorrelations from the 
corresponding population autocorrelations (see Baillie, and Chung, 2001). 
The following proposition provides the lag-m autocorrelation of fhkA, ý c R+- t 
Proposition 4.6. Lct asstooptimis 4.1 and 4.., '-' hold. Suppose further that 
E[(, xl) (2k, -ýt)] < c)c) V t. Thcn. when thc distribution of f etj is generahzed error, 
Ilic autocorrclatilo'n functimi of the kth. power of the conddional variance is gi7)cn 
by (4.1 Ob) where now flic Icrois D(g) ond I-L(g) are rcplaced by I and A, 
(, ', ) 
i, k is 
uplaccd by A('). 777"A * 
Demos (2001) derived the autocorrelations of the kth power of the conditional 
1 v; )ria, lice for the C-, SN, - niodel under the of conditional normal ty. 
ýý5 
Next, consider a, process yt governed by 
yj = E(yt Illt-1) + Et 
Further, suppose that t1w conditional inean of yt, given inforinatlon through time 
1 IS 
, tjýýt-1) = 
bht 
, 
(k > 0) 
The results in proposition 4.6 be used to derive the a ut o correlation function 
of the above process. Meml e(jimtions of this form have been widely used in 
empirical studies of thiw-varying risk premia, Demos (2001). in the TVP-GSV- 
M model, allowed the conditional variance to affect, the, mcmi with a, possibly time 
varying coefficient. 
4.3 Empirical results 
4.3.1 Data Selections 
We use four daily stoclý indices- the Korean stock price index (KOSPI), the 
Japanese Nikkei index (NIKKEI) and the Taiwanese Se weighted index (SE) 
for the period 1980: 01-1997: 04 , and the 
Singaporean Straits Times price index 
(ST) for the period 1985: 01-1997: 04. The reason why we choose this period is 
to ýivoid the structual change, after the Asian financia, l crisis in 1997. The daily 
ohson-Alolls for ('ýwll collilti-v are extracted from the 'Datastream' database. In 
each (-ýuse. the index return is the first, difference of log prices. 
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4.3.2 Estimation Results 
In ()i-der to carry ()ut oin- ýtiml. y,, is of stock returns. we have to select a form for 
Ilw inemi equýifion. Scholes ýuid Willimns (1977)., Ding et ýil.. (1993), and Ding 
and Grýmgcr (1996) ail MA(I) specification for the mean equation. Lo 
and ý, LwKliilay (1988). Akginiy (1989). Nelson (1991) and Hafner and Herwartz 
(2001) used an AR, (I) fi)rm. while Hentschel (1995) modeled the index return 
ýis ýi white noise process. In pnictice. there is little to differentiate an AR(l) 
and ýiii MA(I) model ývheii the AR and the MA coefficients are small, and the 
aut () correlat ions at lag mie ýire equal, since the higher order aut o correlat ions die 
out very quickly in the AR. model (Nelson, 1991). We therefore model the stock 
returns as NIA(l) processes. The MA(l) inodel is 
yj =b+ (I + OL)Et, (4.17) 
To select our 'bcsf EC', ARCH specification: ', we begin with high order models 
((I. ().. 
.,, 
EGAB, CH(4,4)) and follow a, general to specific* modelling approach to fit 
the data, The general EGARCH(p, q) specification that we estimate is 
(1 (0,1), (4.18a) Et = (, / ht 
1) q 
Lc + cj(ýcl-jý + dict-i) (4.18b) 
We est himte EGARCH models of order up to 4,4 for the returns on the four 
stock indices using thive ýdtcriiýitive distributions: the normal, double exponential 
mid l, -, )(, iwi-aIlzed error. 
The Akalke Information Criterion (AIC) chose high order 
'WC define ns the s'pecificMion chosen bY the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) or 
the Schwarz Information Criterion (SIC). 
EGARCH specificatiolis for all indices. In contrast. iii most of the cýises, the 
Schwarz Information Criterion (SIC) chose the EGARCH(1, I) model. In addition, 
we use the likelihood ratio (LB) test to show the performance of the high order 
models over the EGARCH(IJ) model. The test results in Table 4.3 sliow the 
dominance of the high order models. 
For all the stock i-(, t pýii-aiiwter estimation is conducted jointly on an 
MA(l) mean specification 4 and the appropriate EGARCH model for the condi- 
tional variance. Table 4.1 and Table 4.4 report the result,,, for the period 1980- 
1997 and present paraiiieter estimates along with t-statistics. For two out of the 
four indices the AIC and Hie SIC an, minimized when the double exponential 
distribution is used, while for the KOSPI and ST indices. the information cri- 
t-eria, choose the generalized distribution. The parameters b and 0 are the 
intercept and MA(1) c()efficient respectively for the return equation (5.31). The 
remaining parameters mv from the EGARCH model (5.33a). Not surprisingly. 
for all the EGARCH specifications, most of the moving average. leverage and 
imtotvgivýsive pýiiýameters are significantly different from zero. The estimated 
N,; ifiies ()f degrees of frecdoin in the generalized error distribution, for the KOSPI 
and ST indices, iiiv 1.07 and 1.13 respectively in the models in table I and 1.058 
and 1.13 in Table 4.4. 
Researchers have. found that nontrading periods contribute much less than do 
-lTlw only exceptions are t1w Taiwanese Se ýveiglited index, where the white noise specifica- 
floii is used for the ., wnerafizot error and 
double exponential distributions, and the Japanese 
index where the wlilte noise ýpecificatioii is used 'w-hen the errors are draivii from the double 
exponential distribution. Tlw estiiniited AJA(I) coefficients of these cases Avere statisticallY 
insi, g ilificant. 
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KOSPI -NIIIJIKE1 
SE ST 
MA(l)-EGARCH(3.3) WN-EGARCH(1.3) WN-EGARCH(l. 3) MA (I)-EG AR CH (2.1) 
(G 1:. N IN It () It (Iml MA IýNll) MM EN 1: 1? It () R 
1) -0.0002 GE - 10 7E - 08 0.0002 (J.: )2) ((). 00) (0.00) (1-15) 
0 0.059 0.200 
(4. -) 7) 
' - 
(11.99) 
LL) -2.180 -0.384 
ýT 1 -0.73 -1.294 (9.88) (7.07) (6.85) (7.16) 
C1 0 . 258 0.193 
0.145 0.349 
(12.93) ( . 5.:, ) ) (3.82) (11. o, -)) 
C2 0.374 0.149 0.105 
(12.90) (2.95) (2.06) 
C: ), 0.254 -0.146 -0.065 - (12.66) (3.37) (1.65) 
-0-508 9 73 0.983 0.620 (84.56) (2(M. 00) (260.60) (5.89) 
2 0.387 0.267 
(40.51) (2.67) 
0.949 - - (157.92) 
-0.124 -1.000 -0.713 -0.196 (2.31) (3.85) (2.88) (3.29) 
(12 -0.099 0-050 0.118 (1.87) O. S-O (3.18) 
d: j -0.122 -0.6" - 
337 -1.000 (2.28) (2,29) (1.24) 
1.076 1 1 1.134 
{0.021 {0.021 
For cm-h ()f the four stock iiidic(,. -,, t'lhle 1.1 repm-ts parailletcr v'stilliatc. " for Hit, 'best, 
EGARCH inodel chosen 1)), AW. The gencral A4A(1)-EGAR. CH(3,3) inodel is 
yt =b+ (I + OL)Et. 
VhtCl. et - I. 1. d (0,1), 
:33 
E /3 jL 
E* -')Iii(/? t) +E cj(djet-j + ct-ij). 
j=1 i=1 
The numbers in parenf. lwý, (,,, arc 
II 'Ire flic ()f frec(Imil ()f I 1w Lýciwi+; dizcd cirm. (list ribi I tioll. 
Standard cri, ()rs are repm-ted III hrm-k0s. 
Table 4.1: Parameter Estimates for the 'best' EGARCH model (1) 
llý 
trading periods to market výiriance (see Nelson, 1991). Therefore, the selected 
specifications reported in Table 4.1and Table 4.4 have been reestimated taking 
into ýwcouiit the numbei - of nontrading days between day t and t - 1. That is 
w In (4.13b) is replaced by L,; t :: -- w+ln(I + 6Nt). Ili all cases the estimated b"s 
were statistically significant and less than unity (the results for these cases are 
not reported here). 
For all four indices, parameter estimates are consistent, with those generally 
reported in the literature. The roots of the autoregressive parts of the conditional 
variances are reported in the first column of Table 4.2 and of Table 4.5. TAle 
4.2 reports the figures of the high order niodels chosen by the AIC. In particular, 
for the KOSPI index volatility appears nearly integrýitecl (the values of the two 
complex roots are -0.72±0.68z). For the ST index there is one positive and one 
negative root with values 0.91 and -0.29 respectively. Florentini and Sentana, 
(1998) used a measure of persistence of shocks for stýitionary processes based on 
the impulse response function. which captures the importmice of the deviations 
of a, series from its unperturbed path following a, single shock. Accordingly, the 
( Xfl)2, persistence of a, shock to zt on In(ht) is P,, [ln(ht, ) I zt] = E00 I 
Ep=l f where 1= f 
mid Af, are defined in proposition 4.1. This measure is the ratio of the variance 
of Iii(ht) to the variance of . --, t. The second column of Table 4.2 and Table 4.5 
reports a, nwasure for the persistence of a, (positive) ,,, hock to et on ln(ht). Most 
notew, orthY is the obsei-výitioii that in all EGARCH models, the product of the 
moving average paramet (,, i- mid the leverage coefficient, for the first lagged error is 
ne, nitive see column 3. Tible 4.2 and Table 4.5). Ili addition, the sum of these 
products. over all the lagged errors. is also negative (see column 4. Table 4.2). 
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Persistence c1d, 
q 
L ci 
J=1 
0.95 
KOSPI (GEN ERROR) J, -0.72 + 0-68Z 0.554 -0-032 -0.100 IA (I )- F-G, AR CH(3,3) 
ý`ý3 =-0.72 - 0.681 
NIKKEI (DOUBLE EXP) ), 31 = 0.973 0.209 -0-193 -0-099 
\, VN-EGAR. CH(1,3) 
SE (DOUBLE EXP) 01 = 0.983 0.745 -0-103 -0.026 
\VN-EGAR. CH(l, 3) 
01 = -0.29 ST (GEN ERROR) 0.298 -0-068 -0-068 
MA(l)-ECAR. CH(2, l) 02 = 0-91 
The secon(t columil of this table reports a ineasure for the 
persistencc of a (positive) shock to ct on Iii(ht). 
Table 4.2: Persistence of EGARCH mdoel (1) 
4.3.3 Autocorrelation structure of the estimated models 
For emb of the four indices, Figure 4.1 plots the estimated theoretica, l autocor- 
reLitions' of the squal-ed observýitions of the 'best' EGARCH model chosen by 
the AIC. Specificýdly, for Korea and Singapore we use the EGARCH(3,3) and 
EGARCH(2, I) specifications respectively, with innovations that are drawn from 
the generalized error distribution. Further, for Japan and Taiwan we use the 
EGARCH(1,3) pi-oces,,,, with the double exponential distribution. Figure 4.1 also 
plots the estiniated tlworeticýil auto correlat ions of thebestEGARCH model cho- 
sen bv the SIC. Note that n1l the 'bcst' EGARCH models have been estimated 
without (,,,, ee Figure 4. t) Hic inclusion of the ilo-trade dumillY. 
"We used Mnple to evii1tiate the witocorrelations. 
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Critical Value at 5% 
Likelihood Ratio 
significant level 
KOSPI (GEN ER, R, OR, ) 18.78 12.60 
NIKKEI (DOUBLE EXP) 37.14 9.49 
WN-EGARC11(1,3) 
SE (DOUBLE EXP) 24.80 9.49 
WN-EGARCH(1. ýi) 
ST (GEN ERROR, ) 3.28 2.71* 
'ARCH(2,1) MA(l)-EG 
Table 4.3 relmris the výilue of the following likelihood ratio (LR) 
test: LR, =2x [A-lLtj - MLR], where -ML17 and MLR 
denote the niýixmmni log likelihood values of the unrestricted 
and re. stricted [EGARCH(1,1)] models respect ively. 
indicates the critical value at 10% significance level. 
Table 4.3: Likelihood Ratio test 
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KOSPI SE ST 
N1A(1)-EGAR. CH(1,1) WN-EGAR. CH(l, l) N1A(1)-EGA1R. CH(1,1) 
(GEN 1-: 10MR) (DOUBLE EXP) (GEN FIRROR) 
b -0.0002 -3E - 09 0.0002 (1.34) (0.00) (1.23) 
0 0.057 - 0.199 (4.41) (12.13) 
-0.712 -0.273 -1-365 (8.42) (7.37) (8-38) 
Cl 0.265 0.180 0.315 
(11.71) (12.45) (12.82) 
0.942 0.982 0.877 
(113.48) (270.2) (51.51) 
di -0-118 -0.10 -0.233 (2.19) (1.82) (3.82) 
1.058 1 1.130 
f 0.021 f 0.02} 
Table 4.4 reports parameter estimates for the 'best' EGARCH 
model chosen by SIC. For the NIKKEI the 'best' EGARCH 
model chosen by SIC is EGARCH (1,3) in Table 4.1. 
The numbers in parentheses are t-statistics. 
7) are the degrees of freedom of the generalized error distribution. 
Standard errors are reported in brackets. 
Table 4.4: Parameter Estimates for the 'best' EGARCH model (2) 
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ýj Persistence cid, 
KOSPI (GEN I- , PMOR) 01 = 0.942 ()Aýý5 -0.031 
,ýIA 
(1) -E(; A f? CH (1,1) 
SE (DOUBLE EXP) /31 = 0.982 0-739 -0-018 
ST (GEN ERROR. ) /31 = 0.877 0.251 -0.073 IA (1) -E GA R (I 1 (1,1) 
Table 4.5 reports the estimated autoregressive root and the persistence 
of the EGARCH models In table 4.4. 
Table 4.5: Pei's ist en ce of EGARCH model (2) 
Firstly, we analyse the high order models (see &rk columns in Figure 4.1). 
The estimated coefficient, for the SE index is 0.983. As a, result 
the estini; ited autocorrelations of the squared observations start, at lag one 0.136 
mid dcclvýlsv ver. v "'Iwv1. v. Observe that the autocorrelation at lag ten, twenty 
and thirty is 0.107.0. ()('ý-2 and 0.065 respectively. As with the SE index the 'best' 
EGARCH model for the NIKKEI index is of order 1,3 and has errors that are 
drawn from the double exponential distribution, but the estlinated autoregressive 
('()CffiCIei-'t is lower (0-973). Thus, although the estimated ai ito correlations start 
-ig' iit L- one 0.165 theY decivýisc more rapidly . 
The autocorrelation at, lag teii, 
twelity and Hill-tY Ps 0 . 077.0.050 and 
0.034 respectively. For the KOSPI and 
ST indices the (list ribut i0i i of the innovations is generalized error. However the 
výdue of the highest root of the, autoregressive polynomial for the ST index is 
O. M. Therefore. although the mitocorrebitions start very high, at lag one 0.226, 
vel-Y (Julckl. v. For the KOSPI index, the ýmtocorrelation at lag ten. 
and thii-tv 1,,,, 0-082.0.044 and 0.026, whereas for the ST inde-x 
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it is 0.050,0.017 and 0.006 respectively. For the EGARCH(II) models chosen 
by SIC. the estimýited theoretical autocorrelations are not much different from 
those for the high order models. The estimated autoregressive coefficient for the 
SE index is 0.982 over ýigmnst 0.983 in EGARCH(1,3) model. The estimated 
witocorre1itions of the squared observations are 0.135 at lag one, and 0.105. 
0.081 and 0.064 at lag ten, twenty and thirty respectively. For the ST index the 
estimated autoregressive coefficient, of EGARCH(1.1) is lower (0.877) than that 
of EGARCH(2, I). The autocorrelations begins with 0.218 and decrease quicker 
than in the case of EGACH(2, I). For the KOSPI the estimated autoregressive 
coefficient, of EGAB, CH(l, l) is 0.942 mid also the witocorrelation at la, g one 1ý) 
0.211. 
It, is useful to uncover the properties of the auto correl -, it ion function of the 
squared observations, when comparing the EGARCH model with the standard 
GARCH model family. Possible differences in the moment, structure of these 
models may shed light, on the success of the EGARCH model in applications. To 
fiwilitate model ideiitificýitioii, the results for the autocorrelations of the power- 
transformed observations can be ýipplled so that the properties of the observed 
datýi can be compared with the theoretical properties of the models. For each 
of the four stock indices. Figure 4.1 plots the sample autocorrelations of the 
squared observations. It ýilso plots the estimated theoretical auto correlations of 
thesquared observations of the, best'EGARCH specification and of the GARCH(l., I) 
model with conditiomilh, norimAl errors'. For all thive indices, the autocorrela- 
2 'The GARCH(l, l) specificiitimi that we estimate is ht + o, --t-, + Jht-j. In order to 
obtnin the estimated theoretical autocorrelations of the squared errors of the above model 
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tions of the EGARCH model m-e closer to the sample auto correlations than those 
of the GARCH model'. For the KOSPI index, the autocorrelation of the squared 
o bs erva t ions of EGARCH(3.3) specification, ýtt lag two. four and twenty is equal 
to the corresponding sample mitocorrelation. For the ST index, Figure 4.1d also 
plots the autocon-clations of the squared errors of the GARCH(1,1) model Nvith 
innovations drawn froin the generalized error distribution'. Observe that these 
aut o correlations are much higher than those obtained with conditionally normal 
errors. For the SE inclex it, can be seen that the fitted squared returns from the 
GARCH model genenillY liýive autocorrelations that are substantially too high 
when compared with the corresponding sample equivalents. In fact, they gen- 
erally exceed the corresponding sample autocorreLitions 1). v a, factor of two. In 
contrast, the EGARCH specification does a good Job of replicating the observed 
pattern of autocorrelations of the squared returns. It. generates ýi model where 
the autocorrelations of the fitted squared values an, relatively -close' to those of 
the population equivalents. The ýiutocorrelatlon of the squared returns, at lag 
dmlvii. twelve, sixteen, ýiiid twenty six is equal to the corresponding sample auto- 
correlation. In other w()i-ds, the EGARCH niodel can more accunitely reproduce 
use the following formula 
)1C2 2- 
(a+ { I+2-[(a+ 3)+(a+) ']} 
It- 1+/-2@(a+) 
7\N-(, also a GARCH(1,1) illodel with condltlonalk- normal errors for the NIKKEI 
index. Thesuin of the ARCH and GARCH coefficlents is greater than one. 
'For all indices. we also estimated GARCH(1,1) niodels with innovations drawn from either 
the (touble exponenti; d or t distributions. In iill cases. the condition for the existence of either 
the first moment (a +5< 1) ()1, the second ()11(, (32 + 2(i3+E((, -t' )(12 < 1) was violated. 
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the nature of the sample ýiutocorrelation., s of squared retunis than the GARCH 
Model. 
Finally, for the four selected specificat ions, when the no-trade clumi-ny en- 
ters in the conditional viii'limce. Figure 4.2 plots the estimated theoretical auto- 
correlations of the squýjred observMioiis and their corresponding sample equiva- 
lents. Except for the KOSPI (, ýu-,, c the estimated theoretical aut o correlat ions of 
the EGARCH model an, closer to the sample autocorrelations than those of the 
GARCH(1,1) models. 
4.4 Conclusion 
Ili this cImpter we have obtained a, complete characterization of the moment 
structure of the general AB. MA(, r, s)-EGAR, CH(p. ( , -y) model. 
In particular, we 
provided the autocorrelation ffinction of any positive integer power of the squared 
Additionally. we derived the cross correlatimis between the levels and 
squares of the observed process. To obtain our results. we assumed that the error 
term is drawn from either the normal. double exponential or generalized error 
distributions. The results of the chapter can be used to compare the EGARCH 
model with thestandard GARCH model or the Asymmetric power ARCH model. 
They reveal certain differelices in the moment structure between these models. 
Further. to facilitate model identification. the results for the auto correlat ions of 
Hie squared ohsen-Alons (-ýIjj he applied so that the properties of the observed 
data cail be compilred wifli the theoreticol properties of the models. Finally. the 
tecliniques used iii this paper can be employed to obtain the moments of more 
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complex EGARCH models, e. g. EGARCH-m-mean, the Component EGARCH, 
and the Fractional Integrated EGARCH models. The derivation of the moment 
structure of these models is left for future research. 
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Figure 4.1: The estlinMed tlWore-tical autocorrelatimis of EGARCH model (1) 
For each of the four iii(tices. Figure 4.1 plots the sample autocorrelations of the squared 
ohservýltioiis ("'Olid 1111e). It ; ih, () plots, the estimated theoreti(, 11 autocorrelations (ETA) of the 
symi-ed ohservatiolis for the EGARCH specification chosen by AIC (dark colunins) and bY 
SIC (lip-lit columns). All the -hest' EGARCH models have been estimated without the inclusion 
of the no-trade diiiiiii1y. Dotted lines, repre., sent the ETA of' the squared observations for the 
GARCH(1.1) model with conditionallY normal errors. Moreover, for the ST index, the grey line 
represents the ETA of* the s(puired observations for the GARCH(I, I) model with errors drawn 
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from the generalized error distribution. Finally, note that for the Nikkei index both information 
criteria chose the EGARCH(1,3) specificatioll. 
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Figure 4.2: The estllnýi ý ed theoretical antocorrelations, of EGARCH model (2) 
For each of the f, ()Ill. indices, Figure 4.2 plots the sample ýuttocorivlatlons of the squared 
ohý, (, yvýltlmls (Solid lille). It ýilso plots the estimated tlieoretl(-; il autocorrelations (ETA) of the 
squilred oh"wi-vatimis f0i. the specifientions used in Figure 4.1. All these EGARCH models have 
1IMN, heell with the of the 110-trade diiiiiiii. y. Dotted lines represent the 
ETA ()f* the squared obsen-mi(nis t*()i- the GARCH(l, l) inodel with conditionally normal errors. 
Moreover, for the ST index. the hile represents the ETA of the squared observations for 
the GARCH(LI) model with 01"'(ffs drawn ftmn the generalized error distributioll. 
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C hapt er 5 
Moments of the Asymmetrtic 
Power ARCH model 
5.1 Introduction 
A common finding in much of the empirical finance literature is that although 
the returns on speculative ýissots contain little serhil correlation, the absolute 
returns and their power tnuisforinmions are. highly correlated (see., for example, 
Tm/llor, 1986, Ding et A.. 1993-, Granger and Ding, 1995a,, b; Ding and Granger, 
1996). In Imrticular, Ding et al.. (1993) investigate the auto correlat ion structure 
of ý rt ý", where rt is the dail. v Sk-P 500 stock inarket returns. and d is a positive 
number. They found tImt I rt I has significant positive autocorrelations for long 
Alotiviited by this empiriciil result they propose; i new general class of ARCH Lws. 
which tll(,. N- cnll the Asymmetric Power ARCH (A-PARCH) model. In 
addition, they show that t1w A-PARCH model conwrises seven other models in 
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the liferatinv. 
SI Ince its introduction, the A-PARCH model has been frequently applied. For 
exýiinple. He and Teriisvji-týi (1999b) Illustrate how the A-PARCH model may 
iib,, () I)e viewed (us ýi staii(Lird GARCH model for observations that have been 
tnuisformed by ;i si-n-preservilig power transformati 111 e-) ion implied by a (modified) 
A-PARCH paranieterlzýifloli. 
The purpose of this research is to study the ýIjjtocorrelation structure of 
t1w general A-PARCH(p, q) model. He and Terdsvirta (1999b), using the sign- 
preserving transfornmholi., obtained the autocorrelation function of the power- 
transformed absolute errors for the first-order A-PARCH model. Despite this 
the 111011wilt structmv of the A-PARCH(p. q) model has not been fully 
worked out yet. It would be useful to know the properties of the autocorrelation 
function of the power-traiisformed observations when comparing the A-PARCH 
model with the Exponential or the standard GARCH models. 
In this chapter we view the A-PARCH model from a, different angle, and pro- 
vide. a, comprehensive methodology for the analysis of the general A-PARCH(p, q) 
First,. Nvc give the ARMA represent ýi t ions of the power transformations 
of the conditional variance mid the absolute returns. Next, we derive an existence 
condition for a certain fractional inoment, of the absolute observations. The prac- 
fical significance of the exisfence condition for a fractional moment is that when 
it is ,, ýitisfied, then all 1(mvi-order moments exist as well. In contrast, violation 
of I lie iibove condition implies that no higher-order moments exist. Further, we 
obtaill the alitocon-clatioll finiction of the power-tr(insfornied absolute returns. 
Estimates of the ýmtocorivlatloiis of power-transforilied observations can be of 
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gr(, ýO- impoi-tmice. By comparing these estimates to those Atained directlY by 
the (Lita, one can have ýi clear indicabon of how well the estiniated model fits the 
(hif ý 1. 
Our result,,, on the moment structure of the gencral A-PARCH(p. q) niodel 
extend the results in Hc and Terýisvirta (1999b) on the first-order A-PARCH 
Illodel, cl-nd Kýlr(lllýlsos (1999) and He and lenisvirta (1999a) on the GARCH(p, q) 
model. 
The practical implicmmiis of the reýults an, illustrated empirically using daily 
datýi on five East Asia stock indices. To obtain the theoretical results and to 
cai. v. y out the ('stlillatioll Nve ýissume that the innovations are drawn from either 
the ilm-111A. stlidelit-t. gelleralized error., or double exponential distributions. In 
most cnses, likelihood ni I io t(,, -,, t, ilig procedures choose high order A-PARCH spec- 
ifications. Additionally. in the majority of the model selection criteria, 
support the general powei- ARCH model, as against Bollerslev's (1986) GARCH 
and Taylor/Schwert models'. These findings highlight the need to have aiialyti- 
cal expression", for the nionient, structuiv of the genend A-PARCH(p, q) model in 
addition to those for the GARCH(p, q) and A-PAR, CH(I. 1) models. 
The relimnider of the chýiptci- is organized ýis follows. Section 5.2 invest igat, es 
Hie ýmtocorrelation fulictions of the power-transforined conditional variance and 
; ibs(Aute returns. Section 5.3 discusses the data and presents the empirical results. 
II ý(-ctioii 5.4 concludes the mmlysis. Proofs are found in an early version of thi 1111 is 
\\-()i-k (Karanosos and Kim. 2001). 
'I'mior (1986) and Schivert (1990) have that the conditional standard deviation 
obeys ýi GARCH specification. 
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5.2 A-PARCH Model 
5.2.1 A-PARCH(p, q) process 
Olle of' the illost common models in filiance and economics to describe a, time 
series, rt, of the returns from some asset. Is the martingale process 
1 
2 
rt = etht (5.19) 
where letl are independent., identically distributed random variables with E(et) 
E(c 1) = 0. ht is positive with probAility one and is a measurable function 
of EI-1, which in turn 1, s the signia. -algebra generated by j'rt, -i, 
yt-2 I. 1. That 
is ht, denotes the conditional variance of the returns frt 1, (rt, 1)-' t-, ) - (0, ht). In 
addition ht, is specified ýis an A-PARCH(p. q) process 
1ý 1ý 6 
2 
a,, ht, -, 
ft (et-1) 
with 
fl, (c/ 
-1) -= - 
(I =I17 
(5.20a) 
(5.20b) 
where a, and 01 are the ARCH and GARCH parameters respectively, -yj (-I 
is the levenigc, paraineter and 6 is the parameter for the power term. 
Further. to guarantee the. nonnegativity of the conditional variance we assume 
tliýit I he GARCH and ARCH paraineterssatisfy the, sufficient conditions given in 
N(, I,,, ()li and ('ýio (1992). Within the A-PARCH model. b. v speclýylng permissible 
for (I. /ý, -, ý. nild (ý ill (ý5.20). it i, ý possible to iiest ;i number of the more 
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, stmidard ARCH and GARCH specifications 
(see Ding et al.. 1993, Hentschel, 
1995- and Brooks, et cil.. 
Since its introduction J), v Ding et al.. (1993), the A-PARCH inodel has been 
frequently applied. For Hentschel (1995) defined ýi parametric family 
of asymmetric GARCH inodels that nests the EGARCH and A-PARCH models. 
Migerud (1997a) investij)-ated the extent, to which seven asymmetric GARCH 
models (including the A-PARCH) have been the data generating process for 45 
NOi-(11c stocks, while flagerud (1997b) presented two new Lagrange Multiplier test 
stJlstics that can be use(I to detect asymmetries generated by the A-PARCH 
andsix other asymmetric GARCH models. Moreover, He and Terdsvirta (1999c. ) 
considered ýI filmily of first-order asymmetric GARCH processes which includes 
the A-PARCH as a speciýil (-&w. Finally, Brooks et al., (2000) analysed the 
ain), icilbilit. v of the ARCH i-nodels to national stock mm-ket returns for ten 
COl111tri(. 
It is also worth noting that, Fornaxi and Mele (1997) showed the usefulness 
of the A-PARCHscheliw in approximating models developed in continuous time 
as svst eins of stochastic, diffiýrential equations. This feature. of GARCH schemes 
has usually been overshadowed by their well-known role wý simple econometric 
tools providing rellable. estimates of unobserved conditional variances (Fornarl 
; ind Mele, 2001). 
In order to (list, inguis 11 the general inodel in (5.20) from a, version in which 
3i = N\-(, will liereaftei- refer to the former as A-PGARCH and 
tI te lat t cr as A-PA R CH - 
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For the subsequent development of our theory, it is useful to write the -6th 2 
power of the conditioual N-m-Dilice in (iii ARMA form. Hence. from the right hand 
side ()f' (5.20a) Nve add mid subti-act alk1h, 
2 
-1, 
(1 q). in order to obtain the 
1ý 
ARMA represent at ion of hý 
6q 
3 1, h t'. 0, / Ill't-1. + (5.21a) 
With 
1ý 
h, 
/2 
-I. 
Ift(cl-1) 
w1wre max(j), q), + /31 and k, (i = 1, q) denotes the expected 
value of [fi((, t)] and Is ý,,, Iveii by 
ý-' 
[( I- 7j' + (I + J6] 2(2 (421) 
r( 2 -Yi), ++ -Yi) 
E[fi(et)] 
r( 2) 2V7r 
r(5+1). \62(6 
ý, Jl + (I + 
+ (I + 
if et 
(i. d) N(O, 1), 
(i. d) 
lf et r, -, tr(0,1)) 
Ii 
(i. d) 
f et GE, (0,1)., 
if et 
(i. d) DE(O, 1) 
(5.22) 
1 
-2F (1) [F (3 )]-1ý2 whei, v A -- 
ý2 
and N. t, GE, and DE denote the nor- 
iiiii]. student-t, generalized and double exponential distributions 
Aloreover. r mv the of freedom of the student-t distribution, v is 
the tall thickiiess, paraiiieter of the generalized error (listribution, and F(. ) is the 
("aillilla fulictioll. 
Note that in (7.211)) is (lefiii(, (l iis, the difference between fl(Et-1) and its 
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c(m(litional expecfýitlon. Thus., is ýi serially uncorrelated process with zero 
111(lMl. 
Hjxpression (5.21) will be use(I in Hie derivýition of the autocorrelation function 
of t lie -6tli power of the, con(litional variance (see t1worein I below). It can As() 2 
be used (employing the inethodology in Kaxanasos. 2001) to obtain the optimal 
predictor (and the corresponding forecast error and forecast error uncertainty) of 
the future. values, of b., 
Assumption. 5.1 All the roots of the autoregressive polynomial [F3(L) =- 
(I- AIL)] lie outside the unit, circle ((ý()ýTýii-iýiii(-(ý-sta, tionarity 
condition). 
q 
Assumption. 5.2 The polynomials B(L) and A(L) '(t1V have no common 
/, =I 
left fiwtors other than iiiiiiii0dular ones (irreducibilitY condition). 
Finally, for future devel()pnieut. it, is helpful to note that ý rt, I' may be expressed 
iI IS' 
6 
+ co'l, (5.23) 
is defined by (5. ')11-)) and /,, (, is given by (5.22) with -yo - 0. 
5.2.2 Autocorrelation functions 
In this section we, present Hie autocorrelation functions of the power transfor- 
liiýitloiis of the conditioniiI N-m-imice and the absolute-valued observations. NVe 
oilly the (. ýIse where the roots (L) of 
for a 11 '1 13cfI,..., I-) 
I S, I icli t Ila t I' :ýJ, - 
0 m-e simple. That is Aj :ý Aj. 
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From (5.23) one readily ohtmns 
1ý 65 
COV (I,. 
/ 
1 1.1 
("2 
222. 
)COV hl ht-,,, +koCov hl (m (5.24) 
The derivation ofthe ai ito(-()ri-(, L it ions of the fitted pmver-tnuisformed values and 
their comparison with the (-()rr(, ý, q)ondi1ig saniple equividents are useful to decide 
the appropriate niethod of estimation. the model and the optimal order of the 
chosen specification as described in section 4.1 in the previous chapter. 
covarimices of h' are needed It, cleýir ftmi) the ýdmvc expression that the auto t 
for the c(miputation of Ille autocovariances of the power ti-misformed absolute 
6 
ohservýitlmv,,. Thm, our first theorem establishes the lag-m, witocorrelation of ht 
22 
6)t6t 1ý 
-m ht =Corr 
(h) 
/11, c 
Theorem 5.1. Styposc fluil 0<E [fi ((, t, ) fj (cl)] < oc, Vt=1, ---, q) - 
6 
Thc, n, wadcr ass, irmph"O'ns I wnd ll'-). thc alttocorrclatlion 
funchlon of ht' is 
With, 
2 
PM, 0 
lylt 
(5.25a) 
(5.25b) 
Oil (I 
-1+m. 
(5.25c) 
Ai A,, ) Hl, '=, (Ai - An) 
q it q-d 
2+ k7i 1"o+d A-d) (III till - It 
EE )(Ad +1 
71 =I (1=1 71=1 
q q-d 
(Ad UUI +Ad-2m (5.25d) 0 11+d 11,11+d-ki? 
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where ki (i - 1, ---, q) 
denotes the expected value of the fi, (et) and is given by 
(5-22). Moreover, Aj Zs the inverse of the I'th root of the autoregressive polynomial 
B (L), and kij (1 1, ..., q) 
denotes the expected value of fi (et) x fj (et) and is 
gZven by 
kij -- E [fi(et)fj(et)] 
(i. d) 
7j) -ýj + [(I + -yi) (I + -yj)]6 I 26-'r ( 
26ý+-' if et rý) N(O, 1)7 77r 2 
r(6-1)(r-2)r -r-6 
(2 (i. d) 
2 
r( !ý) 2výTr 7 if et r., ý tr 
A 1) 7 2 
-, Yj)]6+[(I+, Yi)(I+, Yj)j6lr( 
26+1 ), \2 f [(l-, Y, )(1 '52( 
26 
f 
(i. d) 
v 
r1)1 et 
GE, (0,1), (V 
1[(l - -yi)(I - -yj)16 + [(I + -yi)(I + -yj)]61r'(26 + 1)2-(6+1), if et 
(i. d) DE(07 1), 
(5.26) 
In addition, the 6th moment of the conditional variance is 
2)]2 [E (0 
E(h6t) t0 (5.27a) 
-fh 
7 'tll, V7, 
2 E (ht (5.27b) 
0- where -Yh is defined by (5-25b). 
Remark 5.1. The condition for the existence of the 4h and 6th moments of 2 
<1 and <I respectively' the conditional variance are -y 10 
IS 
Note that the autocorrelation function of 
Ij 2 
exists if and only if the Ath and 6th moments t2 
of the conditional variance exist. 
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N(, iimi-k . 5.2. The ivsiilt in (5.27a) is very important becýiuse E(ht6) will be t1 
itsed in the deriviition of t1w 2(ýth moment of the absolute returns (see theorem 
5.2 below). 
The prýwtical significance of the existence condition for ýi fractional moment 
is that when it is satisfie(I. then all lower-order moments also exist. On the other 
limid, violation of the ýdmve condition implies that no higher-order moments exist. 
Now suppose that the conditional mean of rt., given information through time 
t-1. is governed by 
E(rilEt-1) = cg(ht) 
N/I(, ýin equAlons of thl,,,,, form have been widely used in empirical studies of time 
varying risk preinia. Various , 1) (, (- ificat ions for the functional form of the risk pre- 
iniurn (, y(ht, ), have ýippeaivd in the empirical literature. most commonly imposing 
g(hl) = V-I"/, g(li't') = or y(ht) = hl, (, see, for example. Engle et al., 1987, 
Duaiii 1995, and M, rdle ýmd Haftier, 2000). The results in theorem I can be used 
h 
to derive the autocorrelatimis of ri, when g(ht, ) hjý, 
Next, we examine the moment structure of the power-transformed absolute 
returns. Estimates of the autocorrelations of power transformations of the ab- 
solute observations are critical. By comparing these estimates to those obtalned 
directly by the (Lihi, olic cAn have a clear indication of how well the estimated 
model fits the datii. 
Theorem 5.2. Supposc Hutt 0<E [fi(et)fj((, t)] < cýc Vt (17 3=0,... 7 
Thc, it, trodc-r a,, oooopfloos 5.1 olid 5.2. thc aulocort-clation of Irtl' in (5-19) and 
III 
(5.20), at lag m (m is given by 
PM (I rt 16 ) 
with 
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Moreover, the 26th moment of the absolute returns is 
E(I rt 126) = koo E (ht6) , 
(5.28b) 
where -ym, h kl,, are defined by (5.25b) and (5-22), respectively, kol is given by (5.26) 
with -yo =- 0 and E (M) is given in t theorem 1. 
Example. Suppose that rt = -, I-htct, where et -i. i. d (0,1) and ht obeys an 
A-PGARCH(3,1) specification 
,5 2 3) 2 OIL - /32L - 133L ht 
where 
fi(et-1) - [let-I 
and < -yj < 
The ARMA representation of ht' is 
with 
6 
w+ alfi(et-, )h 
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3L2L3 )h 2+ 2 -133 t 
2 
rij-, = [fi(et-1) - ki] ht-1, 
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where a, k, + 01 and k, denotes the expected value of fi(et-1). Further, let 
Aj (i = 1,2,3) denote the inverse of the ith root of the third order autoregressive 
polynomial (I - 
ý, L 3L2L 3). It, is assumed that IA<I and Ai =ý Aj for -f2 -03 
all i, I. cf1,2,31 such that i zý J. 
Moreover, the variance of Irt, 1' is 
Var(Irtl6) = [k 
2_YO 
+ (koo -k2E (h6), 0h0t 
where ko is given by (5.22) with -ýo = 0, and koo is defined in (5.26) with -yo = 0. 
Further, the expected value of Irtl" is 
I rt 126) 
with 
6 
E (h 2 t 
where -y' is given below. h 
2 koo [E (0 t 
-Yo h 
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Finally, the autocovariance function of IrtI6 is 
Cov(lrtl', Irt-, I') 
where 
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and A., = 1,2. iý, defined by (5-20). 
The significance of the results in this section is th; it they allow us to establish 
w1wther the A-PGARCH model in (5.19)-(5.20a) is cýipable of reproducing key 
fi,. ýitures exhibited hY the daki. These features include, for example. time serles 
with very little witocori-cLitimi but with strongly dependent squares. 
5.3 Empirical Analysis 
5.3.1 Data 
Dally stock price index (hitýi for five East Asiýi countries were sourced from the 
Datastream datýdmse for the period January 1980 t, () April 1997, giving a total 
of 4,518 observations. The five countries and their respective price indices are 
K(-)rea (KOSPI). Japým (NIKKEI), Talw(ill (SE). Singapore (Straits-Times)", 
which were ýilso used in the previous chapter, and Hong Kong (Hang Seng). 
For oýwli iiýitlomil index. the continuously compounded return was estimated as 
, 1-1, =: Iog(pt, )-log(])t, -, 
) where 1), is the price on day f. Figure 5.1 plots the daily 
returns oil the five stock indices. 
5.3.2 Estimation Results 
inodel all the five stock returns as MA(1) processes following the same reason 
for modelling in the pi-m-lous chapter. The MA(l) inodel is 
ý \\-(, use the daily returns for the Straits-Tinies index for t lie period January 1985 to April 
1997 (3,213 observations) because the data is ; ivallable onlY from Januiir. v 1985. 
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r, =+ (I + OL)Et. 
To select our be-ý,, t A-PGARCH specificAion. we begin with low order models 
(e. g., A-PGARCH(1,1)) mid work upward as required to fit the data. The general 
A-PGARCH(4,4) specificýition is given by 
Et cf ht, Ct (5.32a) 
44 
ll't, +h2a, f, (Et-,, ). (5-321)) t-, + 
where 
(5.32c) 
and 
fl((,, 
-I) =- 
[1ct-d (1 = 11 .... 4) 
(5-32d) 
ý, V(, estiniate A-PGARCH models of order up to A-PGAR, (! H(4., 4) for the returns 
on the five stock indices using four alternative distributions: the normal, student- 
t, double exponential and generalized error. 
Table 5.1 reports t1w selected specific at ions. In most of the cases, the Akalke 
Information Criterion (AIC') (see Table 5.2) and the likelihood ratio (LR) test 
see Tible 5.4) choose high order A-PGAR, CH models. When the errors Et in 
; 11. (, conditionally nornial, the A-PGAR, CH(3.1) wis chosen for two out 
of the five inclices and the A-PGARCH(3.2) model wýis chosen for the SE in- 
dex. ýVlwii the innovations ct in (5.32; 1) are t-distrlhuted. the A-PGARCH(3.4) 
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mid A-PGARCH(3.3) ývere chosen for the KOSPI and NIKKEI 
indices respectively. Further, the A-PGAR, CH(4,2). A-PGARCH(2., 2) and A- 
PGAR. CH(2., I) speclficýifioiis, were chosen for the Hang-Seng, SE and Straits- 
Tinies indices respectively. When et is drawn from the generalized error dis- 
tributi0ii, the A-PGAR(. 'H(4, I) specification was chosen for the NIKKEI and 
indices, ývliereýis tlie A-PGAR, CH(I, 3). and A-PGARCH(3,2) spec- 
ificýitions were chosen for the KOSPI and SE indices respectively. 
We encountered many instances of negative estimated ds and O's. In all of 
these (-; ises, the ARCH mid GARCH coefficlents satisfy the set of sufficient con- 
ditions to gimi-mitee the nolinegativitY of the conditional variance (see equation 
29 in Nelson and Cao, 1992). 
5.3.3 Tests of power term parameters in A-PGARCH mod- 
els 
Týiblc 5.3 reports the estiiiiMe, (I power terms for the A-PGARCH models fitted 
týo ectch of the five llýltlollal indices. When the errors are conditionally normal, 
iis 3.62 for Singapore. Beyond this extreme case, the the illaximilill power terill w( 
remainder of the (,,,, tlliiate. d pmver ternis were between 1.00 and 2.00. 
The power tei-iiis estimated using the double exponential distribution were 
similar to those olAmned -with the generalized error distribution for all five in- 
dlc(, ý,: KOSPI Hang Seng (1.52,1.41), NIKKEI (1.22,1.20), SE (1-34. 
1.32) and Strýiits-Tiines (2). U 2.02). When the innovations were t-distributed, all 
the ('stilmited power terms won, intich lower-hetween 1 and 1.5. with the exception 
of Singapore (Dý! )). 
H6 
Hang Straits- 
KOSPI NIIýKEI Seng 
SE 
Times 
MA(l)-A-PGARCH (1,3) (4ý2) (3,2) (2,1) 
((, ()It( Ldist rib lit ioll) (Gen Etioi) (Student-t) (Guli Error) (Stlittelit-t) 
b -0.0001 4E-4 0.001 7E-11 3E-11 (0.56) (4,02) (. 5.60) (0, ()()) (1.53) 
0 0.058 0.016 0.068 2E-07 0.221 
(4.31) (1.09) (4.44) (0. ()()) (12.05) 
2E-05 2E-05 2E-04 8E-05 9E-06 
(1.19) (1.33) (1.57) (1.39) (5.56) 
0.172 0.069 0.102 0.070 0.128 
76) (2.33) (6.67) (3-12) (6.25) 
(1,2 0.010 0.05-7 0.051 0.100 
(0.22) (2.7 7) (1.85) (2.48) 
-0-089 -0.070 - - - (2.81) (2-10) 
0.916 0.818 0.260 0.472 0.472 
(88.59) (1,39) (3.03) 
02 0.293 0.338 0.1-55 0.170 
(1. -11) (2,34) (0., 11) (1.37) 
-0-181 -0.200 0.22) 7 (1.52) (1.56) (1.25) 
- - 0.359 - - (3.65) 
1.488 1.260 1.280 1.338 2.000 
(9.15) (9.15) (8.98) (9.! )(; ) 
-0.207 -0-989 -0.178 -0. -127 -0.167 (2.01) (1.70) (2.00) (2.30) (3.20) 
2 -0.480 -0.374 -0.609 0.1138 (0.15) ( 1.64) (1.76) (8.10) 
'Y3 -0.391 -0.9715 (1.78) (1. 
1.07 5- 05 (4.78) (1.1) (4.67) 
(42,80) 1-1. GO) (15.83) (3 8. (1-1.59) 
For cach of the liN, (, stock indlc(-, ý t"Ible '51 report's panlinctcl. c, "'Millates 
for flic 
lwst' A-PGARCH model. 
The iminheis in the palviitlwscs ; Irc ; 11)s()Illt. (! f-statistic., 
V me the (legi-ces of frecdoill of tlic (. ()Ilditiollal distriblitiOll. 
Table 5.1: AIA(l)-A-PGARCH -.,, \IL estimation 
11-1 
Ha, ng Straits- 
KOSPI NIKKEI SE 
Seng Times 
NOR-MAL 
A-PGARCH (1,1) (3,1) (3,2) 
AIC -227499.6 -29560.0 -25544.1 -25087.9 -20396.6 
LOG LIKEL 13755.8 14789.0 12781.1 12554.9 10205.3 
DOUBLE EXP 
A-PGARCH (1.3) (4,1) (1,1) (1,1) (3,2) 
AIC -28082.8 -30050.0 -26101.5 -25607.3 -20863.0 
LOG LIKEL 14052.4 15035.0 13057.8 12810.7 10442.5 
GEN ERROR, 
A-PGARCH (1,; 1) (4,1) (1,1) (3,2) (4,1) 
AIC, -28083.1 -30055.9 -26106.9 -25607.6 -20879.7 
LOG LIKEL 14053.6 15038.9 13061.4 12815.8 10449.8 
STUDENT-t 
A-PGARCH (3,4) (3,3) (4,2) (2,2) (2,1) 
AW -28083.3 -30075.3 -26130.6 -25526.5 -20959.4 
LOG LIKEL 140571.6 15051.7 13078.3 12774.3 10487.7 
For (, ýwh of the four distributions. Table 5.2 reports the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) and 
the niaxinium log likelihood vidue of the preferred model. 
The ])old numbers indicate the inininium value of the AIC. 
Table. 5.2. Akaike Information Criterion 
H8 
Hang Straits- 
KOýPl NIKKEI SE 
Seng Times 
NORMAL 1. (,. ), 6 1.47 1.88 1.92 3.62 
DOUBLE 
1.48 1.20 1.41 1.32 2.02 
EXP 
GEN 
1-49 1.22 1.52 1.3-1 2.13 
ERROR 
STUDENT-t 1.33 1.26 1.28 1.16 1.89 
For each of tI ie four (tistril)utiolls, Table 5.3 reports the estimated power terms 
for the A-PGARCH models fitted to each of the five national stock indices. 
Tible, 5-3: Estimated power terms 
The existence of outhers, pirticularly in daily (Lita, causes the distribution 
of returns to exhibit excess kurfosis. To accommodate the presence of such lep- 
tokurtosis, one should estimýite the A-PGARCH models using non-normal dis- 
tributions. Accordingly. for four out of the five indices the AIC is minimized 
when the student-t distribution is used, while for the SE index , it chooses the 
generalized error distribution (see Table 5.2). 
A series of iii which the restricted case is either the Bollerslev or the 
Ti. N, lor/Schwert model were performed (see appendix). When the innovations 
an, t-distributed, the LB tests provide evidence in support, of the general power 
ARCH inodel, as three of the countries tested generate significant test statistl('s. 
Iii mil, v three out of the twenty cýises does the LB test produce insignificant 
(-ý11(-IlLltcd vAllcs'. lildic(aing an inability to reject the Bollerslev inodel over the 
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ARCH model. Th(, I Ilive, (, ýises are Singapore, when the distribution of the 
iimovMions is either student-1- or generalized error. and Japan. when the errors are 
conditionally nornial. Likewise., when the conditional distribution of the errors 
is double exponential, tli(, witcoine of the likelihood i-Alo tests provides a clear 
i-(,. )(,. (-, tion of both the Týiyloi-/Schwert and the Bollerslev models against the power 
ABCH model. The Týiylor/Scliwert model cannot be rejected against the power 
ARCH inodel for the SE index with t-distributed innovations. 
Further, the AIC chooses the power ARCH model instead of the Bollerslev 
and Taylor/Schwert models for three (Japan, Hong Kong and Taiwan) out of 
the five indices, regardless of the distributional assumptions. By and large, these 
findings support the conclusion that the power ARCH model is preferred. 
5.3.4 Correlation Structure Results 
The condition for the existence of the 6th moment, of the conditional variance (or 
the 26th moment of the absolute errors) for the general A-PGARCH(p, q) model 
0- 
Is -Y <I, where -Y,,, i,,,, defilied in theorem 5.1. The practical significance of the 
existence condition for ýi frýictiona-l moment is that when it is satisfied then all 
1(mvi-m-der 111(micilt", its well. On the other hand, violation of the above 
condition implies that no higher-order moments exist - 
0 -0 For the A-PGARCH(4.4) model the estimated Yh) 'S 
-0 `Eý ýý 107TIO, (5.33a) 
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wli(, I. (,, 
CIO 
A 1ý'J) 114 Hn 1 n=l (A,, \11) 
n -ý4-1 
(5-331)) 
44 4-d 
kk 10 ýi 2 (A 2+2a, n n+d)A (5-33c) +d 
(1ý1 n=l 
In (5.33c) the estlinatcd wliws of k, and A,, ), 
(i, and are obtained using 
formulae (5.22) and (5.26). 
The estimated 6th iii0iiient of the conditional variance (And 26th moment, of 
lEt I MV 
17, 
E(ý-El ý2ý) 
ýN71wlv' 
h, 
J"ý (T, 5 E2 
koo E 
E4 
/- 
(5.34a) 
(5.34b) 
(5.34c) 
In (5.341)) the estimated value of koo is obtained using (5.26) with -yj = Yý = 
0. 
S4, Table, 5.5 reports fl)(, sum of the est iniated 1,2.3.4) coefficient, 
and the estimated 6tli ýuid (ýth inoments of the conditional variance for all five 2 
- -0 6 'best" A-PGARCH specificýihoiis-. Mible 5.7 reports 01, E(ht) and E(ht) -OL) 
2 
The persi,, tence of ýi v(dntility shock for the general A-PGARCH(p. q) process is considered 
to be the suili of the , ýj 1-)) coefficients, iis defilled In 
(5.21a). 
5N\'(, defille -bcst' as the specificatimi chosen by the AIC. 
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Likelihood Ratio Critical Value 
Significant level) 
KOSPI 14.06 9.49 
MA(1)-A-PGA 1? ('11 (1,3) 
(C, -11,1; 11izcd 1-: 11"] 
NIKKEI 45.04 12-60 
'A I? CI I N1A(1)-A-PG 
(Slildclit-1 
Hang Seng 11.82 11.10 
NIA (1) - A-P GABCH (4 ý2) 
SE 10-38 9.49 
NIA (1) - A-P GAI? CH(: 1,2) 
Straits-Times 2.74 2.71 
N1A(1)-A-P(; ABCH(2,1) 
('ýImdcllt -I ý 
Tal)l(-,, 5.4 the ý-alue of the following likelihood nitio (LR) 
test: LR, =2 x [AILI, - - A4LR] . where -XILu and MLR 
denote. the niýcxiniuni log likelihood \, alues of the unrestricted 
and restricted [A-PGARCH(l, l)] models respectively. 
* Critical value ýif 10% significance level. 
Tible 5A. Likelihood Ratio tests 
122) 
31 0 E (b, ) 
KOSPI (). 9889 0.0018 0.6689 IE-05 
INI A (I)-A-P('. AR CH(1.3) 
NIKKEI 0.9663 0.0006 0.1256 4E-07 
N1A(1)-A-PG'A1? ('H(3,3) 
Hang Seng 0.8548 0.0014 0.0737 2E-06 
Nl. \(I)--. %-PGARC'H(4.2) 
11,1, W-1 
SE 0.9844 0.0051 0.6089 7E-05 
N1A(1)-A-P(; A1? CH(3.2) 
Straits-Times 0.7736 0.00004 0.8406 IE-08 
, %1A(1)-A-PG. Af? CH(2,1) 
Table 5.5 reports t1w (,, tiniated values of the 
ý, 
-tli aild 
6-th moments of the 
conditional variance. The conditions for the existence 4 the 
ý, th and 6th 
P- 
illonlents of tile coil(litional variance are ý31 <I mid <1 respectively. 
Table 5.5: ý-tli moments of the conditional variance (1) 
for the five A-PGARCI-1(1.1) models chosen by SIC. Note that for the Straits- 
Times index the condition for the existence of the hth monient of the conditional 
variance is violated. 
In order to obtain the estimated theoretical alitocorrelations of the power- 
transformed conditional varialice /2 and absolute errors 
[T)(JEtl6)], we use 
[ý (/" ")I 
the estimated parameters and the formulae iii theorems 5.1 and 5.2. For eadi of 
the five stock indices. Figuiv 5.2 plots the estimated theoretical witocorrelations 
of the -best' A-PGARCH specification. Specifically. we use the power GARCH 
process. with conditionally t-distributed errors for Japan and Hong Kong, mid 
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lliiiovýitloiis thýit ýire di-mvii f'l-()iii the generalized error distribution for the KoSpJ6 
and SE indices. Finally. \ve use Bollerslev's GARCH model with t-distributed 
iilnovýitions for the Straits-Times index. 
The estimated powei- GARCH model for the KOSPI index exhibits the high- 
est persistence (0.99). As ýi result the estimated a ut o correlat, ions of the power- 
transformed ibsoltite ci-n)i-s stm-t high, ýif lag three 0.29, and decrease very slowly 
(aid the autocorrelation M lag 150 is 0-04. The estimated model for the Hang 
Seng index has t-distributed innovations and exhibits lower persistence (0.85). 
Thus, the estimated autocon-eLitions start considerably lower, at lag two 0.07, 
and decrease more rapidly. The ýuitocorrelatioli at la, g 120 is 0.002. The estimated 
models for the KOSPI ýiiid SE indices have innovations that are drawn from the 
genorallsed error distribution and demonstrýite similm- persistence (0.99 and 0.98 
respectively). However. in the case of the SE index, the power term is much lower 
(1.34). Note that the mitocorrehition at lag two is 0.32 and decreases very slowly. 
The. ýiutocorrelatlon ýit lag 120 is 0.08. The estimated models for the NIKKEI 
and Hang Seng indices have f-distributed innovations and very similar estimated 
p(mTer terms (1.26 and t. 28 respectively). However. the NIKKEI index demon- 
1 (0.97). Note that the autocorrelation at lag three is 0.06 stnites higher persistence 11 
and decreases more slowly. Finally, the estimated model for the Straits-Times in- 
dex exhibits the lowest persistence. Therefore, the ai ito correlations decrease the 
fastest. 
It is useful to uncover the properties of the autocorrelation function of the 
"In the ca. se of KOSPI we select the ii-iodel with generallsed error distribution althogh the 
AW number is slightly less than that, of model with student-t distribution (-28083-3) 
for 1111l. striltive pill-pos'e. 
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pmver 1-ninsfori-ned ýibsohite (, rni-s. wll('Ii we lllvesti, -ýItc whether the Asymmetric 
pmvcýr GARCH model can revlicýite the serial correlation of the power transformed 
sample data. Figure 5.2 ýdso plots thesample a-utocorrelations of the 6th power of 
the J)solute-va, lued obsei-výitioiis. Only for the SE index the estimated theoretical 
ýmtocorrelations m-e, close to the sample auto correlat ions. 
Unlike the Akaike InfOrnuition Criterion (AIC), the Schwarz Information Cri- 
terion (SIC) chooses the A-PGARCH(l, l) model in all the cases. Table 5.6 and 
Table 5.7 report the estimated parameters a 6-th moment of the conditional varl- 
ance of the selected A-PGAR. CH(l, l) models . 
Figure 5.3 plots the cstmwted theoretical auto correlat ions (and the corre- 
sponding, smiiple equiwilents) of the four A-PGARCH(l, l) models. For the Hang 
I Selig index. it can I)c scen that the fitt-ed power-trýaisformed returns from the 
A-PGAR, CH(4,2) iiio(l(,, l genorally liýivo ýuitocorrehjtions that are substantially 
lower than the corresponding sample equivalents (see- Figure 5.2c). In contrast., 
the A-PGARCH(l, l) model does a good job of replicating the observed pattern 
of autocorrelations of the power-transformed returns, (see Figure 5.3c). 
For the Hang Seng table 5.8 reports Quasi-NIaxinium Likelihood pa-ra. - 
(,, stiiuýifcs with t1w Bi-oy(l(, ii-Flet(ýher-Goldfai-l)-Slia, nii(-) (BFGS) algorithm 
for the A-PGAB, CH(4,2) niodel with f-distributed Innovations. The autocorre- 
lations of the model estimated by the Quasi-Maxinium Likelihood method with 
tli(, BFGS algorithin repllcýiteý closer to the sample. autocorrelations than the 
corresponding of the hY -. \ILE with BHHH (see Figure 5.4) 
'The Berndt ct al. (1974) numerical optimization algorithin (BHHH) is used to obtain the 
maxinium likelihood of the paranieters. 
t95 
Hang 
KOSPI NIKKEI SE 
Seng 
MA(l)-A-PGAR. CH (1,1) (1.1) (1,1) (1,1) 
(con. distriblition) (Gen Error) (Stlident-t) (Stlideilt-f) (Gen Error) 
-5E-05 0.0004 0.0010 IE-11 b 
(0.45) (4.29) (5.66) (0.00) 
0.053 0.016 0.067 6E-08 
0 
(4.02) (1.09) (4.52) (0-00) 
4E-05 7E-05 2E-04 6E-05 
(1.26) (1.44) (1.62) (1.52) 
0.147 0.115 0.116 0.103 
a 
(10-08) (10-95) (9.37) (10.92) 
0.856 0.891 0.869 0.915 
(65.94) (101.46) (71.39) (110.30) 
1.532 1.226 1.303 1.274 
(9.65) (8-65) (8.94) (10.42) 
-0.140 -0.469 -0.281 -0.094 
'Yi 
(3-09) (7.73) (4-66) (1.94) 
1.07 4.81 4.74 1.01 
VO 
(42-80) (14.94) (16.02) (39.76) 
For each of the four stock indices, table 5.6 reports 
parameter estimates for the A-PGARCH(l, l) model. 
* The lituilhers, in the parentheses are absolute t-statistics. 
0 7) are the degrees of freedom of the conditional distribution. 
Table 5.6: -MA(l)-A-PGARCH(l, l) ML estimation 
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E 
6 
1), ýý It ýy 0 h E [h6] t 
KOSPI 0.9759 0.0017 0.7352 IE-05 
MA(1)-A-PGAB CH(1, I) 
(GE'N HEBOR) 
NIKKEI 0-9632 0.0019 0.3178 5E-06 
ýN IA 
(1)-A-PGA ]? ('H(1, I) 
(S 111,1 It I -t t) 
Hang Seng 0.9430 0.0030 0.2094 IE-05 
NJ A (1)-A-PG AR CH(1, I) 
(S'I lident -t t) 
SE 0.9914 0.0070 0.5689 IE-04 
NIA(l)-A-PGARCH(l, l) 
((; ]-', N EBIMR) 
Strait, s-Times 0-8861 0.0001 4.2841 MA (1)-A-PG A BCIH(1, t) 
(S III dvil t -I Iý 
Table 5.7 relmi-ts t lie estimated values of the -6-th and 6-th moments of the 2 
conditional ýýariaiice.. 'Flw conditions for the existence of the 
btli 
and 6th 2 
nionients of the conditional variance are 
ý, 
<I and -yo "ý I respectively. h 
Table 5.7: (ý-th inoments of the conditional variance (2) 
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5.3.5 Conclusions 
In this clipter we illusti-ae(I how the A-PGARCH model may also be ex- 
wý an AB-NIA pi-m-ess. Further, we used this ARMA representation to de- 
rive results concerning the moments of the general asymmetric power GARCH(p, q) 
Specificatim I- Iii Imi-ficul(Ir. we obtained the autocorrelation function of the 
pmver-transformed absolute erroi-s. Since the A-PGARCH model includes the 
Bollerslev, Taylor/ and five other models a,, -, special cases oux theoretical 
iv, -ýults provide ýi useful tool which fa-cilitýites comparison between all these major 
classes of GARCH model. 
It Is Nvorth noting tImt our results oli the moment structure of the general A- 
PARCH(p, q) model ext-clid the results in He and Terýsvlrta, (1999b) on the first- 
order A-PARCH model. and Karanasos (1999) and He and Terdsvirta (1999a) on 
the GARCH(p, q) inodel. NN'(, should also mention that the methodology used in 
this chiipter can be applied to ()bta-in the moments of more sophisticated asym- 
iiietric power GARCH models, e. g. the A-PGARCH-iii-mea, n, the multivariate 
A-PGARCH and the fnictional integrated A-PGARCH models. 
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Figure 5.1: Dýiil. y returns oil the five East, Asia, Stock Indices 
Figure 5. ht. Duly Refin-iis on the Korean Stock Price Index, 07/01/1980-30/04/1997. 
20 11 1 
Fipire 5.11). Dally Returns, on the Jalmnese Stock Price Index, 07/01/1980-30/04/1997. 
Fi, ure 5.11c. Dally Returns mi the Han- Seii- Stock Price Index, 07/01/1980-30/04/1997. 
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20D 11 3001 
Figure 5.1d. Daily Returns on the Taiwanese Stock Price Index, 07/01/1980-30/04/1997. 
Figure 5.1e. Daily Returns on the Sinpiporean Stock Price Index, 07/01/1985-30/04/1997. 
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Figure 5.2: Autocon-chitimis of the btli power of the ()bservations f)(Irtl6,1vt, 16) 
(1) 
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Figure 5.2a: KOSPI. --\IA(t)-A-PGARCH(L3) model (Generalized Error). 
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Figure 5.21): NIM,, -El. --\IA(l)-A-PGARCH(3,3) niode. 1 (Student-t). 
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Figure 5.2c: Hang Seng. --\tA(l)-A-PGAR, CH(4,2) model (Student-t)- 
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Fig, urc 5.2d: SE. -MA(l)-A-PGARCH(3.2) model 
(Genendized Error). 
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Figure 5.2e.: Straits-Tinies. NIA(l)-A-GARCH(2.1) model (Student-0. 
Figure 5.2 plots the sample antocorrelations of the 601 ; lbsollite power of the observations 
(solid line). and the estimated theoretical aittocorrelations of the 6th power of the absolute- 
valued observations (coltinins). for the five. 'best' A-PGARCH specifications. The models were 
estimated bY 'Maxinitini Likelikood Estimation. 
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Figure. 5.3: Autocorrebiliolis of the 6th power of the ()bservations p (Irtl', Irt,, l') 
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Figure 5.3a: KOSPI. --NIA(l)-A-PGAR. CH(ll) mo(lel (Generalized Error). 
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Fitllýtire, 5.31): NII\. -I\-El. \IA(l)-A-PGARCH(l, l) model (Studelit-t)- 
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Figure 5.3c: Hang Seng. XIA(l)-A-PGAR, CH(l. t) model (Student-t). 
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Figure 5.3(1-. SE. -MA(l)-A-PGARCH(l., I) model 
(Generalized Error). 
Figure 5.3 plots the sample mitocorrelations of the 6th ahsolute power of the observations 
(solid line), mid the estimated theoretical nutocorrelations of' the 6th power of the absolute- 
vidued observations (coluilms). for the four A-PGARCH(l, l) specifications chosen by SIC. The 
itiodels were estimated Maxiiiiiiiii Likelihood Estimation. 
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C) co Qc) 0') C"i U') 00 lq- 0 
T- Ir- 04 CNI N co cle) T 
c"ll co 'IT Ln (D r- 00 CD CD C14 (Y) C14 cy') It LO (0 1- 00 CD C14 CY) 
Hang Seng 
AIA(I)-A-PGARCH 
(coll. distriblition) 
(4,2) 
(StIldvilt-t) 
b 0.1029 (5-63) 
0 0.071 (4.45) 
w 0.135 (3 . 33) 
(tj 0.146 (5.71) 
a2 0.073 (2.29) 
01 0.276 (2.01) 
02 0.355 (2.29) 
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-0.225 (1-96) 
/34 0.340 (2.57) 
6 1.392 (8-00) 
'Y1 -0.180 (1-95) 
72 
-0-566 (2.45) 
1,0 4.74 (11.97) 
For the Hang Seng index, Table 5.8 reports (Quasi-Maxinium 
Likelihood) parameter estimates for the A-PGARCH(4,2) model. 
For this case tli(,,,, to(-k returns have been multiplied by 100 
* The iiiiiiihers, iii the parentheses are absolute t-statistics. 
0 7) are the of freedom of the student-f distribution. 
Table 5. (ý: -MA(l)-A-PGARCH QML estimation 
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ji E [ht E [h] 
i=l -- 
HCirig Selig 0.8950 1.2850 0.2931 2.3356 
IA (I)-A-P(, Al? CH (4,2) 
Table 5.9 reports t1w values of the th and 6-th nionients of the 
conditional varialice. The conditions for the existence of the 
6 th and 6th 2 
p 
via"ance are 1110111elItS Of the Condl IE /3, <I and -yo <I respectively. 
Table, 5.9: ý-f h moilients of the conditional variance (3) 
Figure 5A Autocorrelal ions of t lic, 6th power of the ()bservations p (ý, rt 
(3) 
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x- clý c"i c"i n le 
Hang Seng. -MA(l)-A-PGARCH(4,2) model 
(Student-t). 
Figure 5.4 plots the sample ýmtoc()rrelatioiis of the 6th ýihý, oltite power of the observat, 101's 
III11 linted autocorrelations of' the 6th power of the absolute- le), aild the est 1 
vidued observations (colitimis, ). f'()l- the A-PGARCH(4.2) model wIth t-(Ilstrll)ttted errors. The, 
model wiis estimated hy Qu; is]-Ma-,, liimni Liketihood Estimation. 
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Chapter 6 
The volume-volatility 
relationship and the opening of 
the Korean stock market to 
foreign investors after the 
financial turmoil in 1997 
6.1 Introduction 
Some rescia-chers have cm-ried oul studies about the effect of capital controls intro- 
duced hy emerging countnes around the finalicial crisis in 1997 (see, for example, 
Edl, soii aild Reinhart, 2001). However. studies for countries which took further 
liberall'satioll after the, crlsis mv clifficult to find. This research investigates the 
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Koremi stock market vol(itIlity after Hie crisis and hence contributes to the study 
of (, merging itim-kets' lihenilisýition after the crisis. Although there is a warning 
ft-oill s(mle I-esem-cliers, tllýif th(, stock market development and liberalisation in 
d(, veloping col lilt ITIS CoUld dampen Hic country's, long term economic growth' (sce. 
Singh, 1997; Singh and \N`eisse, 1998; Stiglitz. 2002), most of the previous empir- 
ical studies found that the market opening was favourable to emerging countrles7 
ecmiomles (e. g., Bekm, rt and Harvey, 2000; Henry, 2000-, Klin and Singal, 2000). 
In developing coulitnes. the empirical research on financial liberalisation sug- 
that the stock iniii-ket openinhp to foreign investors (lid not increase the 
stock inarket volatility. Hmvever, these studies are not enough to explore the 
(,, ýisc of the Koreaan,, stock inarket because they analysed clata only for periods be- 
fore the crisis. In fact the crucial measures of the liberalization were introduced 
after the crisis under the FUF prograiii. In other words. the previous studies ex- 
aiiiiiied the impact, of liberýillsýitlon on the Korean stock market up to the period 
the crisEs, although the Koreanstock market, ýibolished the foreign owner- 
ship limit, immediately Ater the crisis ýind at the saine time introduced measures 
to induce foreign (-ýipitiil. The IMF Wilout program resulting from the financial 
crisis initiated the fundaniciihit reformation of the Korean financial system. One 
of t lie iiiýuor features of the reformýAtion wýis the fimilicial market opening to for- 
investors. The opelinig, included the abolition of the foreign ownership ceiling 
in the stock nuirket, the five movement of the investment profit, the providing of 
tninsparent financial repoi-is and so oli. 
The (-i, lsl,, -) in 1997 seems, to have, brought, a, different era, in Korean stock market 
'S'in-h (1997) sevend rensons including the excess stock market volatilltv. 
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history. Four. yeai-s ýiffei- Hie crisis, thestwR itiArket return series still showed much 
higher \-ýtrlAlllty tliclii before. Th(, Korean economy lias recovered rapidly 
after the financial turbuleiice. recording 10.7W and 8.8% of GDP growth rate in 
1999 ýmd 2000 respectively m, er ýigainst -6.7(/( in 1998. However., the stock market 
volatility liýls not returiled to the level that, it had before the crisis. This research 
examines the relationsInp hetween the market opening after the crisis and the 
su, d ýuiwd high degree of voLitility of the Korean stock market. 
This study makes four contributions. First, it investigates the stock price- 
volume relation in the Korean market. In particular. we use Granger causality 
tests, to examine the dynainic relation between 611Y stock price volatility and 
t 1. ýIdiiig Volume. Causa, lif-, v tests cim provide useful information on whether knowl- 
edge of past trading volume moveluents improves short-run forecasts of current 
aiid future movements iii stock price volatility, and vice versa, (see Lee and Rui, 
2002). Although there Live been numerous empirical studies that have examined 
Qw relationship between tniding volume and stock returns (and volatility), these 
studies liýive, focused almost, exclusively on the well- develop ed financial markets, 
usually the US market. There is relatiN, V a, SC8, rCity in the litera, ture investigating 
this relationship in fast-, growiiig stock inarkets in emerging economies. Only Sil- 
wipulle and Chol (1999) and Pyun et al. (2000) attempt to examine the relation 
in the Korean market. However, both studies use data, based on time series of 
stock refurns up to 1994. 
Sec(mid. unlike all 1wevions studies. Avhich used data only up to the period 
before the ci-isis. this study investigates the volume- v(Aa tilit. v relationship for the 
period from 1995 to 2001- NV(, examilie whether the financial crisis affects the 
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dynai-nic inteniction betweeii volume ýind volatility by dividing the whole sample 
Period into two slih-periods mid conducting causality tests for each sub-period 
sepindel, y. Thirdý in tlii,,, i-escarch the 'total' trading volume is separated into the 
in\ý, eskws* ýuid the foreign investors" volulne (hereafter -domestic' and 
Ioreign- volume whereas all previous research investigated 'totaF 
v(diiine. By doing, this the information used by tNv() different groups of traders 
cmi be separated. Finally, in addition to the two most commonly used measures of 
stock volatility-that is tI ie absoltite value of the returns aild their squares- we use 
t1w conditional volatilities from three alternative GARCH-type models. These 
(., all minlic f Iii-ec st. ylized empirical facts ýibout stock market volatility: 
ilitie", mv highly persistent, (11) there mv different N-()Iatility components 
HIA will (10111111CIte diff'CI-ent hine periods, and (111) vohitility responds to price 
I 11()vel liel it"s asymilletricall. y. 
This study provides strong cinpiric; il support for the argument made, among 
others, h. y Brook (1998) Him ckuly stock price vohitility and trading volume are 
lilt ('r-teillporall'y related. Hence. instead of focusing only oil the univariate dy- 
imialc, s of stock price voLitilil. v olie shouldstudy the. joint, dynamics of stock price 
vobitility and tradnig, volume. -Moreover, ýis 
Bessenibinder and Seguin (1993) 
mid Lee mid Rul (2002) pollit out, an important distinction in investigating the 
voluille and whifilitY reLition is to distinguish between expected and un- 
expected tr(I(fing volume. The current, study shows that it is also important, to 
distinguish between doinestic ýmd foreign investors' trading volume. 
The following, ol), s(, rvAioiis. maong other things. mv noted about the volume- 
voLltilitY (.; Ilisal relationship. First. for the entire period there is a strong positive 
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bidirectional feedback boweVil N'()Iume and volatilitY. In most cases this causal 
rehitimiship is robust to the measures of volume and volatility used. Second. be- 
f'()i, (, the crisis there is no (. ýiusal relation between 'foreign' volume and volatility 
whereas after the crisis a iw, -ýitive feedback relation begins to exist. In other 
N\, ()i, (Is, 'foreign' volume I ends to have more information about volatility in recent 
yeýirs. which sugýu, )ests ýill 
iiwreýised importance of -f()rejgn' volume as ail infor- 
iiiýition variable. It turns out that using any of the five alternative measures of 
vol(l, tlllt, y results in exactly Hw same causal relation between 'foreign", volume and 
volatility. Third. Hie effeci of v()Iýitility on 'domestic' volume is positive in the 
pi-e-crisis peri()d but turns to neg,,, itive after the crisis. On the, other hand, -domes- 
tl(-' volume has i mixed effect on conditional vola, tilitv before the crisis but the 
effi, (-. t disappears in the. post-crisis, period. In both sub-periods absolute/squared 
returns are independent ()f changes in -domestic' volume. 
The remainder of this chapter is organized as follows. Section 6.2 presents 
brief deý, (-rlptioii of Hie Xorean market liberallsation, and the next Section 
a summary of existing theories and empirical evidence. Section 6.4 
outlilies the d(ltýi which ; il-(, iised in the empirical tests of this paper. Section 6.5 
L)vs out our econometric model and reports and discusses our results. Section 6.6 
contmns , suininnrý; remarks and conclusions. 
6.2 The Korean market 
The Xmvaii market is clas,, lfied as olie of the emerging illarkets as it has ex- 
periello'd significalit growth alid development in the past years. The 
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Ný0110111ic aild (1(, '\vlopn, (, ilt of the Korean niýirket liýis been accompanied 
by financial liberalisation i. e. a series of important legislative and structural 
chmiges (Silvapulle and Chol, t999). This section provides ý, brief description of 
tll(, m-g-mlizMlolial and institutional factors of the Korean market. 
6.2.1 Liberalisation date 
The decision of Hie libenilisation date is important, for understanding the effect of 
financial liberalisation (Ind (-ýipltal inflow on an enwi-ging stock market, because 
PIISPý11'(Jiers coinImi-c the tw() periods before and after the libera, lisation (late to 
shidy the effect. Wrious libendisation dates are suggested and examined . in- 
cluding the (Lite of government annoinicement of the stock market opening to 
foreign investors. Bekaert ýind Mirvey (2000) and Kim and Singal (2000) used 
Hie smile 111) er all"; atioll (bite, for Norea. that is Janum-y 1992. Authors generally 
ýigivc that foreign cýipitýd flows do not increase emerging stock market volatility 
despite their differences in liberalisation dates and sample periods. Table 6.1 
report", the ""milple period mid the results of the previous research. 
According to the above studics Asian emerging mc-Irkets were liberalised mostly 
ill t 11(' late 1980S and ill II le 1990s. However, ýý, hen emerging stock markets 
wen, liberallsed tli(, levels of foreign mviiersbip were sIgn, ficantly dIfferent froin 
comitry to cmiiihý. v. Foreign mviiership of domestic firms may not be a sufficient 
liwýisure of stock lnarlý(I ()1wimess. Emerging countries have various barriers 
to hinder lilt, erim t lona I portfollo investment. Hoivever. the lifting of the foreign 
ilivestillent ceilill, (g i", a lwcess; iry condition for the participatlon of foreIgn Investors 
aild therefore the forell"li ownership lilint the cruclýil indicator of stock market 
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Number of Volatility after Authors Sample datab 
countries" liberalisationc 
Bekaert and Harvey (2000) 20 Jan. 1976 - Sep. 1996 decreased 
Kim and Singal (2000) 18 Jan. 1976 - Dec. 1995 unchanged 
Spyrou and decreased 8 Jan. 1988 - Feb. 1998d 
Kassimatis (1999) or unchanged 
Grabel(1995) 6 1956-1990 increased 
Note: a. All these four studies include Korea. 
b. The sample period depends on the country. The period represents here the earliest 
date and the last date of whole saniple data. 
c. There are exceptional cases among sample countries but these are the general 
conclusion of the research. 
d. The financial crisis, which covers the period Sep. 1997- Feb 1998, is excluded for 
Korea and Pakistan. 
Table 6.1: Impact of libera, lisation on emerging stock market volatility 
openness. 
Noticeably Korea had a, strict limitation of foreign investment in its stock 
markets at the 10% level. Korea, pledged to increase these ceilings step by step 
in the future. However, the speed of this process was remarkably slow. It took 
more than five years that the foreign ownership limit of the Korean stock market 
reached only 23% in May 1997 (see Table 6.2). The aforementioned studies seem 
not to take into account fully the slow phase of the Korean liberalisation process 
when they simply investigated a, period of three or five years after the liberalisation 
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Date 3 Lii 92 1 Dec 94 1 Jul 95 1 Apr 96 1 Oct 96 
10 12 15 18 20 
ceiling(%) 
Individiud 
3 3 3 4 5 
investor(%) 
Date 2 --Uty 97 3 Nov 97 11 Nov 97 30 Dec 97 25 May 98 
Collective 
23 26 50 55 100 
ceiling(%) 
Individual 
6 7 50 50 100 
investor(%) 
Source: Korean Financial Supervisory Services 
Table 6.2: Ceiling of Foreign ownership in the Korean Stock Exchange 
d- ite. Moreover, they inissed the most important, period of liberalisation of Korea 
after the crisis. For exmnple, the Korean stock market opened wide to foreign 
inve"s' tors Without ally ovviiership ceiling in May 1998, eight, months after the crisis 
Table 6.2). 
This radical finandit reform was implemented owing to the IMF, which has 
had a great role in Korean financial liberalisation after the crisis in 1997. The 
reforin prograin of the Korean government iinder BIF supervision has managed 
to recover market confidence. The response of the Korean government to the 
FMF prograill had to be 111"gelit. It A)andoiied step by step liberalisation and 
opened the stock market immediately. The Korean authoritY altered the foreign 
owiiership ceiling threc time,,; from 26(/( to 55/( in the two months of November 
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and December 1997 and finally removed the limit in N'lay 1998. It only took 6 
montlis to clialige the ceiling froin 26(/( to 100%, whereas it had taken more than 
five and hAf yem-s to move froin WX to 26%. 
Because of the financl, --d crisis all the stock markets in East Asia became highl, y 
V()hltlj(, s() it, is difficult to pill-se what is due to the financial crisis and what is 
owing to the ongoing lilwrýilisation if the crisis period is included in the sample. 
This is ýi, possible ivwý()n why the previous studies Iii-nited their sample periods 
to before the crisis. The current, research may allow us to throw light on this 
lat t (, I. problem, which is lildeed ()f major concern. Studying whether the financia, l 
libendisatiOll CMISNI the filimicial crisis is not. the purpose of this paper. ' The 
alin of this research is to sti0v the cITC(I of liberallsation on the stock inarket 
voLitility. Hence, even if it Is true that the financial libera, lisAion did not lead to 
Hie crisis this does not mean tllýit, the financial libendisation does not make the 
filimicial nmiket more voLitile at all becýiuse in the iniddle of and after the crisis 
f1w filiancial liberalisation continued. Especially in Korea, the liberalisatioll was 
; wcelenited and reýwlwd (, I)se to the goal of liberalisation in the middle of and 
after the crisis. Therefore. the extension of the period after the crisis seems to 
be natural to evalume the effect of the financial liberalisation. This seems more 
ýAppropriate when that Hie IMF progrýim not only brought about 
Hie ýiholitioii of the foreign investment limit but more profoundly changed the 
filiancial system itself. 
2tTiilike t1w A01-ciiientiolied empirical research, Stiglitz (2002, p. 99) argues that capitiil 
account liberallsathm ww,, *tli(- single most important factor' leading to the crisis. 
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6.2.2 The informational change of the stock market after 
the crisis 
One of the inain features of t1w econoinic transformation after the crisis is that 
the Koremi economy liw, crcýifed a, climate favorable to foreign investors' activity. 
This Nvýis vital in Mtnicting foreign (-. ýipltal. The BIF led the Korean govern- 
meilt to revise laws aild regulations for further free. capital inflow. The foreign 
investors' shareholding in the Korean Stock Exchange had increased to 30.1% of 
total iiiarket capitalisation 1). \r the end of 2000 from 14.6% at, the end of 1997. In 
illaillifacturilig indli""'tries foreign controlling companies' sales grew up to 18.5(Y(; 
of total revenue, in 1999 from 5.5% in 1996 . 
Also in the financia-I industry for- 
cigii capital advanced. At the end of 1999 the itim-ket shmv of banks in which 
foreign investors are the first imijorit, v shareholders ýunounted to 41.7% in terms 
of* deposits and lciidliigýs. 
The securitics, conilmnws, of which the majority shareholders are foreigners 
incivased their iiiarket sliare to 20.9/( in 2000 froin 3.9% in 1997. During the 
sýutw period the iiinket slinre of foreign insurance companies reached 9.6% from 
1.3(/(,. The liumber of listed companies tliýit give stock options to their employees 
Aso inci-ewsed to t05 111 2000 froin oiiI. v 2 in 1997 (Kiln ed.. 2001). 
Table 6.3 reports the (Lilly trading volumes of domestic investors and foreign 
investm-, in the Koreim stock market. The fourth column shows the increased 
proportion of foreigii ors' trading since 1995. Although the proportion of 
forel(giler's t. l.; I(Illlg wý)"" Illider ll(y( in 2001 their s1mi-eholding was already over 
3()(/( ýit the end of 2000. 
The ohvious iii(, l*(,; t,,, (, of foreign shares iii the Norean conipanies has been 
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Foreign investor Domestic investor Foreign 
x 100 Foreigil+Doinestic 
(Trillion won) (Trillion won) 
1995 23.7 464.4 4.86 % 
1996 29.3 457.5 6.02 % 
1997 37.2 518.6 6.69% 
1998 -19.3 611.1 7.47% 
1999 179.5 3302.0 5.16 (A 
2000 238.5 2363.7 9.16% 
Jail - Sep 2001 198.9 1628.9 10.89 % 
Table 6.3 presents m-enige daily trading volumes oft-he foreign and domestic investors 
froin 1995 to Sep. 2001. 
Souive: 11'slorean Stock Exchýuige 
Mible 6.3: Avenil, 
)e (billY trading volunies in the 
Korean Stock Market 
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supported by government ula t ions and the practice, of firms. Put differently, 
the significant, iiwivwse in foreign investors' stock trading volume can also be ex- 
phuned by the linvstineiit information changes in the Korean stock market. Even 
after foreign investineiif ww-, allowed in 1992, external investors may have been 
uncomfortable trading because they did not have proper investment . informa- 
tion'. Providing a ti-misImi-ent financial status can induce foreign capital inflow 
ýiiid activate foreign iin-estol-s' ti-ading. To assess the effect of stock market lib- 
cralisation the change iii the informational environment should be considered. 
Therefore, the effect of Noivýiii stock inarket liberalisation would be more clear 
if the period after the crisis is investigated. Afterwards in this research the word 
after the crisis' is used to focus on the aspect of the liberalisation of the Korean 
stock market ýiftcr the crisis in 1997. 
6.3 Prior research 
6.3.1 The stock volatility-trading volume relation 
This section reviews previous research on the relation between stock price changes 
and trading volume. Kaxpoff (1987) I, _,, 1ves 
four reasons why the price-volume 
reLition is important: (1) it, provides insight, into the structure of financial markets, 
(11) it I's importýlilt for (, Nvilt studies thM use a. combination of price and volume 
(Lita froin which to dniw inferences. (111) it is critical to the debate over the 
cillpiricid distribution of speculatIve prl(,. es and., (iv) lt has s1gn, ficant lmpl, ca, tlons 
for research into futures markets. 
There mv sevei-al (, -xplanýitlolis for the presence of a causal relation between 
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stock price, v()h)1-111ty (Illd t Iýmlillg) volume. According to various mixtures of distri- 
but i0ils models there is ýi positnv relation between current stock return variance 
ýai(l tr(IdIng volume. For example, Epps and Epps (1976) present a model which 
suggests n positn, v c; iuscil relation running from trading volume to absolute stock 
returns. The sequential information arriva, I models also suggest a positive causal 
relation between stock prices and trading volume in either direction (Copeland, 
1976). Due to the sequential information flow., lagged absolute stock returns could 
have predictive power for current, trading volume and vice versa. These theoreti- 
cal inodels imply bidirectional citusality between volume and volatility and hence 
provide inotivation for empirical research into this relAlonship (see Hiernstra and 
Joiles. 1994-, Brooks., 1998, and the references therelli). 
Naxpoff (1987) proposos a niodel which links trading volume. returns and 
\, ()I(itility and predicts ýi positive. but ýisymnletric relationship between trading 
volume and the absolute výduc of returns. Other researchers have developed 
models that are based on information economics ýilid link information arrival 
with trading, price clialiges and price volatility. One such inodel suggests that 
tnidiiig voluine and the výu-Miice of price changes move together, while another one 
sll-wsts that tll(, I. (, is ll() reLitionship hetween stock price volatility and trading 
volume Bra-llsford, 1996. and the references therein). Harris and Raviv (1993) 
ýis, sunie that traders receive common information but differ in the way in which 
flieY interpret it. Their model predicts that absolute price changes and trading 
ilre posltivel. y correlated. NN'aiig (1994) develops all equilibrium model of 
stock trading ill which Ilive., stors are heterogeneous in their information and the 
positive c()rrelatioll between trading volume and Asolute, price changes iiiciviiscs 
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with information uncerl mlitv- 
Brock (1993) devei()I)ý, a heterogeneous agent, trading model, which implies 
nonlinear stock price-voluine relationship. Campbell et al. (1993) present a 
model of noninformatimuil trading, which implies that the serial correlation in 
stock returns is ýi nonliiwýa- function of the trading volume. Brailsford (1996) 
points out, that a Positive c. orrelation between the trading volume, returns and 
\,, mimice iiiýiy be inferred froin the fact that the tra, diii, -, ) volume and 
both the level 
and variance of returns exhibit similar U-shaped pitl erns during the trading day. 
6.3.2 A brief survey of the empirical literature 
This section suminarizes, sevend empirical studies flmt investigate the relation- 
ship between stock price and trading volume or between volatility and volume. 
Iii ýi survey paper Karpoff' (1987) finds that 18 of the 19 empirical investigations 
that examine the relationship between absolute price change and volume report 
a positive correlation. Hiii-i-is (1987) documents a positive correlation between 
dimiges in volume, and (-. Lmges in syt; ired returns for individual NYSE stocks. 
Smirlock and Stm-ks (1988) provide strong evidence for a positive lagged relation 
hot volume and price changes. Gallant et A (1992) using nonlin- 
eili. impulse I-esimil'se, fillictions find evidence of a sti-ong nonlinear impact, from 
S&-TP 500 stock returns to curivilt and future NYSE trading volume but 
only weak evidence of a nonlinear impact from lagged tra, ding volume to current 
mid futurestock returns. Campbell et al. (1993). using regression models, provide 
sfýltlstlcall. v significalit of nonlinear interactions between stock returns 
mid trading volume in the US market. Subsequently. Hiemstra and Jones (1994) 
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111(ll(: Clte the presolice of bidirectional nonlinear Granger causality between daily 
Dmv Jones stock i-eturlis, and changes iii the NYSE trading volume. After (, ()li- 
trolling for volatility effi'(4s. their modified Baek and Brock (1992) test continues 
I() provide evidence of sigiiificýiiit causality running from trading volume to stock 
returns. Bliagýjt, ýind Bhatiýi (1994) test for causýillt, v in both the mean and the 
výii-iCiiice and siiggwsf that price changcs lead volume. Brooks (1998) employing 
both linear ýmd non linear Granger-causality tests, provides extensive evidence of 
bidirectional feedback behvecii volume ýind volatilitY. He used the square of the 
(I; iy's return as a measure of the Dow Jones stock returns volatility. Lee and Rul 
(2002) show that there exists a positive feedback relationship between trading 
volmne and return volatility in the thive largest stock markets. 
At the saine finie ýi 1)ýirallel literature li&ý developed which employs GARCH 
models to describe stock return volatility. Lamoureux and Lastrapes (1990) find 
thýd the inclusion of colitemponmeous trading volume in the conditional variance 
equation ellininates the persistence in the volatility. However., as noted by Lam- 
oitiviix and Lastrapes (1990). if trading volume is not strictly exogenous, then 
theiv is possibly simultaneity hias. One potential solution to this problem is to 
iv, (, lagged measures of voluine. which will be predetermined and therefore not 
subject to the slinultanelty problem. Lamoureux and Lastrapes (1990) find that 
volume is iiisigilificant. Brooks (1998) uses v(inoiis GARCH-type models 
to forecast volatility wit-of-sample, and considers their imgmentation to allow 
for lagged vidues of inarket volume w, predictors of future volatility. Chen et 
ol. (2001) find that the persistence in EGARCH volatility remains even after 
incorporating contemporaneous and lagged volume effects. 
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Although there liw, ("xI ("isive research into the empirical and theoretical 
ýisjwcts of the stock price v(Aallity-volume relation. most of this research has 
focused on the well- develop ed financial markets., usually the US market. However. 
soine stlidies, have exýiiilined f1w volatility-volume relation in markets outside of 
the United Stcites. In imrticulia-, Tse (1991) examines the relations between 
vollime and the absolute value of returns for different indices in the Tokyo Stock 
excliýmge and he finds inixed results. Brailsford (1996) uses both the squared 
returns and the ýthsolutc vc1lue of the returns as measures of volatility He provides 
support 
fol. 
ý) positive, i-elationship between trading v()Iume and volatility for the 
Aush-allan stock iimrket. Saatcloglou and Starks (1998) eiliploy Latin America 
stock &týi and document a positive relation between volume and both the price 
changes and then, iiiýigmtude. Chen et al. (2001) find ýi positive correlation 
bohN, veii trading volimic and the absolute value of the stock price change for nine 
iii; ijor stock inarkefs'. 
Two recent studles, hmv examined the price-volurne rebition in the Korean 
stock market. Silva, pulle cmd Chol (1999) examine the dynamic relationship be- 
hvccii daily aggrepte Kolvalistock returns and trading volume. After controlling 
for voLitility persistence in botli series and filtering for linear dependence they 
find evidence of nonlinem- bidirectional causality between stock returns and vol- 
unle series. Pyun et, ýil- (2000) examine the relationship between information 
flow's aild 1.0,111.11 voLitilitly for individual c()inpanies actively traded in the Korean 
st ()ck exchange. Tlic, y find that adding the current, trading volume into the condi- 
tional viii-imice equation reduces the volatility persistence of returns and conclude 
thýit the Mi-xturc of Distribution hypothesis is relevant in the Korean stock mar- 
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ket. flowever, they also find that lagged voliiiiie. lias no effect on tlie conditional 
volýltlllt. v of Individual stocks (similar results have 1)(, (, ii reported by Brallsford. 
1996 for the Australian slock iiiarket). 
6.4 Measurement issues 
6.4.1 Data and sample periods 
lic dilta set lised ill this study corriprises 1844 (Imly trading volume and clos- 
Ing pric(-'s of the Kolvý) St(wk Price, Index (KOSPI), running from 3 
Jiumary 1995 to 30 Sepleinher 2001. 
10 
5 
-15 
i 
500 1000 
KOSPI return series 
1500 
Fignire, 6-1: The diiih, 1'()SPI pýt1lij, se, je, ws from Jan. 1995 to Sep. 2001. 
Fl, "lln, GA plofý, the (hilv Composite Stock Price Index (KOSPI) return series 
f, l. ()Ill 'Llillull-Y 199") to 2001. Sample A denotes the perlml from . 1anuary 1995 to 
septelliher 1997 the (, j. jsi,,,, ). Simiple B covers fi-oill October 1997 to September 2001 
(aftor the crisis). 
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The dafýi wen, obtý, ilwd from the Korean Stock Exchange (KSE). The KOSPI 
is ýi iiiýirket výiluo wvigolil-ed index for all listed common stocks in the KSE since 
1980. Dýiily stock retunis an, incasured by the dailY difference of the log KOSPI 
XOSPIL 
t, = ll I(, -1 -) X 
100 
KOSPf'-I 
The whole smnple perio(I is divided into two sub-periods to investigate infor- 
mýiti()nal change ýifter the. filiancial crisis in 1997. The first sample period covers 
the period between Jaimary 1995-which is the first nionth from which categorica, l 
volume datýi are ýi-výuhiblc-aiid September 1997 with (-)()4 observations (afterwards 
sample A). The second sub-sample covers the period from October 1997-froin 
which the XOSPI returits show dnimMic change due to the crisis-to September 
2001 with 1040 obserw i imis (afterwards sample B) (s(v Figure 6.1). 
6.4.2 Volume 
The m,, mlahle ineýisuros of trading voluine provided by the KSE are the daily 
number of shares tiýaded mid the daily total Korean won value of shares traded. 
The Korean won N-ýitiw of shm-es is used ýis the iiwýisure of trading volume in 
t III, ', ' ', 'tll(IY becnitse the number of sharcs, does not týike into account, the relative 
market value of the individual shm-es. Among others, Gallant et al. (1992) and 
'I Silvitpulle and Chol (1999) the number of shares as a measure of trading 
volume. Brmlsford (1996) eiliploys three different measures of trading volume 
(11111111wi. of t rmlsi Ict ioils. miniher of shares traded mid value of shares traded) 
ilild m-1-)11('s that the imilibei- ()f shares ti-aded is the least preferred measure of 
trading \-()Illllle aild slimild be iivolded iii future resem-ch. Other researchers use 
the turnover (the ratio of the number of shares traded to the number of 
t ý'-) 5 
outstanding) as a ineasure of ti-mling voluine (see (%mipbell et, al.. 1993; Brooks, 
1998). 
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Figure G. 2: Korean stock inarket trading volume 
Fi, pure 6.2 plots the dnily total X valite of tni(ted slutres of the Korean stock -1 orean wmi 
market froin Jan 199,5 to Sep 2001. The unit of' the vertical axis, is trillion Korean Won. The 
sliade(1 cm, ers Hie 1)e. 1()(1 f, i. ()iii Jan 1995 to Sel) 1997 witli SO4 observations and non sliaded 
Imi't is the p'l-lod f, D)III Oct 1997 to Sep 2001 with 1040 observations. 
III '-oin Jmiuar, y of 1995 the Korean Stock Exchange lias recorded the daily 
Iniding -volilille of folvign ilivestors and of 8 different domestic investors, includ- 
ino financhil instifutimis. pension funds, individuals and so on. The doinestic, , l) 
investors' trading volume is (-onstrueted by adding all the (lifferent domestic: ill- 
\, orean wo vc, stors* frading: '. Fi,, ), iii-(, 6.2 plots the daily total K ii va, lue of traded 
shill-es. 
ýDue to the (-ate,,, ()i-i(, al tniding v()hLine rec(nAs of the KSE this research can use the differ- 
ent ilivestor"", tradill" v()jujjj(, s to study the ivIationsilip between the tradhip volume and the 
voIntititY of the stock illill-ket. Further resem-ch could be done using Al 9 different investol's 
tnidill", vollillies to filld Out iiiv(-., -ýtors' tnidiligý hehavior in the stock market. 
1,56 
6.4.3 Unit root tests 
TIw Augmente(I Dickey-Fuller (ADF) and Phillips-Perron (PP) tests are used 
h) examine Hie ý, kitioiiýii-y properties of &týi . 
The results of these tests are 
relmi-ted in Table 6.4. The null hypothesis of unit root is re . jected in all sub- and 
fi-ill-scImples implying thiit the stock returns and trýiding volume can be treated 
w" stýltlmlilry processe"". 
6.4.4 Volatility 
The Korean stock inýirkel- after the crisis is more vohitile than it was before the 
ci-isis according to Figure 6.1 and the standardised deviation of returns series 
Table 6.5). This is probably duc to the crlsls. However, the standa, rd, sed 
deviiition of stock return -wi-les, mid Figure 6.1 indicýfl c that this higher volatility 
had become n normal feature of the Korean stock market even in 2001. Does 
this higher volatility linve lio connection -with the filiancial liberalisation after 
the ci-isis? To ýmsýver this question the current, research examines Granger causal 
relation between volatility and volume ýis a, proxy of information flow. If the exter- 
mAl information through the, foreign investors' trading affects the higher volatility 
A'tcr the liberallsM, lon the c(tus(ility between volume md volatility can be estab- 
lished. 
J'Ale 6.5 presents s'uniniary statistics on the continuously compounded per- 
ceiihigw KOSPI refurn series. The two return series show non-normality with 
leptokurtosis. The , standard deviation for period B is almost 2.5 times (is great 
; ls tImt of period much higher return v()Iatility in period B. 
The standardised devlýitloiis, of the KOSPI returlis before the crisis an, 1.02L 
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Augmented Dickey- Phillips-Perron 
Fuller test statistic test statistic 
Entire Sample 
KOSPI returns -20.72 -38.13 
Total trading volume -3-30 -4-36 
Domestic trading volume -3-38 -4-35 
Foreign rading volume -4.38 -10-56 
Sample A 
KOSPI returns -11-59 -23-38 
Total trading volume -8.44 -11.94 
Domestic trading volume -5-30 -10-55 
Foreign trading volume -16.65 -22.05 
Sample B 
KOSPI returns -15.85 -28.86 
Total trading volume -3-08 -4.06 
Domestic trading volume -3-59 -4.01 
Foreign trading volume -3.00 -10.38 
Note: A constant and four difference terms are used for the augmented Dickey-Fuller test. 
In the Phillips- Perron test 7 truncation lags are used for the Bartlett kernel. 
Critical value at 5% significant level is 2.86. 
Table 6.4: Unit root test 
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Standard 
--\Iýixiiiiurn 'XIininium Skewness Kurtosis 
Deviation 
Sýunple A' -0.056 4.660 -3-963 1.116 0.315 3.946 
S; unple Bb -0.029 8.161 -12-804 2.755 -0-138 3.9 73 
Note: " Sarnple A the period from January 1995 to September 1997 (804 obs). 
b Sample B covers the period from October 1997 to September 2001 (1040 obs). 
Table 6.5: Siminuiry statistics for the KOSPI stock returns 
1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001(Jan. -Sep. ) 
Std. deviation 1.021 1.089 2.218* 22.838 2.503 2.879 2.11-1 
Average -0.047 -0.104 -0.188 0.138 0.242 -0.295 -0.027 
Note: * The Staii(hatised deviittion excluding the period of the crisis (Oct-Dec, 1997) is 1.266. 
Table 6.6: Standard Deviation of KOSPI stock returns 
1.089 and 1.266 in 1995.1996 mid 1997 (Jan -Sep) respectively (see Table 6.6). 
The somewhat high figuiv 1.266 in the period fromlinuary to September in 1997 
before the crisis might be due to turnioll in other East Asia, n countries, which had 
ýilivýidy begun in April. 1997. After the crisis all figures are far greater than those 
in the pre-crisis period. In 2001 the standardised deviýition recorded 2.171 and is 
still twice as as Hiose In 1995 and 1996 although other economic indicators 
shmv the recovery from the crisis as pointed out by Kim ed. (2000, p. 33). 
In NN,, hat follows, we use three different measures of return volatility. The most 
commonly used measure is the squared return series (see Brooks, 1998, and the 
references therein). Second. we use the absolute value of the return series (see 
Simtcioglou and Starks. 1998). Brailsford (1996) uses both the absolute, value 
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of the returns and then- s(pim-es as ýj measure of volatility. Lee and Rul (2002) 
poiiii out, tlmt the result,,, from their cýiusality tests between trading volume and 
\,, ohitility iu(, ýisured by a GARCH(1,1) model were very similar to those with 
squýired returns. Hence. ýis ýi third meýisure we use the estimated volatility from 
tlii-(, (, alternative GARCH-t. vpc models. These are the two component asymmet- 
ric GARCH (2GAGARCH) models introduced by Engle and Lee (1999), the 
fnictional integrated asymmetric power ARCH (FIAPARCH) model proposed by 
Ts(, (1998) and the fractionally integrated exponential GARCH (FIEGARCH) 
model clefined in Bollerslev and Mikkelsen (1996). 
6.4.5 GARCH models 
In this section we denote the stock returns by rf and define its mean equation as 
Y/ ---= C+ Et + 
oEt-1, 
Tlwt is stock returns follow an MA(l) specification. We also assume that Et IS 
conditionally normal with meým zero mid variance b/. Put differently, EtýQt-i - 
N(O, ht), where Qt-I is the information set up to time t-1. 
Next, following Engle and L(, (,, (1999), we specify the dynamic structure of the 
conditional volatility &,, the , tiiii of a short-run (st) component and a long-run 
(qt, ) component 
ht- qt = a, 
2 
It-, ) + -yDt-I 
(, 2 
qt-, ) + ki'3(ht-, - qt-l (6.35) 1_1 -( -t- 
)7 
Nvith 
qj + ýý(qt_j + p(Et2 I- 
ht-, ) 
t- 
t60 
where w>0 and D, is ýi dunimy indicating the direction of the shock: Dt 
if ýýt, <0 and DI =0 if c-t > 0. In ()ther words. the treatment of Glosten et 
ýil. (1993) is used to ý, Ilmv shocks to affect the temporary volatility component 
iiii metric ally. In addition. it is assumed thýit 0<a+,, 3 + -y < ýo < I. That 
is t ]w perillillwilt, compolient is more persistent than the temporary component. 
\/\/'(, . cf'(ý, - to t1w inodel in (6.35) ýis the 2C-AGAR. CH(l, l) model. 
Second, we use the FIEGARCH(I, I) model, proposed by Bollerslev and Mikkelsen 
(1996) 
In(ht) = Li 
(I + aL) 
(I - 3L) (I - 
[-yet + 'I/ et Ld) EI c/ J)] 
Finally, we use the FIAPABCH(l, l) model introduced by Tse (1998) 
1 /1 1 -LL: + 
I- 
where 6, w>01 and ý -ý ý<1. 
(I - uL) 
-1)" (I - 1'ýL) (I - L)d 
Maxinium likelihood estimates of the various GARCH inodels for the entire 
pei-lod and the t\\, () sub-perlod,,, (before and after the crisis) are shown in Table 
6.7,6.8 and 6.9. Sevenil findings emerge from this table. The estimated long 
incinory parameter (d) is higher in s; iinple A than in saniple B. In particular. 
for the FIAPARCH and FIEGARCH models the values of the coefficients in 
sýunple B (0.216.0.213, (). 347) are lower than the corresponding values in sample 
A (0.259.0.226.0.678). Further. negative shocks predict higher volatility than 
117 is positive shocks, since in most cases the estimated asymmetry coefficient, 
siI(-)mficnnt and iiegMivc- In ýiddition, in both sub-samples the value of the power 
coefficient is less than but, not significantly different from one. Thus, it seenis 
thýit the conditional skindard deviation is a linear function of lagged absolute 
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resldllýlls. Ill sllýlrp colitnist. for the whole sample the estimated power term is 
very close to two (2.05). That, is, the conditional varimice is a linear function of 
lagged squared residuýils. Generally speaking , 
the parameter estimates support 
t1w ideýi that long memory effects cire present. in stock volatility. The results also 
show strong evidence of ýtsylmiwtry in the conditional variance. 
6.5 Granger causality tests 
The following bivariate autoregression is used to test for cimsality between the 
two variables aniong trmling volume, mid stock return volatility 
J=j 
I)iyt-, 
i + ct, 
diyt-i + ut, 
(6-36) 
The test of whetlier y(r) strictly Granger causes x(y) is simply a test of the 
Joint restrictioli 1-1 iýif all t1w 1), ((-/), i =:: L, n(m. ), ýire zero. In each case, the 
"I'll hypothesis, of no Gi-miger causality is re . jected if 
the restriction is re . jected. 
Bidirectional feedback exists if ýill the elements bi, c/. i=1. ..., n(m. 
), arejointly 
sigiiificýmtl. v different from zero. 
Next the results of Granger ciiusalit. y tests are reported to provide some statis- 
tica, l evidence on the nature of the relationship between trading volume and stock 
volatilitY. In Table GAO. the F statistics of Granger-causalit, y tests are presented 
for the entire sýunple using) four. eight. and twelve bigs. as well as the sign of the 
suill's of the hq, )l, )(, 
d coofficieni-s in ciise of statistical significance. Panel A consid- 
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ers Granger-camsality froni frading volume to stock volatility. Panel B reports 
I-li(,, results of the cilusallt. v t where causalitY ruils from the stock volatilltv to 
the trading volume. Tli(, i-(, is, strong evidence of a positive hidirectional feedback 
between volume ýmd volýitility. In most cases this (-ýiusal reLAtionship is robust 
to the measures of volimic ýmd volatility used. However, domestic' and ýtotal' 
volumes hm7e no cýiusýd on squared/ absolute refurns while squared returns 
a, negative inipact on -foreign' volume. 
6.5.1 Sub-sample analyses 
This section examines whether the informational change after the crisis affects the 
dyllaillic intenicl lons I)\- dividing the whole sample period into two sub-periods 
ýmd conducting c(itisMity tests for each sub-period separately. Tables 6.11 and 
6.12 report the results of the Grýiiiger cwtsality tests between volume and volatility 
for the two sub-periods. Panels A and B correspond to the panels that report the 
results for the whole sample. 
First, the results for t1w pre-crisis period is discussed. When the absolute re- 
tiii-lis or then- squares as ýi measure of stock volatility is used, the trading volume 
does not Granger-causestock vola-tilitN,. This confirms the difficulty of improving 
the predictabilitY of voliltifitIv bY a, d(lill, --)) public information about trading vol- 
unie. However, N-()Jýjtijltý, - affects trading volume 1)()sltlvely. Strong ev1dence Is 
reported for the 'domestic' Nýoluiiie and weak evidence for the -total' volume. Not 
surprisingly, 'foreign' volume is independent, of changws in volatility. It turns out 
th; d using the 'FIEGARCH' volatility results in exactly the same causal relation 
1)(, t ween volume mid voLitilltv. On the contrarv, -"Then the estimated conditional 
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'H (with 6= 1) model (is ýi measure of s ock volatilit, varlýiiwe from the FlAARC 1t 
Js i ised. ýi feedbw-k reLition lwtween volume and volatility is found. Panel A shows 
ýi significant positive impml of either domestic' or *total' \ýolume on voLitilit. y. 
Paliel B shows ýi significmil negative effect of volatility on either 'domestic' or 
total' volume. No evidence for an effect of volatilitY on 'foreign" volume is also 
wticed. The last column of f1w table i-epoits, the results of the causality tests 
w, hen the estimatc(I conditional variance from the 2C-AGARCH model is used 
ws ýt nwýisuiv of stock vokitility. As in the FIAARCH model there is a feedback 
i-chtion between either Amnestlc' or -t-()taF volume mid volatility. However., the 
eflect of volatility on volume is now positive. while volume has a negative impact 
()ii volatility. The relationship is stronger for 'domestic' thým for 'total' volume. 
The evidence from t1w Granger causality tests suggests that the dynamic re- 
lation betweeii 'total' volume and volatility reflects the dynainic relation between 
4(loniestic' v()luine and In other words, the , statistical evidence suggests 
Owt volatility is related mil, v to the doinestic investors' volume before the crisis, 
which is in hile with the results of the previous work. Sample A covers the period 
froin Jaiiu(Ii-, N- 1995 to September 1997. that is three years after the 'liberalisation 
d; tt-(, ' of the previous research (see Table 6.1). Some part of this period over- 
Lips with that in Bekaert and Harvey (2000) and Spyrou and Kassimatis (1999). 
H(, ii(-(,, their conclusion tli; it the nature of volatility has not changed dramatically 
ýdtcr the '- 11heralisation in 1992 *. is, in the ca-, (, of the Koreanstock market, prob- 
ýibl, v because of no serious aniount, of information inflow frorn the outside world. 
ThM is. even ýifter the - 111) eralis ation in 1992' it wýis the domestic rather than 
-ition or trading that affected the stock inarket volatility foreign ilive'stors, inform( 
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ýis it had before. 
The results of ýipplymg the Grýmger causality tests for the period after the 
finalicial crisis 111 1997 ýu-(, reported in Table 6.12. The picture is different from 
thýit of the period before the (-i, isl,,, -. that, is there is extensive evidence of a, negative 
bidirectional feedback hetween -foreign' volume and volatility. This finding has an 
important implication. The evidence of causality running from 'foreign' volume to 
\, -()IMilitysiiggests thýit it imjy he possible to use lagged values of 'foreign' volume 
to predict, volatility. Regýirdiiig the 'domestic' and 'total' volume, Panel A shows 
th; d do not have ýi significant, causal effect on whereas according 
to Paiiel B, there is strong evidence tliýd volatility has a negative effect on either 
the 'domestic' or the 'foreign* volume. These results are not qualitatively altered 
by changes in the ineiisure of volatilitY. 
In suin, before the crisis the -domestic'/total" volume-volatility relationship 
is altered by chýiiigws in the measure of volatility. That is, volume has a positive 
(n(, 
(-, ýitive) effect on 
TIAARCH . (-2('-AGAR, CH') volatility. while TIAARCH' 
('2('-AGAB, CH') volatilit, y lias ýi negative (positive) effect on volume. There is 
also a, lack of a, causal effect from volunic to either the absolute value of the returns 
or i heir squares. Morem-er. after the crisis the 'domes t ic/'tot al' volume-volatility 
ivLif Imiship is robust, to the ineasure of volatility used. There is strong evidence of 
(-ýiusalit. v running only from voLitility to volume. In pirticulax. increased volatility 
volume. It ýds() should I)e melitioned that I)efore (after) the crisis the 
\-oluine-volatility relationship is stronger (weaker) for -domestic' volume than 
for Aokil* v()Iume. Finýdl, v, before the crisis there is no dynamic causal relation 
het weell 'foreigil, V()Illlll(' and v(4atility. wheivas after the crisis there is a stroný(ý, 
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i w(-, ility ýind -foivipi' volume. These gmive 
bidirectional feedback between volati I- I-) 
re, sults ýuv not qualitativelly ý, Itei-ed h. v changes in the measure of volatility. 
In ()rder to ensure that the results of this study are not unduly influenced 
hly the fillmicial cl-isis ill 1997, the Gi-miger (-ýiusallty tests are recalculated dis- 
iv, (-, ýýtrding all clafýi 
froin Liniiiii-Y 1997 f() December t999. This leaves sample A 
running from Januaxy 1995 to December 1996 (hereafter sample Al) and sample 
B running from Octobel- 1997 to September 2001 (hereaftei- sample 131). In the 
pi-c-crisis sample when f1w period January 1997-September 1997 is excluded, the 
'foreign' volume in four out of the five cases is independent of changes in volatility 
ýmd vice versa, (see Table 6.13). On the other hand. ii feedback relation between 
TIEGARCH' volatility and -foreign" volume is founded. In particular, volume 
luis ýi negative. inipact on \-()bitility, whereas the effect of volatility on volume 
is inixed. Moreover. the results, indicate the lack of an effect of either 'domes- 
tl(-' ()i- 'total' volume oli voLitility. There is also nil-,,, --ed evidence on the impact 
of v(JAility on volume. The effect of ýibsolute/squared returns (TIEGARCH' 
Volatility) oll volume is Initially positive (negative) but turns 
to negative (positive). Comparing the results of the whole sample A, the fol- 
lowing observations mv noted. In the entire pre-crisis period absolute/ squared 
retunis ýjmd 'FIEGAR. CH' volatility Live a, positive effect on 'domestic' /'total' 
v()Iume whereas when the period Jamiary 1997-September 1997 is excluded the 
becomes mixed. In addition, the effect of 'cloniestic'/, total' volume on ý2(- 
A(WýARWH' is iwl-)ýJive but negligible when the period of the 
is removed. Finally. in sample Al there is a strong feedback relation be- 
tween TIEGARCH' v()Litility and'foreign' volume whereas in sample A there is 
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no causal r(litimi betweeli the two. 
The following oI)sei-v; t, tiOiis, ainong ()ther things, ýaýe noted about the volume- 
volatilit. V P'LitiMIShip f, ()l- the second sub-period that excludes the crisis period. 
III 1110st (! &ws the result", froin the cmisýdity tests between volatility and 
\, ()Iiiiiie ýire very similar to I lio,,, (, betw(vii volatilit. v and 'doinestic" volume (see 
Table 6.14). Neither 'doinestic' nor ýtoi ýil' volume has a s1gii1ficantly ca, usal effect 
on either squared ret, urns or conditional volatility However, the -domestic'/'total' 
volume has ýi positive iinjmct on absolute returns. There is also a, lack of a, causal 
effect of absolute returns on -doinestic'/-total" volume. On the other hand, either 
TIAPARCH' volatilil. v or squared returns have ýi positive impact on 'domes- 
tic'/-tota, l' volume wlwi-(, ýis TIEGARCH' or 2C-AGARCH' volatility affects it 
negatively. Moreover, there is a strong bidirectional feedback between 'foreign' 
volume and volatility (except for TIEGARCH' volatility). In particular, 'for- 
eign I volume has a, positive impact on volatility whereas volatility affects 'foreign' 
volume negatively. 
Comparing the result's of Sample BI with those of sainple B, the following 
ob,, -ý(, rý, A, ions mv noted. In the entire after-crisis period the (negative) effect 
of volatility Oil volume is robust to the ineasure of volatility 
whereas when we exclude the period October 1997-December 1999 the sign of the 
(, ffi, (-t is altered I)y changes in the measure of volatilitY. Further, in sample B 'for- 
cilt-, ji) volume lias a iw, (-)ýitive inijwct on volatility whereas in sample Bl in four out, 
of the five (-ý)Svs it has o impact. In addition. in sample B causality runs 
froin iihs(4ute returns to -doinesl ic'/'tot-a, l' volume whereas in sample BI it runs 
froin 'doillesticl-total, voluine to abs(4ute retunis. Finally. in sample B there 
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iý, ýi iiewitive bidirectional feedback between -foreign' volume and TIEGARCH" 
volýifility but it disappe; ii-s when we exclude the period October 1997-December 
1999. 
6.6 Conclusions 
This resea, rch has examined the dynainic causal relations between stock volatility 
ýin(l trading volume for the Korean market. For the overall period from 1995 to 
SI epteinher 2001 we foun(l a, positive bidirectional feedback between volume and 
voLitility. In general tlll,,,, cýuisal relationship was robust to five alternative mea, - 
ility. Howevei-. absolute ivt urns and the' Iýmvs of volati 1 ir squares were independent 
of changes iii 'doinestic'[total' volume. 
In addition, b. v conducting sub-sample analyses this study shows that there 
ýiiv, striictiinil shifts in reLitions, and also that it is important, to distinguish 
between domestic and foreign investors' volume. Specifically., before the financia, l 
crisis in 1997 there was no cýiusal relation between foreign investors' volume and 
stock voLJ*I*t, whe risis a, negative feedhack relation began to exist. 11y reas ýifter the c11 
Furtlier. the effect of \-()IAilit. \, - on domestic investors* volume was, positive in the 
pre-crisis period but turned to negative after the crisis. In contrast, absolute 
retin-iis and their squares \ý,, (, iv independent, of changes in 'domestic' volume. 
This study also found that some of these results are influenced by the finan- 
cial crisis in 1997. For c,,, ýunple. in the entire pre-crisis period absolute/squaxed 
returns and TIEGARCH' ý, olatility had a positive effect on 'doinestic'/, total' 
voluine wheiviis, when the perlml of the crisis excluded the effect, became mixed. 
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. Model: (til) (lb) (2) (3) 
c -0.054 -0-055 0.022 -0-034 [I. d: ij [1.44] [0.55] [882.0] 
0 0.141 0.141 0.152 
_ 
0.148 
[: -,.: 10] [5.33] [G. 28] [6.22] 
bi 0.023 0.009 0.489 2.465 [(uif)] [0.161 [2.441 (0.77] 
0.133 0.128 1.481 0.032 
[1.44] [7.07] [1.46] 
13 0.532 0.519 -0.897 0.861 [4.70] [4.47] [18.86] 
P 0.014 
[1,17] 
ýO 0.999 [482.7] 
-0.233 -0.227 -0-093 0.069 [3.03] [3.03] [2.31] [2.22] 
0.297 
[2.46] 
d 0.445 0.436 0.735 
[ 7.: 1 ()'1 [6.69] [12.92] 
2.00 2.049 
[13.63] 
Notes: This table reports Q-ML parameter estimates for 
výuioiis GARCH models for the entire sample period. 
The four alternative GARCH ii-iodels are: 
(I; i) FIAAR, CH(l, l) (6=2), (lb) FIAPARCH(l, l), 
(2) FIEGAR, CH (1.1), (3) 2C-AGARCH(l, l) 
Al),,, ()Iiit(, t-statistics are given in brackets. 
Table 6.7: Four alteniMive GARCH models (Entire sample) 
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Model: (1a) (1b) (2) (3) 
C -0.066 -0.073 -0-046 -0-033 [1.60] [1.92) [4-94] [0.78] 
0 0.184 0.205 
[5.231 [5.79] 
0.395 0.442 -0.002 1.312 [7.171 (4.981 [0.02] [6.82] 
-0.270 -0.234 0.489 -0.438 [4.981 [4.89] [0-15] [1-08] 
0.994 
[1.72] 
P 0.459 
[1.12] 
0.801 
[7.63) 
-0-652 -0.688 -0.215 -0.027 [4.31] [3.62] [0.41] [0.421 
d 0.259 0.226 0.678 
[5.21] [5.13] [7.07] 
1.00 0.974 
[3.35) 
Notes: Table 6.8 reports QML parameter estimates for 
various GARCH models. 
The four alternative GARCH models are: 
(lit) FIAAR. CH(0,1) (6=1), (1b) FIAPARCH(0,1), 
(2) FIEGARCH (0,1), (3) 2C-AGARCH(l, l) 
Absolute t-statistics are given in brackets. 
Table 6-8: Four alternative GARCH models (Sample A) 
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(I ý1) (n)) (3) 
C -0-065 -0.067 0.100 -0.054 [0.751 [0.82] [1.27] [0-58] 
0 0.110 0.109 0-063 0.134 
[3.38] [3.56] [1.46] [4.31] 
Li 1.092 0.946 2.307 7.119 [4.981 [3.11] [13.91] [9.321 
Ol -0-163 -0-162 2.245 -0.011 [2.49] [2.581 [1.67] [0.25] 
0.951 
[17.66] 
P 0.047 
[1.111 
0.857 
[6.80] 
-0-377 -0.404 -0.234 0.058 [1.97] [1.86] [1.50] [1.77] 
0.945 
[4.661 
(1 0.216 0,213 0., ") 47 [. '1.65] [3., 881 [5.161 
6 LOO 0.821 
[ 
. 44] 
Notes: Tible 6.9 reports QML parameter estimates for 
various GARCH models. 
The four ýilteriiative GARCH models are: 
(Li) FIAARCH(0,1) (6=1), (lb) FIAPARCH(0,1). 
(2) FIEGARCH (0.1). (3) 2C-AGAR, CH(l, l) 
Absolute t-stntistics are given in bnickets. 
Table 6-9: Four ýdtcrnativo GARCH models (Sample B) 
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I Irt II 2 7't (1a) 
Panel A (HO: Vit --, Volt) 
i=D 
4 lags 0.91 1.43 2.60***(+) 1.74 3.54***(+)- 
8 lags 0.79 1.11 1.85**(+) 1.14 2.41***(+) 
12 lags 0.90 1.00 1.59*(+) 0.98 2.06***(+) 
i=F 
4 lags 2.34**(+) 3.93***(+) 6.30***(+) 2.21**(+) 6.74***(+) 
8 lags 1.53 A (+) 2.61***(+) 4.22***(+) 1.86**(+) 4.52***(+) 
12 lags 1.58*(+) 2.15***(+) 1.49***(+) 2.06***(+) 3.64***(+) 
i=T 
4 lags 0.98 1 .37 
2,57***(+) 1.79*(+) 3.61***(+) 
8 lags 0.84 1.04 1.81**(+) 1.16 2.41***(+) 
12 lags 0.98 0.9 6 1.57*(+) 1.04 2.07***(+) 
Panel B (HO: Volt Vit) 
i=D 
4 lags 1.33 1.49 0.64 0.88 0.69 
8 lags 1.60*(+) 1.53*(+) 1.72*(+) 1.62*(+) 1.54*(+) 
12 lags 1.65**(+) 1.56"(-) 1.83**(+) 1.69"*(+) 1.93***(+) 
i=F 
4 lags 3.82***(+) '3.00***(-) 2.05**(+) 2.85***(+) 1.63A (+) 
8 lags 3.72***(+) 3. ()4***(-) 1.64*(+) 2.71 *** (+) 1.52k (+) 
12 lags 3.: 39***(+) 2.551ý*'ý(-) 1.47*(+) 1.84**(+) 1.38A (+) 
i=T 
4 lags 1.69*(+) 0.78 1.03 0.88 
8 lags 2. ()8**(+) 1.8()**(+) 1.79**(+) 1.65*(+) 
12 lags 2.18***(+) 1.7 1.90**(+) 2.09***(+) 
Notes: Vit --4Vo1t: Trading volume (1()(! S' 110t, Grallger-call'se returil volatility. 
Volt --4 
Vij: 
(JOCS 110t. Grallger-(quise trading V0111111c. 
Vi, t is eitlim- doinestic (1=D), foreign (i=F) or totill (i=T) ilivestors' 
f1radilig v(Allilic ruspectively. 
Volt is tll(' Stock v(Aatility a's liwasured bY cither the absollite vallic 
()f returil", Ord), Or f1wil. sqllalvý (r2) (),. t1w, t 
variance from, oil(,. ()f the throw alternative GARCH type iliodel's. 
The GARCH models are: (1a) FIAAR. CH(l, l) (6=2), 
(2) FIEGARCH (1,1), (3) 2C-AGAR. CH(1,1) 
A +(-) indiciifes Chat Ilw sum ()f the lagged co efli c ic lit's is Imsitive 
(ilegative). 
al)(1 A delmte significallce at. the 0.01,0.05,0.1 alld 0.15 
levels, re"pectivelY. 
Table 6.10: Granger causality tests between trading volume 
and stock volatility (Entire sample) 
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I Irt 1 11' 
2 If (1a) (2) 1 (3) 
. Panel A (HO: Vit --Nolt) 
D 
4 lags 1.23 1.38 2.16**(+) 1.13 2.22**(-) 
8 lags 1.24 1-03 2.08**(+) 1.04 1.62*(-) 
12 lags 0.97 0-74 1.69**(+) 1.10 
i=F 
4 lags 1.17 0.60 1.71*(+) 1.21 
8 lags 0.98 0.45 1.41 1.07 0.85 
12 lags 0.87 0.43 1.15 1.23 0.92 
i=T 
4 lags 1.37 1.138 2.19**(+) 0.92 2.04**(-) 
8 lags 1.20 0 -9 8 2.10***(+) 0.91 1.53 
A 
12 lags 0.92 0-71 1.70**(+) 1.06 1.43 A 
Panel B (HO: Volt --4 Vit) 
i=D 
4 lags 2.20**(+) 2.31 3.03***(-) 4.45***(+) 2.35**(+) 
8 lags 1.85**(+) 1.94**(+) 1.85**(-) 3.54***(+) 1.74**(+) 
12 lags 1.51*(+) 1.67**(+) 1.44A 3.02) W 1.98*** W 
i=F 
4 lags 0.81 0.63 0.87 0.78 0.41 
8 lags 0.93 0.58 0.77 0.80 0.36 
12 lags 0.80 0.54 0.69 0.86 0.46 
i=T 
4 lags 1.85*(+) 1.69*(+) 2.56***(-) 5,07***(+) 1.64A 
8 lags 1.60*(+) 1.34 1.72*(-) 3.77***(+) 1.13 
12 lags 1.34 1.20 1.23 2.90***(+) 1.25 
Notes: Vit --4Volt: Trading volume does not Granger-cause rutairn volatility. 
Volt --> Vit: Vohitilit. v does not, Granger-cause trading vollinle. 
Vi, t is cither (Imuestic (i=D), foreign (i=F) or total (I=T) investors' 
trading V()Iltlll(' respectivelY. 
Volt is the stock voIntility as ilicasured by cither the absolute vallic 
2) of returils (Irt 1), on. their squares (rt ()r the estimated conditional 
N"Iriallue fl. ()Ill mic ()f the, three alternative GARCH type. models. 
The GARCH models are: (1a) FIAAR. CH(0,1) (6=1), 
(2) FIEGARCH (0,1), (3) 2C-AGAR. CH(l, l) 
A +(-) indicates that the sulli ()f the lagged coeffi cI clit's is positive 
(Ilegative). 
A ignificalice, it the 0.01,0.05,0.1 and 0.15 aild denote s 
levels, respectivel. y. 
Table 6.11: Granger causality tests between trading volume 
and stock volatility (Sample A) 
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I Irt 1 -1 r (I. b) (2) (3) 
Panel A (HO: Vit --Nolt) 
i=D 
8 lags 0.62 0.83 1-52A 
12 lags 0.63 0.63 1.36 2. 1.14 
16 lags 0.77 0.64 1.09 0.50' 1.01 
i=F 
8 lags 2.38**(-) 2.18**(-) 1.93**(-) 6.1! )***(-) 3.19***(-) 
12 lags 1.36 1.55*(-) 2.26***(-) 4. ()7***(-) 2.24***(-) 
16 lags 1.35 1.33 2.57***(-) 0.67 1.9()**(-) 
i=T 
4 lags 0.60 0.76 1.60A 3.43 1.48 
8 lags 0.63 0.59 1.17 2,25***(-) 1.11 
12 lags 0.78 0.62 0.99 0.59 0.99 
Panel B (HO: volt vit') 
i=D 
4 lags 1.43 1.65 A 1.86*(-) 14. ()8***(-) 1.5 9k 
8 lags 1.78**(-) 1.79*'ý(-) 2.07**(-) 5. -1()***(-) 1.82**(-) 
12 lags 1.88**(-) 1.85**(-) 1.79**(-) 60.5! )***(-) 2.10***(-) 
i=F 
4 lags 4.03***(-) 2.9 7 2.75***(-) 15.82***(-) 2.34**(-) 
8 lags 4.28***(-) 3.20***(-) 3.00***(-) 13.42***(-) 1.91**(-) 
12 lags 3.29***(-) 2.60***(-) 2.40***(-) 32.15***(-) 1.75**(-) 
_ i=T 
4 lags 1.81*(-) 2.01**(-) 2.16**(-) 16.46***(-) 1.. 84*(-) 
8 lags 2.24***(-) 2.11***(-) 2.35***(-) 7.74***(-) 2.04**(-) 
12 lags 2.16***(-) 2.07***(-) 1.99***(-) 68.20***(-) 2.30***(-) 
Notes: Vit -->Volt: Trading volunic d(w. s not Granger-cause. return volatility. 
V()It --> vit: V()Iatilit ,v 
does 11(A Granger-cause trading volume. 
Vi, t is cithcr (Imucstic (i=D), foreign (i=F) or total (i=T) investors' 
trading V()Illlll(! respectively. 
Volt is thc stock volatility Is 111casured by citlim. the absollite vallic 
2) tl, (, vturils (Jvtý), Or Hicir squares (rt c "St'ill, tt(, ()f Ii (I conditional 
va, rialice fl. ()Ill ()11(., ()f the threc alternative GARCH type models. 
The GARCH models, are: (11)) FIAPAR. CH(0,1), (2) FIEGARCH 
(0,1), (3) 2C-AGAR. CH(I, 1) 
A +(-) indicatcs, that flic sum ()f the lagged coefficicilt. ", i's positive 
Owgativc). 
n, iid A (Imioic siglifficance at the 0.01,0.05,0.1 and 0.15 
levels, r(NI)c(A ivelY. 
Table 6.12: Granger causality tests between trading volume 
and stock volatility (Sample B) 
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Irt I 2 I't a) (2) (3) 
Panel A (HO: Vit --Nolt) . i=D 
- 4 lags 1.06 0.88 1 35 0.87 1.51 
8 lags 0.91 0.71 1.48A(+) 1.25 1.08 
12 lags 0.84 0-65 1.26 1.28 0.95 
i=F 
4 lags 1.36 1.02 0.66 1.5 1'k 0.74 
8 lags 0.97 0.82 0.74 1.77**(-) 0.72 
12 lags 0.83 0.72 0.64 1.85**(-) 0.59 
i=T 
4 lags 1.19 0.96 1.50At 0.69 1.39 
8 lags 0.93 0.76 1.7)9*(+) 1.30 1.04 
12 lags 0.86 0.67 1.32 0.91 0.92 
Panel B (HO: Volt Vit 
i=D 
4 lags 1.91*(+) 1.8()*(+) 2.34**(-) 7.53***(-) 2.30**(-) 
8 lags 1.73*(-) 1.78**(-) 1.77**(-) 5.25***(+) 1.79**(-) 
12 lags 1.54 1.53*(-) 1.56*(-) 3.87***(+) 1.68**(-) 
i=F 
4 lags 1.32 0.61 1.64 A 1.66 A 0.63 
8 lags 1.31 0.65 1.15 1.48 A 0.56 
12 lags 1.13 0.6 0 0.94 1.47*(+) 0.46 
i =: T 
4 lags 1.69*(+) 1.39 2.24**(-) 6.3 1) 1.62 A 
8 lags 1.55*(-) 1.24 1.71 4.86***(+) 1.22 
12 lags 1.26 1.01 1.32 3.81***(+) 1.06 
Notes: Sample AI covers the period from Jamiary 1995 to December 1996. 
Vit -->Volt: Ti-mling volume does not Granger-cmise return volatility. 
Volt --4 
Vit: VolatilitY (toes not. Graliger-(quise trading volume. 
Vit is cither domestic (i=D), foreign (i=F) or total (i=T) investors' 
trading vollime r(Npectively. 
Volt is the stock volatility as measured by either the absolute value 
2) 
of returns (Irt ý), or their squares (rt or the estimated conditional 
variance froin one of the three alternative GARCH type models. 
The GARCH models are: (11)) FIAAB, CH(0,1) (6=1), 
(2) FIEGARCH (0,1), (3) 2C-AGAB, CH(l, l) 
A +(-) indiuntcs Owt the sum of the lagged coefficients is positive 
(ilegativc). 
111.11d 
A dellote sigilificance. at, the 0.01,0.05,0.1 and 0.15 
luvels, re"'pectivel. y. 
Table 6.13: Granger causality tests between trading volume 
and stock volatility (Sample AI) 
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2 
t 
(Lb) (2) (3) 
Panel A (HO: Vi. t --Nolt) 
i=D 
8 lags 1.55" (+) 1.04 1.64 0.83 0.80 
12 lags 2.05**(+) 1.3 6 1.12 0.5(, -, 1.13 
16 lags 1.71**(+) 1.10 1.06 83 1.02 
i=F 
8 lags 2.23**(+) 2.21**(+) 2.19**(+) 0.30 2.45***(+) 
12 lags 1.39 L-17A (+) 2.4 1***(+) 0.57, 1.78**(+) 
16 lags 1.55*(+) 1.18 2.44***(+) (j 1 1.44 A' (+) 
i=T 
4 lags 1.74*(+) 0.95 1.72*(+) 0.72 0.77 
8 lags 1.85**(+) 1.24 1.18 (). 5() 1.06 
12 lags 1.59*(+) 1.01 1.08 0.1 0.96 
Panel B (HO: Volt Vit) 
i=D 
4 lags 1.35 1.84*(+) 1.94**(+) 8.31***(-) 1.16 
8 lags 1.20 1.73*(+) 1.91**(+) 4.1,5***(-) 1.68*(-) 
12 lags 1.30 1.52*(-) 1.54*(+) 0.65 1.84**(-) 
i=F 
4 lags 3.47***(-) 3.69***(-) 3.: 3 1 0.49 2.32**(-) 
8 lags 2.71***(-) 2.80***(-) 2.77***(-) 0.37 2.02**(-) 
12 lags 2.10***(-) 2.17***(-) 2.29***(-) 0.36 1.70**(-) 
i=T 
4 lags 1.56A (+) 2.07**(+) 2,37**(+) 9.72***(-) 1.38 
8 lags 1.34 1.87**(+) 2.14***(+) 5.34***(-) 1.78**(-) 
12 lags 1.33 1.63*(+) 1.71**(+) 0. w-) 
Notes: Sample BI cm, cis the period frmu Jaimary 2000 to September 2001. 
Vit --+Volt: Trading v()Iume, (Im-, 110t Graliger-callse returil volatility. 
V()It --ý vit: Volatilit), does Imt, Grailger-callse, trading V0111111c. 
Vit is cither (Imilestic (i=D), foreign (i=F) or tot.; il (i=T) investors' 
trading V0111111c 1-c'spectivelY. 
Volt is the st(wk v(datility its 111ca"Im"d by cither the absollite vallic 
of S, (111; tr(ýs (7ý2 t) or the estimated conditional 
variance frmu one of the three alternittive, GARCH tYpe models. 
The GARCH models are: (11)) FIAPAIR. CH(0,1), (2) FIEGARCH 
'AR. CH(l, l) (0,1), (3) 2C-AG 
A +(-) indic; ihýs thýd the smil ()f the lagged coefficients is positive 
(Ilegiltive). 
and A deimtc signific-mcc at the 0.01,0.05, (). 1 and 0.15 
levels, respcctivel. y. 
Table 6.14: Granger causality tests between trading volume 
and stock volatility (Sample BI) 
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Chapter 7 
Conclusions 
This chapter suminarises the main results of the previous chapters. 
Chapter 2 explored the (-ýmsýd relationship among four macroeconomic vari- 
iibles: inflation, output growth. nominal uncertainty and real uncertainty. Unlike 
previous studies which focus on the empirical relationship between either infia- 
tion and inflation uncertmilty or output growth aild output growth uncertainty 
(il notable exception is Grier and Perry (2000)), this research examines the com- 
plel (, set of liýypotlieses to fest. In addition. it eniployed G7 countries' data to 
fes't the relationship aniong variAles whereas the niýAjority of studies in this area, 
inve. sligate only US or UK data (an exception being Grier and Perry (1998)). 
The application of the (-()iistýiiit conditional correlation GARCH(1,1) model pro- 
vi(les ýi number of interesting conclusions. First, iliflation does cause negative 
welfin-c effects, both dn-(, (-tI, N, - (supporting)- Stockman. 1981) mid indirectly, i. e., via 
flic iliflation lincerfallitY channel as predicted by Friedman (1997). Second. more 
inflation uiicertaiiit, ý, lemls to a higher level of inflation supporting Cukierman 
and Meltzer wh() that Central Banks tend to surprise the public 
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by i-alsing inflation unexpectedly in the presence of inore niflation uncertainty. 
Third. output gi-mvt1i iiii(vi-I ýijjjty causes, output growth positively. In contrast to 
tll(' ýIssumptions of 111w. r(wconol-nic models, the business cycle and the rate of eco- 
noinic growth av relafi, (I. Hence. macn)(wonomics should consider the business 
c. vcte and t1le gl. ()\\, tli rate simultaneously. 
Chapter 3 examined the rekationship between inflation variability and output 
variýibillty for G3 countries. Using a two-step procedure this study finds that 
nominal uncertainty significantly affects real uncertainty in all three countries. 
In Iipa, ii and the USA nominal uncertainty does Granger-cause real uncertainty 
positively. By contnisl . in 
Germany there is ýi negative effect of inflation uncer- 
()Il real supp)iting the theoreticcil predictions made by Taylor 
(1979). In the sub sýuiiple analysis a, trade-off relationship between nominal and 
reýil uncertýuiit, v is observed in the sixties and seventies in Japan and Germany. 
t1mvever. it turns to ýi positive relationship in the 1980s and 1990s (supporting 
Logue and Sweeney, 1981). This evidence does not support the criticism that 
niffiition targeting Imlicy cim increase undesirable output growth uncertainty. 
Chapter 4 considered the, moment structure of the general ARMA-EGARCH 
model. In particular, this study derives the autocori-elation function of any pos- 
itive liltogel. Power of the squared errors. In addition. it obtains the a, utocorre- 
Litiolis of the squares of Hic observed process and cn)ss correlations between the 
mid the squmvs of the observed process. The purpose of Chapter 5 was to 
coinpreliensive methodology for the miAYsis of the Asymmetric Power 
ARCH (A-PARCH) model. Finst. it gave, the ARMA represent at ions of a power 
transformation of the conditional vai-iiince and the iibsolute returns. Second, it 
t7 (ý 
derived a certain fi-actl(mýil mmiwilt of the absolute, () it ions - Third, it ob- 
himed the ýmtoc(wrelatioii finiction of the power-transformed absolute returns. 
In both Cliýipters 4 and 5 Hie estimates of the autocol-relations of power transfor- 
iiiýitions of the (d)solutc () hs erv; it ions on, critical. By comparing these estimates, 
to (hose ()bta, ine(I dirceth, h. v the datýi. one (-. an have. a clear indication of how 
well the estimated model fil-s the data. 
Chapter 6 examined the relationship between the stock inarket volatility and 
volume in the Kore(Iii stock inýirket around the financial crisis in 1997. The 
ei ity test, videnice froin caiisýili Is suggests that there is a strong positive bidirectional 
feedback between volume mid volatility for the entire sample. In the sub sa, mple 
; 111; 11Nýsis foreign 11IN"estors" tniding volume cwised thestock market volatility Atci- 
the crisds. However, doinestic, investors' trmling volume had a, inixed effect on 
volatility before the crisis and the effect disappears in the post-crisis period. This 
cillpirical evidellce sliggests that the financial market opening to foreign investors 
had ;m effect on Korean ý, tock market volatility after the crisis. 
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Appendix to Chapter 4 
The followings tables report the Akalke Information Criterion (AIC) and the 
Schw,; irz Information Criterion (SIC) numbers of the estimmed EGARCH models 
for four Asian 
180 
KOSPI 
M A( I) (Gaussian) p1 2 3 4 
qI A IC -27437.01 -17244.49 -273 3 5.14 12313.51 
S K' -27398.5 1 -17199.59 -27283.81 12371.24 
likelihood 13724.50 8629.25 13675.57 -6147.75 
2 Al( -27433.78 -17530-59 28549.97 -26327.75 
ýS IC -2 73 
82.4 ý -17472.86 28613.14 -26167.19 
1ikeIi 11 ood 13724.89 8774.30 -14264.49 13 129.88 
3 A IC -27434.73 -17808.98 27192-58 -23313.76 
-273 70. ý8 -17738.41 27269.57 -23230.35 
likelihood 13727.37 8915.49 -13584.29 11669.88 
4 A IC -27439.35 -18079.72 25849.76 113691.70 
S' I C, -27362.37 -17996.31 25939.58 113787.94 
likelihood 13731.68 9052-86 -12910-88 -56830.85 
MAI) (Doub Ic ex p) 1) 1 2 -1 
4 
qI A IC -28065.3 5 -28069.98 -28050.82 -28061.53 
SIC -28021.02 -28018.03 -27999.49 -28003.80 
likelihood 14038.67 14041.99 14033.41 14039.77 
2 A IC -28059.32 -24687.78 -28052.14 -28058.49 
SIC -28008.01 -24630.04 -27987.98 -27987.93 
likelihood 14037.67 12352.89 14036.07 14040.25 
3 A IC -28062.00 -24769.72 -27351.83 -28005.90 
S" IC -27997.84 -24699.15 -27274.85 -27982.49 
likelihood 14041.00 12395.86 13687.92 14045.95 
4 AW -28066.47 -24849.08 -27953.76 -27379.76 
SIC -27989.49 -24765.67 -27863.44 -27283.52 
1i ke Ii li oo d 14045.24 12437.54 13990.63 13704.88 
MA(l) (Gen erroi) 11 1 2 3 4 
qI AW -28066.04 -22607.71 -23199-40 -25726.29 
'I-, I(* -28021-16 -22556.37 -231-41.66 -25662.14 
likcIlhood 14040.02 11311.85 1 160X. 70 12873.15 
2 AW -28058.40 -22754.31 -2 537.00 -3463.19 
SIC -28001.58 -22690.16 -2 526.4 3 -3 3S6.2 1 
likelihood 14038.66 11387.16 12674.50 1743.60 
3 AW -28059.64 -22896.42 -28072.82 -23233.22 
SIC -27989.07 -22819.43 -27989.41 -23143.40 
likelihood 14040.82 11460.21 14049.41 11630.61 
4 AW -28065.84 -23033.94 -27231.53 -9576.97 
SIC -27982.43 -22944.12 -27 13 5.28 -9474.33 
likelihood 14045.92 11530.97 13630.76 4804.49 
181 
NIKKEI 
MAM (Gaussian) 1) 1 2 3 4 
q -29500.93 -20084.59 -22539.6 1 -23064.78 
S 1( -29462.33 -20039.77 -22488.27 -23007.04 
likelihood 14756.41 10049.34 1 1277.80 11541.39 
2 AW -29345.24 -20353.23 14706.69 52518.08 
SIC -29293.91 -20295.48 14830.84 52588.65 
likelihood 14680.62 10185.61 -7373.34 -26248.04 
3 AW -29348.91 -20610.92 13705.01 -23053.82 
SIC -29284.76 -20540.35 13782.01 -22970.41 
likelihood 14684.46 10316.46 -6840.51 11539.91 
4 MC -29379.39 -20860.72 12669.13 -20996.19 
SIC -29302.41 -20777.31 12758.94 -20899.96 
1 ikelihood 14701.70 10443.36 -6320.56 10513.10 
WN (Doubleexp) p1 2 3 4 
qI AW -30035.62 -26601-88 -30022.67 -30020.99 
SIC -30003.54 -26563-39 -29977.77 -29969.65 
likelihood 15022.81 13306.94 15018.34 150 18.49 
2 AW -30036.75 -26685.66 -30040.28 -29889.98 
SIC -29991.85 -26694.33 -29988.54 -29825.82 
likelihood 15025.38 13380.83 15032.14 14954.99 
3 AIC -30064.75 -26766.57 -18082.93 -29999.36 
SIC -30007.01 -26702.42 -18012.35 -29922.37 
likelihood 1504 1.3 S 13393.29 9052.46 15011.68 
4 AW -30047. ý 1 -26845.22 -18303ý59 -30033.79 
SIC -29976.93 -26768.23 -18220.17 -29943.96 
likelihood 15034.75 13434.61 9164.79 15030.89 
MA(l) (Gen eimi) 1) 1 2 3 4 
q AIC - - 30036.78 -24732.99 -292-)4.46 -26000.95 
SW -29991.87 -24681.65 -29166.72 -25936.78 
likelihood 15025.39 12374.49 14621.23 13010.47 
2 A [(' -29915.24 -24876.63 -26398.1 1 -24220.67 
'S W -29857.5 0 -24812.46 -263 2) 
7.5 5 -24143.67 
likelihood 14966.62 12448.31 13210.06 12122.33 
3 AW -29879.86 -25014.72 -26429.19 -15392.71 
SIC -29809.29 -24937.73 -26345.77 -15302.90 
likelihood 14950.93 12519.36 13227.59 7710.36 
4 AIC -29926.48 -25148.65 -29517.29 -24321.90 
, Sl(' -29843.07 -25058.84 -29421.06 -24219.25 
likelihood 14976.24 12588.33 14773.65 12176.95 
I 
clý I) 
SE 
M A( I) (Gaussian) p1 2 3 4 
qI AW -25010.01 -17947.37 -24968.51 32791.12 
,S 1( , -24971.51 -17902.45 -24917.17 
32848-86 
1ikeI ihood 12511.00 8980.68 12492.25 -16386.56 
2 A IC -25017.97 -18169.84 13616.74 54343.39 
SIC -24966.65 -18112.10 13680-90 54413.97 
1 ikelillood 12516.99 9093.92 -679", 37 -27160.70 
3 A IC -25025.1 1 - 183 X3.94 12645.38 -18060.76 
'S W -24960.94 -18313.27 
12721-37 -17977.35 
likelihood 12522.55 9202.92 -6310.69 9043.38 
4 A IC -25028.84 -18590.85 11701.14 -17973.67 
SIC -24951.85 -18507.43 11790.96 -17877.44 
likelihood 12526.42 9308.42 -5830-57 9001.84 
WN (Double exp) 1) 1 2 3 4 
qI A IC -25596-00 -22852.24 -25578.23 -25571.86 
SIC -25563.91 -22813.75 -25533.31 -25520.53 
likelihood 12803.01 11432.12 12796.11 12793.93 
2 A IC -25597.16 -22925.21 -25 551.67 -25596.05 
S K' -25552.25 -22873.89 -25493.92 -25521.90 
likelihood 12805.58 11470.61 12784.83 12803.03 
3 A IC' -25612.81 -22995.82 -25197.37 -24134.45 
K' -25555.08 -2293 1.66 -25126.79 -24057.45 
likelihood 12815.41 11507.91 12609.68 12079.22 
4 A K' -25612.58 -23064.38 -25184.41 -24625.68 
. I-, ' IC -25542.01 -22987.39 -25101.01 -24535.86 
likelillood 12817.29 11544.19 12 60 ý. 21 12326.84 
WN (Gen envr) 1) 1 2 3 4 
qI AIC -25597.03 -21393.77 -25429.39 -17341.16 
SIC -25558.5 5 -21348.87 -25378.05 -17283.42 
likelihood 12804.52 10703.89 12722.69 8679.58 
2 AW -25598.24 -21516.57 -19503.10 -21024.03 
"S IC -25546.91 -21458.84 -19438.94 -20953.47 
likchhood 12807.12 10767.29 9761.55 10 ý23.02 
-1 A IC -25573.03 -21635,00 -23489.53 -15653.21 
SIC -25508.86 -21564.43 -23412.55 -15569.81 
1 ikelihood 12796. ý1 10828.50 11756.77 7839.61 
4 A R, -25 36 1.6 ý -2 1749.63 -22632.86 -12774.58 
S, IC -25284.6 5 -21666.23 -22543.04 -12678.34 
1ikeIi 11 ood 12692.82 10887.82 11330.43 6402.29 
t83 
ST 
M A( I) (Gaussian) 1) 1 2 3 4 
q AW -20323.68 -20064-60 -20283.18 -16180.99 
", IC -20287.23 -20022.08 -20234.58 -16126.33 
likelihood 10167.84 10039.30 10 149.59 8099.50 
2 AW -20007.96 -13423.10 8161.60 -18161.20 
IC -19959.36 -13368.43 8222.35 -18094.38 
likelihood 10011.98 6720.55 -4070.80 9091-60 
3 A IC -19871.76 -13605.81 -19731.14 -14633.56 
SIC - 19811.01 -13538.98 - 196 58.24 -14554.59 
likelihood 9945.88 6813.90 9877-57 7329.78 
4 1C - 19868-49 -13784.41 13 15.05 30455.24 
S 1(' -19795.58 -13705.43 1400.1 1 30ý46.36 
likelihood 9946.24 6905.20 -643, S3 -15212.62 
MA(l) (DOLIble exp) 1) 1 2 3 4 
qI AIC -20847.32 -20848.32 -20847.63 -20847.28 
SW -20810.93 -20805.80 -20799.04 -20792.61 
1 ike I lhood 10429.69 10431-16 10431.82 10432-64 
2 A IC -20850.96 -18506.45 -19 790.3 1 -20171.00 
, Sl(' -20802.36 -18451.77 -19729.57 -20104.18 
1 ikelihood 10433.48 9262.22 9905.16 10096.50 
3 AW -20765.63 -18559.83 -20079.62 -20847.99 
SIC -20704.89 -18493.00 -20006.72 -20769.01 
1 ikelihood 10392.82 9290.91 10051.81 10436.99 
4 A K' -20847.72 -18611.68 -20691.03 -20846.40 
SIC -20774.82 -18532.71 -20606.77 -20755.28 
likelihood 10435.86 9318-84 103 ý (). 91 10438.20 
M A( I) (Gen err()i) 1) 1 2 3 4 
qI A IC -20857.81 -20859.01 -18141.94 -18174.97 
SIC -20815.29 -20810.48 -18087.27 -18114.23 
llkcliliood 10435.90 10437.54 9079.97 9097.49 
2 AW -20574.96 -17143.00 -18822.60 -19490.09 
"), R' -20520.29 -17082.25 -1875 5.78 -19417.18 
likelihood 10296.48 8581.50 9422.30 9757.04 
3 AW -20651.60 -17235.69 -19808.16 -19148.10 
SIC -20584.78 -17162.80 -19729.19 -19063.05 
1 ikelillood 10336.80 8629.85 9917.08 9588.05 
4 A K' -20858.78 -17325.78 -12482.67 -15091.45 
,ýW -20779.81 -17240.73 -12391.54 -14994.26 
1 1kchhood 10442.39 8676.89 6250.33 75 6 1.73 
I 
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Appendix to Chapter 5 
The following tables i-el)()i-t the Akaike Information Criterion (AIC) and the 
Schwarz Information Ci-iterion (SIC) of order up to A-PGARCH(4,4, ) for five 
Asian countries. The blanks indicate the failure of estimation due to 'no conver- 
0011C0 
KOSPI 
MA(l) (GaLISSiail) pI p2 p3 p4 
qI AIC -27496.00 -2 7491.49 -27490.71 -27491.97 
sic -27451.09 -27440.16 -2741-1.97 -27427.81 
likelihood 13755.00 13753.74 13754.36 13755.99 
q2 AIC -27487.42 --17379.36 -27386.87 -27480.24 
SIC --')74() 08 --) 7115.21 -27316.30 -2 7403.2-5 
likelihood 13752.71 13099.68 11704.44 13752.12 
q3 AIC 
sic 
likelihood 
(14 AIC -27244.05 
sic -27147.81 
likelihood 13637.02 
MA(l) (DOUble exp) PI p2 p3 p4 
qI AIC -28076.48 -28074.99 -28075.91 -28081.47 
sic -28031.57 -28023.66 -28018.17 -28017.32 
likelihood 14045.24 14045.49 14046.96 14050.74 
AIC -27889.50 -27889.91 
sic -27825.34 -27819.24 
likelihood 13954.75 13955.91 
AIC -28082.76 
sic -28012.19 
likelihood 14052.38 
q4 AIC -27982.19 
sic -27892.37 
likelihood 14005.10 
MA(l) (Ged) pI pi p3 p4 
(11 AIC -28077.03 -'1'8074.89 -28076.23 -28080.55 
sic -2 8025.71 -2 NO 17.15 -28012.07 -28009.98 
likelihood 14046.52 14040.45 14048.12 140SI. 28 
AIC -27859.30 -28066.65 
sic -2 77X'S. 73 -27989.66 
likelihood 131)40.65 1404ý33 
q3 AIC -28083.11 
sic -28006.1 1 
likelihood 1405',. s5 
c14 AIC 
sic 
likelihood 
MA(l) (t) PI p2 p3 p4 
qI AIC -28071.42 -28069.73 -28069.75 -28077.53 
sic -28020.09 -28011.98 -28005.60 -28006.96 
likelihood 14043.71 14043.86 14044.88 14049.77 
q2 AIC -27951.97 -28069.32 
sic -27874.98 -27985.92 
likelihood 13987.98 14047.66 
q3 AIC -28071.32 
sic -27994.33 
likelihood 14047.66 
q4 AIC -28083.26 
sic -27980.61 
likelihood 14057.63 
185 
NIKKEI 
MA(l) (Gaussian) PI p2 p3 p4 
qI AIC -29519.95 -29528.91 -29560.02 -29557.00 
sic -29475.04 -2944T58 -29502.27 -29492.84 
likelihood 14766.98 14772.45 14789.01 14788.50 
q2 AIC -28776.44 
sic -28712.29 
likelihood 14398.22 
q3 AIC -29521.74 -29537.70 
sic -29438.34 -29447.87 
likelihood 14773.87 14782.85 
q4 AIC 
sic 
likelihood 
MA(l) (Ged) PI p2 p3 p4 
q] AIC -30047.38 -30044.82 -29996.14 -30055.88 
sic -29996.05 -29987.08 -29931.99 -29985.30 
likelihood 15031.69 15031.41 15008.07 15038.94 
q2 AIC -30043.71 -30054.17 -29488.80 
sic -29973.14 -29977.18 -29405.39 
likelihood 15032.86 15039.09 14757.40 
q3 AIC -29101.81 
sic -29011.98 
likelihood 14564.90 
q4 AIC -29696.97 -29086.75 -30000.98 
sic -29600.73 -28984.10 -29891.91 
likelihood 14863.48 14559.38 15017.49 
HANGSENG 
MA(l) (Gaussian) PI p2 p3 p4 
qI AIC -25523.31 -25521.03 -25544.11 -25531.08 
sic -25478.40 -25469.71 -25486.36 -25466.92 
likelihood 12768.66 12768.52 12781.05 12775.54 
q2 AIC 
sic 
likelihood 
q3 AIC 
sic 
likelihood 
q4 AIC -24509.08 
sic -24412.85 
likelihood 12269.54 
MA(l) (Ged) PI p2 p3 1A 
qI AIC -26106.87 -26103.70 -26101.61 -26102.46 
sic -26055.55 -26045.96 -26037.46 -26031.88 
likelihood 13061.44 13060.85 13060.81 13062.23 
q2 AIC -26101.31 
sic -26037.15 
likelihood 13060.65 
q3 AIC 
sic 
likelihood 
q4 AIC -25727.48 
sic -25169.83 
likelihood 12652.24 
MA(l) (D uble exp) pi p2 p3 p4 
qI AIC -30042.22 -30040.52 -30049.15 -30050.02 
sic -29997.31 -29989.19 -29991.41 -29985.87 
likelihood 15028.11 15028.26 15033.58 15035.01 
q2 AIC -30050.13 
sic -29973.14 
likelihood 15037.07 
q3 AIC 
sic 
likelihood 
q4 AIC -29515.00 
sic -29418.76 
likelihood 14772.50 
MA(l) (t) PI p2 p3 p4 
ql AIC -30042.30 -30040.85 -30050.72 -30052.02 
sic -29990.98 -29983.10 -29986.56 -29981.45 
likelihood 15029.15 15029.42 15035.36 15037.01 
q2 AIC -30040.24 -30048.96 -30049.14 
sic -29969.66 -29971.97 -29965.74 
likelihood 15031.12 15036.48 15037.57 
q3 AIC -30074.21 -30075.33 
sic -29997.22 -29985.51 
likelihood 15049.11 15051.67 
q4 AIC -29044.34 -29376.76 
sic -28948.11 -29267.69 
likelillood 14537.17 14705.38 
MA(l) (Double exp) PI p2 p3 p4 
qI AIC -26101.52 -26098.13 -26098.14 -26098.32 
sic -26056.61 -26046.80 -26040.40 -26034.16 
likelihood 13057.76 13057.06 13058.07 13059.16 
q2 AIC -26097.69 -26101.07 
sic -26039.95 -26024.08 
I likelihood 13057.84 13062.54 
q3 AIC 
sic 
likelihood 
q4 AIC -25744.84 
sic -25648.61 
likelihood 12887.42 
MA(l) (t) PI p2 p3 p4 
ql AIC -26128.80 -26125.89 -26126.44 -26129.27 
sic -26077.48 -26068.15 -26062.28 -26058.69 
likelihood 13072.40 13071.95 13073.22 13075.63 
q2 AIC -26126.19 -26124.83 -26130.61 
sic -26055.61 -26047.84 -26047.21 
I likelihood 13074.09 13074.41 13078.31 
q3 AIC 
sic 
likelihood 
q4 AIC 
sic 
likelihood 
186 
TAIWAN 
MA(l) (Gaussian) PI p2 p3 p4 
qI AIC -25084.19 -25079.89 -25070.57 -25074.36 
sic -25039.28 -25028.56 -25012.82 -25010.20 
likelihood 12549.09 12547.95 12544.28 12547.18 
q2 AIC -25087.89 -24624.80 
sic -25017.31 -24547.81 I likelihood 12554.94 12324.40 
q3 AIC -24652.74 
sic -24569.34 
likelillood 12339.37 
q4 AIC -24632.67 -24596.35 
sic -24542.85 -24500.11 
likelillood 12330.34 12313.17 
MA(l) (Ged) PI p2 p3 p4 
ql AIC -25605.22 -25600.80 -25600.20 -25599.23 
sic -25553.90 -25543.06 -25536.04 -25528.66 
likelihood 12810.61 12809.40 12810.10 12810.62 
q2 AIC -25607.59 -25567.77 
sic -25530.60 -25484.37 
likelihood 12815.80 12796.89 
q3 AIC -24984.80 
sic -24901.40 
likelihood 12505.40 
q4 AIC 
sic 
likelihood 
SINGAPORE 
MA(l) (Gaussian) PI p2 p3 p4 
q] AIC -20396.63 -20392.45 -20429.72 -20424.29 
sic -20354.11 -20343.85 -20375.05 -20363.54 
likelihood 10205.32 10204.22 10223.86 10222.15 
q2 AIC -20395.65 -20422.64 -19667.10 
sic -20340.98 -20355.81 -19594.20 
likelihood 10206.83 10222.32 9845.55 
q3 AIC -20333.34 
sic -20248.30 
likelihood 10180.67 
q4 AIC 
sic 
likelihood 
MA(I) (Ged) pI p2 p3 1A 
ql AIC -20874.82 -20875.05 -20875.66 -20877.57 
sic -20826.22 -20820.37 -20814.91 -20810.75 
likelihood 10445.41 10446.52 10447.83 10449.78 
q2 AIC -20526.92 
sic -20454.02 
likelihood 10275.46 
q3 AIC 
sic 
likelihood 
q4 AIC -20064.17 
sic -19960.89 
likelihood 10049.08 
MA(l) (D uble exp) PI p2 p3 p4 
qI AIC -25607.33 -25603.77 -25601.54 -25600.92 
sic -25562.42 -25552.44 -25543.80 -25536.76 
likelibood 12810.67 12809.88 12809.77 12810.46 
q2 AIC -25165.67 -25598.53 -25049.67 
sic -25101.51 -25527.95 -24972.68 
likelihood 12592.83 12810.26 12536.83 
q3 AIC 
sic 
likelihood 
q4 AIC -25205.65 
sic -25115.82 
likelihood 12616.82 
MA(l) (t) PI p2 p3 p4 
qI AIC -25520.40 -25516.94 -25513.69 -25512.07 
sic -25469.08 -25459.19 -25449.53 -25441.49 
likelihood 12768.20 12767.47 12766.84 12767.03 
q2 AIC -25526.50 -25525.35 -25523.66 
sic -25455.92 -25448.36 -25440.26 
likelihood 12774.25 12774.67 12774.83 
q3 AIC -24526.69 
sic -24443.29 
likelihood 12276.35 
q4 AIC 
sic 
likelihood 
MA(I) (Double exp) PI p2 p3 p4 
q] AIC -20861.44 -20862.01 -20862.17 -20862.95 
sic -20818.92 -20813.41 -20807.50 -20802.20 
likelihood 10437.72 10439.00 10440.09 10441.48 
q2 AIC -20863.01 -20863.03 
sic -20808.33 -20796.20 
likelihood 10440.50 10442.51 
q3 AIC 
sic 
likelihood 
q4 AIC -20438.88 
sic -20341.68 
likelihood 10235.44 
MA(l) (t) PI p2 p3 p4 
q] AIC -20956.58 -20957.33 -20956.70 -20954.73 
sic -20907.98 -20902.66 -20895.95 -20887.91 
likelihood 10486.29 10487.67 10488.35 10488.36 
q2 AIC -20957.05 -20955.15 -20956.53 -20957.06 
sic -20896.30 -20888.33 -20883.63 -20878.08 
likelihood 10488.52 10488.58 10490.26 10491.53 
q3 AIC -20940.33 
sic -20861.36 
likelihood 10483.17 
q4 AIC -19700.50 
sic -19597.23 
likelihood 9867.25 
187 
The following two tables show the estimated parameters of the selected model 
by the AIC. The models in Table 5.1 are not included here. * and ** denote the 
Bollerslev's CARCH and Taylor/Schwert models respectively. 
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A-PGARCH Models b theta I'll a, a, a, a4 beta, 
KOSPI 
MA(l)- A-GARCH(1,1)* 
(w-mi. s.,, jan) t7 
MA(l)- A-PGARCH(1,3) 
(double exp) 
MA(l)- A-PGARCH(3,4) 
(0 
0.0002 
(1 ()4) 
-')E-0 
(0.29) 
-0.0001 
(0.99) 
0.061 
(3.5 7) 
0.055 
(4.32) 
0.070 
(4.66) 
1 E-05 
(15.07) 
2E-05 
(1.13) 
2E-05 
(1.14) 
0.122 
(14.12) 
0.175 
(5.42) 
0.116 
(6.46) 
0.011 -0-097 
(0.19) (2.82) 
0.044 -0.023 -0.080 
(1.21) (0.73) (3.81) 
0.801 
(69.07) 
0.922 
(90.66) 
0.686 
(3.19) 
NIKKEI 
MA(l)- A-PGARCH(3,1) 0.0004 0.044 3 E-05 0.156 0.734 
(gaussiall) (3.3 1) (-1.72) (2.67) (18.49) (14.30) 
MA(l)- A-PGARCH(4, I) 7E-06 0.001 1 E-04 0.147 0.851 
(double exp) (O. m) (0.07) (1.30) (7.71) (4,91) 
MA(l)- A-PGARCH(4,1) 0.0002 0.008 9E-05 0.137 0.914 
(-cii error) t7 (1.91) (0.61) (1.39) (8.25) (5.51) 
Hang Seng 
C, 
MA(l)- A-PGARCH(3,1) 0.0009 0.088 2E-05 0.142 0.469 
(gaussian) (4.4 5) (ý. 4 1) (4.17) (13.90) (10.96) 
MA(l)- A-PGARCH(l, 1) 0.0003 0,032 1 E-04 0.125 0.861 
(clouble exp) (1.87) (2.63) (2.46) (8.08) (61.55) 
MA(I)- A-PGARCH(I, 1) 0.0004 0.045 8 E-05 0.123 0.855 
(gen error) (2.70) (3 34) (2.45) (8.54) (65.35) 
SE 
MA(l)- A-PGARCH(3.2) 0.0004 0.029 9. E-06 0.057 0.078 0.521 
(gaussian) (1.96) ( I. X4) (2.27) (6.28) (3.27) (1.90) 
MA(l)- A-PGARCH(l, I) -6. E-1 I 4. E-07 6. E-05 0.103 0.909 
(dOLIble exp) (0.00) (0.00) (1.55) (1.06) (1.01) 
MA(l)- A-GARCH(2,2)-'* 5. E-04 0.017 1. E-04 0.039 0.047 0.797 
(t) (3.13) (1.29) (2.65) (2.92) (1.71) (2.25) 
Stralts-Tinies 
MA(l)- A-PGARCH(l, l) 0.0004 0.228 I. E-08 0.130 0.564 
I. xx) (1 1.20) (0.83) (8.68) (32.78) 
MA(l)- A-PGARCH('), 2) 0.0002 0.170 '). E-05 0.269 0.164 -0.311 
(double exp) (1.19) (10.59) (0.63) (6.58) (2.95) (2.27) 
MA(l)- A-GARCH(4, ])* 0.0002 0.191 2. E-05 0.240 0.536 
(gen error) (1 M6) (10.87) (5.91) (7.52) (3.70) 
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A-PGARCH Models beta, beta, beta4 delta 71 72 73 r4 
KOSPI 
MA(l)- A-GARCH(1,1)* 2.000 -0.150 
(gaussiall) (5,24) 
MA(1)- A-PGARCH(1,3) 1.480 -0.215 -0.686 -0.383 
(double exp) (8.68) (1.0ý) (0.15) (1.78) 
MA(l)- A-PGARCH(3,4) 0.413 -0.167 1.330 -0.189 -0.215 -0.445 -0.212 
(t) (1.33) (1.06) (9.30) (2.00) (0.71) (0.62) (1.61) 
NIKKEI 
MA(l)- A-PGARCH(3,1) -0.264 0.371 1.470 -0.501 
0-nuisslan (3.58) (7,53) (20.08) (15.43) 
MA(l)- A-PGARCH(4,1) -0.1433 -0.028 0.187 1.199 -0.527 
(double exp) (0.49) (0.10) (1.40) (7.89) (7.65) 
MA(h- A-PGARCH(4, I) -0.290 0.107 0.139 1.218 -0.510 
(gell crror) ( ). ()S) (0.43) (1.20) (8.56) (S. 28) 
Hai ig Sei ig, 
MA(l)- A-PGARCH(3, I) 0.0ýý - 0.3 03 1.881 -0.270 
"auss IaI 1) (2-1.75) (X. 17) (32.51) (10.47) 
MA(l)- A-PGARCH(l, l) 1.410 -0.314 
(double exp) (15.01) (4.79) 
MA(l)- A-PGARCH(l, 1) 1.518 -0.300 
(gen error) (15.80) (5.12) 
SE 
MA(l)- A-PGARCH(3,2) 0.173) 0.149 1.924 -0.318 0.068 
(, -, ýwssiaii) 
(0. S (22.21) (4.49) (0.89) 
MA(l)- A-PGARCH(l, l) 1.317 -0.103 
(double cxp) (1.05) (2.08) 
MA(l)- A-GARCH(2,2)** 0.107 1.000 -0.723 0.392 
(t) (0.33) (2.13) (1.05) 
Stralts-Times 
MA(l)- A-PGARCH(L 1) 3.624 -0.247 
(gaLISSIMI) (13.96) (8.82) 
MA(l)- A-PGARCH(3,2) 0.278 0.1190 2.018 -0.124 -0.239 
(double cxp) 3.3 7) (4,93) (5.83) (1.95) (2.56) 
MA(I)- A-GARCH(4, I)* 0.073 0.123 2.000 -0.197 
(ocn crror) (0.76) (0.46) (1.44) (3.79) 
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In addition to Tal)le 5.7 this table reports the moments of the conditional 
\Týii'jýuwe of Ihe selecte(l model in the previous tAles. 
75,0 
A-PGARCH Models 13, /7 2 7h E(h, ") 
KOSPI 
MA(l)- A-GARCH(l, 1)"' 0.9257 0.0001 0.2457 2E-08 
(pussiall) 
MA(l)- A-PGARCH(1,3) 0.9916 0.0023 0.8794 5E-05 
(double exp) 
MA(l)- A-PGARCH(3,4) 0.9666 0.0006 0.1469 4E-07 
M 
NIKKEI 
MA(l)- A-PGARCH(3, I) 0.9860 0.0021 1.0685 
(gaussian) 
MA(l)- A-PGARCH(4,1) 0.9775 0.0044 0.4827 4E-05 
(dOUble exp) 
MA(l)- A-PGARCH(4,1) 0.9763 0.0038 0.3916 2E-05 
(gen error) 
Hang Seng 
MA(l)- A-PGARCH(3,1) 0.9654 0.0006 0.7060 1 E-06 
(, -, ým, ssian) 
MA(l)- A-PGARCH(l, 1) 0.9596 0.0024 0.3247 9E-06 
(double exp) 
MA(l)- A-PGARCH(l, 1) 0.9579 0.0019 0.3587 6E-06 
(gen error) 
S L-' 
MA(l)- A-PGARCH(3,2) 0.9797 0.0004 0.5801 5E-07 
(gausslan) 
MA(l)- A-PGARCH(l, 1) 0.9861 0.0043 0.3940 3E-05 
(clouble exp) 
MA(l)- A-GARCH(2,2)** 0.9484 0.0029 0.0479 9E-06 
(t) 
Stralts-Times 
MA(l)- A-PGARCH(l, 1) 0.9549 2E-07 22.060 
M,, \(])- A-PGARCH(3.2) 0.8086 0.0002 1.4910 
(CIOLIble c\p) 
MA(l)- A-GARCH(4, ])* 0.8473 0.0001 0.8280 1 E-07 
(gen error 
t9t 
This t, A)le pres(, iits the výilue of the likelihood nitio (LR) test of high order 
models chosen by the AIC. This table excluded the models in Table 5.4. 
A-PGARCH Models Likelihood Ratio Critical value 
(at 5`0 significant level) 
KOSPI 
MA(l)- A-GARCH(1,3) 14.28 9.49 
(douhle cxl-)) 
MA(l)- A-PGARCH('), 4) 27.84 15.50 
M 
NIKKEI 
MA(l)- A-PGARCH(3,1) 44.06 5.99 
MA(l)- A-PGARCH(4,1) 13.80 7.81 
(double cxp) 
MA(l)- A-PGARCH(4,1) 14.50 7.81 
(gen error) 
Hang Seng 
MA(l)- A-PGARCH(' ), 1) 24.78 5.99 
(gaussian) 
SE 
MA(l)- A-PGARCH(3,2) 11.70 9.49 
(gausslan) 
MA(l)- A-GARCH(2,2) 12.10 7.81 
(t) 
Straits-Times 
MA(l)- A-PGARCH('), 2) 9.58 9.49 
(double Cxp) 
MA(l)- A-GARCH(4,1) 10.48 7.81 
(gen error) 1. 
The following table the AIC numbers and Log likelihood numbers of 
tlj(, Bollerslev model and the. Taylor/ S chwert model a-long with those of the A- 
PGABCH model. The midel-Iiiiing indicates the milimium value of the AIC and 
the preferred model 1). v the LB t(,, -; t aniong the three models. 
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A-N; AR CH NIo (I vI 
KOSPI 
%I A( I )- A-PG ARCH( 1,1 
(ýaussian) 
delta= I de Ita= 1 . 96 
delta- 2 
AIC -27425.99 -2 74 96.00 -27499.63 
Log Likelihood 13718.99 13755.00 13755.82 
NI A( I)- A-PG ARCH( 1.3) 
(clouble exp) 
delta= I delta= 1.48 delta=2 
AIC -28070.99 -28082.76 -28013.55 Loý Likelihood 14045.50 14052.38 14010.77 
%I A( I )- A-PGARCH( 1,3) 
(gen error) 
delta= I L]Clta= 1.41) delta-2 
AIC -28071 . 32 -28083.10 -28077.29 
Log Likelihood 14046.66 
_14053JS 
14049.64 
NI A( I )-A -P G ARCH(, . 4) 
M 
delta= I delta= 1.33 delta-2 
\IC -28073.72 -28083.26 -27394.29 
Log Likelihood 14051.86 14057.63 13712.15 
N IKK EI 
M A( I )- A-PG ARCH (3,1) 
(gaussian) 
delta= I delta= 1.47 delta-2 
AIC -29525.85 -29560.02) -29559.81 
Log Likelihood 14770.93 14789.0 1 14787.91 
MAO )- A-11(1 'ARCII(4.1 
(double exp) 
de Ita= I delta= 1 . 20 delta=2 
AIC -30047.56 -30050.03 -30033.50 
Log Likelihood 15032.78 15035.01 15025.75 
MA(l)- A-PGARCH(4, I) 
(gcn error) 
delta= I delta= 1.22 delta=2 
AIC -3005 1 . 52 -30055.88 -30038.33 
Log Likelihood 15035.7(, S038.94 15029.16 
M A(I )- A-PG ARCH(3.3) 
M 
delta= I delta= 1 . 26 deltaý2 
AIC -29974.74 -30075.33 -30059.31 
Log Likelihood 15000.47 1505 1.67 15042.66 
I lang Seng L- 
MA(I)- A-PGARCH(3, I) 
(gatissiall) 
delta= I dclij- [. ý8 delta= 
AIC -2154 15.7o -'Sý44 11 -25525.73 
Log Likelihood 1 ')7 1 S. 88 1 17 8 1.0 ý 12770.86 
M A( I)- A-PG ARC H(l, I 
(clouble exp) 
delta=1 delta= 1.4 1 delta=2 
AIC -26099.04 -26101.52 -26098.77 
Lou Likelihood 13050.52 13057.76 13055.38 
M A( I )- A-PG ARCH( 1,1) 
(gen eiror) 
delta- I delta= IJ-) delta=2 
AIC -26088.29 -26100.87 -26 1 0ý. 38 
Log Likelihood 13050J1 13061.44 13059.69 
'Sll, 
NI A( I )-A -PG A RCFI(3,2) 
(pllýsiall) 
delta- I delta= 1.9" delta=2 
AIC -24967.87 -25087.89 -25079.78 
Log Likelihood 1249, ý94 12 ý ý4.94 12549.89 
NI A([ )-A -PG A 
(geil ei. I. o1-) 
delta- 1 Lichaý 1. ', 4 della -' 
Al(' -25603.12 -25607.59 -2ý44, >ý46 
Log Likeliliood 12812. i6 12815.80 12 7 -', ý. -' 3 
M A( I )-A -P(J A RCFI(4,2) 
M 
deltaý I delta= 1.28 delta=2 
AIC -26126.64 -26130.61 -261 17.25 
Lo& Likelihood 13075.32 13078.31 13070.63 
MA(l )- A-PGARCH(l, 1) 
(double exp) 
delta= I delta= 1.32 delta=2 
AIC -25602.19 -25607.33 -25595.11 
Loý Likelihood 12807.10 12810.67 12803.56 
NI A( I )-A -PG A RCH(2 
M 
delta= I delta= 1.16 delta=2 
\IC -25525.87 -25526.50 -24379.38 
LoL Likelihood 12772.94 12774.25 12199.69 
S tra its -T i ni es 
M A( I )- A-PG, ARCH( 1,1) delta= I delta=-, ) ý02 
delta 2 
(puýsiaii) 
AIC -20278.87 -210396.03 -20369.24 
1 ou LikýýIillood 10145.43 1020ý. 32 10190.62 
M A( I )- A-P(J ARCH (3.2) 
(double exp) 
delta= I deI ta= 2.0 2 cleltaý2 
AIC -20027.87 -20863.03 -20786.26 
Log Likelihood 10324.94 10442.51 10403.13 
\ 1A (I )- A- 11 GAR ('l-l (4.1 ) cleltaý I delta=2.1 ', delta= 2 
( uc I] eIIo I) 
AW -10081.4-1 -201,77.5 7 -208 79ON' 
1 ouý I-IkcliliooL[ 103 53.7 1 1 0449.7S 10 44 1). S4 
M A( I )- A-PG ARCH (2,1 
M 
delta= I delta= 1.89 delta=2 
W -20938.26 -20957.33 -20959.44 
Lot! I. ikeliliood 10479.13 10487.67 10487.72 
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